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The colleges of education have been . the forgotten

e ducational sector in South Africa. At the time of Union,

t he colleges were belatedly appended to the Education

Departments for administrative purposes and they have

remained associated with the school sector ever since. In

order to aspire to tertiary status, some colleges have

linked with universities, in addition to their links with

the Education Departments. Although there have been decided

advantages in these arrangements, it has also meant that the

colleges have never established a raison detre in

right.

their own

Given that a new political and educational dispensation is

in the offing, the time is right to review all the

ramifications of the collegiate sector and derive a model

for a corporate administrative, professional and academic

future for the colleges as institutions of higher education

i n their own right and with their own mission and canons of

excellence.

The collegiate model derived has to meet the multifarious

requirements of all the stakeholders, including political

office bearers, public administrators, educationists and the

public. To this end, wide-ranging considerations were

reviewed as a backdrop against which the collegiate model

could be judged. In particular, the proposals had to be

any model

viewed through

paradigm, as

the portals of

had to

the public

be acceptable

administrative

in terms of

sound administration.

following:

Preface
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( i ) theoretical and normative Public Administration

o r i e n t a t i o n s were reviewed, in particular the generic

a d mi n i s t r a t i v e paradigm, and the normative considerations in

paradigms have been paradigmthe generic

the literature; it is acknowledged

put forward, but

that recently new

was considered the most appropriate for

piece of research.

the needs of this

(ii) the historical aspects of teacher education in

South Africa were considered, including the major

Commissions affecting teacher education provision, cardinal

legislation, aspects of the education crises, and the

current ideological stances being adopted by the various

groupings in the country;

(iii) a comparative review of teacher education in

various countries throughout the world, including a number

of countries in Africa, was undertaken. As the South African

educational system is based to a considerable extent on the

British system, the British literature on teacher education

provision was considered more fully;

( i v ) the provision of teacher education was considered

within State and political parameters. Structures and

systems of administration and organisation were reviewed

Issues specifically addressedinternationally.

college autonomy, models of affiliated

included

tertiary

institutions, the relationship between central, regional and

local structures, and educational management structures as

they relate to control and accountability in particular;
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(v) teacher education affects, and is affected by,

economic and financial concerns, and these were considered.

Related financial factors included:

methods of funding teacher education, such as by

grants, loans or voucher systems; and

funding mechanisms within the proposed Collegium to

ensure economy, efficiency, control and accountability;

(vi) The place of colleges of education, and teacher

education, within the higher education realm was considered,

including the nature of the courses of training and the

relationship between the colleges and the universities.

Related concerns were monotechnicism, the parameters of

professional education and the

education provision; and

place of in-service teacher

(vii) Various mechanisms for ensuring and maintaining

standards in teacher education were reviewed, including

institutional accreditation, course validation and teacher

educator licensure. NCATE in the United States and the CNAA

standardisation,

in Britain were

as

fully

they

explicated

related to

as models

academic

of

and

professional teacher education and training. Institutional

performance and staffing considerations were discussed as

mechanisms for ensuring quality teacher education.

In the light of the above research, the collegiate model

proposals were presented. Considerations included the

organisation and structures of the Collegium model proposals
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and the articulation of

r o l e and functions of

the system in order to ensure

the key stakeholders, such as

the

the

Mi n i s t e r , the Education Department, other tertiary

i n s t i t u t i o n s , the school sector, regional structures, and

the colleges themselves. Inter-college liaison was

specifically addressed. The role and place of the individual

college i s of cardinal concern in the collegiate model, and

issues such as autonomy and corporateness, consultation and

coordination, and centralisation/decentralisation were

specifically considered.

A critical appraisal of the model was considered in the

light of the previous chapters. In particular the model was

assessed in the light of the Public Administration

parameters outlined at the outset of the research.

The model accommodates corporate collegiate consultation,

professional/administrative modelCo l l e g i u m, promotes a

teacher education development in which

the

of

the

body,The central

provision and

and negotiation.coordinat ion,

political, professional and administrative interests and

concerns are accommodated, ensuring

by these sectors.

a balance of influence

The collegiate model is an ideal arrangement for correcting

the problems and injustices of the past. It has been

specifically structured to address present problems and

future needs. It is a unitary model which assures national

p l a n n i n g and sectorial policy-making. It is empowered to

raise the standard of teacher education on a corporate basis

Preface
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and can address issues such as ideological differences,

local option concerns, administrative problems caused by

schisms in the past, and backlogs in financial and

provision.

facility

The advantages of the collegiate model were highlighted, as

well as the potential problem areas which may be encountered

by the Collegium in trying to achieve its

Preface

aims.
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1

1. 1

CHAPTER ONE

AN OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the conceptual framework of the study is

elucidated and the methodological approach is clarified.

The key concept of 'first principle public administration'

is presented as it applies in this research.

An introduction to the essential aspects of the collegiate

model is necessary in order that the issues and perspectives

selected and debated in this work make sense in terms of the

direction taken in the research.

1.2 ORIGINATION OF RESEARCH

Teacher education in South Africa has never received

exclusive consideration as a discrete sector in higher

education . It has been associated administratively with the

s c ho o l sector, and has been divided on 'own affairs' lines.

felt that a carefully articulatedIt is

provision of teacher education,

model

with central

for the

planning,

r e g i o n a l negotiation and local option, is long overdue.

Since the advent of State President de Klerk's address to

Parliament on 2 February 1990, political changes are in the

offing. At the same time, with a change in the Constitution

i mminent, and the end of own affairs' education, changes in

the structures and provision of teacher education will also
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be re-negotiated. The time is therefore ripe for a detailed

consideration of the issues, principles and perspectives

surrounding the college sector and the provision of teacher

education. No such research is currently available. There is

a need for a well developed model to be presented for

consideration.

On a personal level, the author of this piece of research

has worked at a college of education for over a decade,

latterly in a management position. He has been associated

with teachers' society affairs, and has been involved in a

secretarial capacity with significant regional and national

teacher educator bodies such as CORDTEK (the Council of

Rectors and Deans of Teacher Education in KwaZulu Natal) and

the CCER (the Committee of College of Education Rectors). A

natural concern for the future development of the collegiate

sector has been the inspiration behind this research.

1.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The provision of professional teacher education is the

responsibility of the State, which sets broad policy

parameters in order to ensure that the needs of the country

and its citizens are realised. The type and form of teacher

education provided depends, inter alia, on

(i) the national historical antecedents of teacher

education provision;

( i i ) th he p ilosophy, principles and premises underlying

the national perception of teaching and education; and
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(i ii) the socio-political and socio-economic realities of

the nation.

Teacher education is not a static phenomenon; it is in a

evolutionary in nature and usually occur

tend be

of

to

resultas a

changesthebutflux,ofstateconstant

detailed and timely research, consideration and planning.

Usually a Commission, or an august educational-

is charged with thoroughly investigating

administrative body (such as Sciences

reviews,

Research

proposed

Sucheducation.

the Human

ofsystemtheto

Council)

changes

reconsiderations and changes are necessary and desirable

from time to time if education is to respond dynamically to

changes being wrought in the evolving ethos of the country.

These changes are usually sympathetic with changes in the

political , administrative, physical , economic, technological

o r societal aspects of a community or a nation.

The issues implicit in this research arise out of unresolved

dilemmas in the history of teacher education and current

circumstances in the provision of teacher education for all

population groups in South Africa. The main historical

antecedents relevant to this piece of research

alia,

are, inter

(i) the exclusion of colleges of education from higher

education status at the time of Union;

( i i ) the Geric ke and De Lange Commissions'

conceptualisations, inter alia, on provincial/university/

college liaison and autonomy for colleges;
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(iii) the coo~dination of teache~ education p~ovision with

a unita~y administ~ative body as p~oposed by the De Lange

Co mmi s s i o n ;

( i v ) deg~ee/diploma issues; and

(v) black teache~ education backlogs.

The cu~~ent ci~cumstances, which make this p~oposed ~esea~ch

compelling and app~op~iate, have occu~~ed since the Ge~icke

and De Lange Commission ~ecommendations. They a~e, inter

alia, as follows:

(i) the advent of the Republic of South Af~ica

Constitution Act, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983) which p~esc~ibed

education as an "own affai~" the~eby f~agmenting educational

p~ovision;

(i i) the demise of the elected ~ep~esentative p~ovincial

tie~ of gove~nment which appea~s to be ~esulting in

i n c ~ ea sed cent~alisation in educational gove~nance,

d e c i s i o n - ma k i n g and cont~ol, togethe~ with dec~eased local

option;

(iii) the Gove~nment's stated commitment, following the De

Lange Commission ~epo~t, to add~ess the disp~opo~tionate

p~ovision of education fo~ the va~ious population g~oups,

pa ~ t i c u l a ~ l y the black g~oup, and the implementation of a

ten yea~ plan in o~de~ to attempt to ~ed~ess p~io~

un d e ~ p ~ ov i s i on i n g in education and to gain some level of

equity in cu~~ent educational p~ovision;

Chapte~ One
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(i v) internationally tertiary institutions of higher

learning, particularly the universities, have been in a

s t a t e of uncertainty as to their role and mission; similarly

in South Africa the universities have struggled with the

conflicting roles of "the disinterested pursuit of

knowledge" as opposed to professional and vocational

education and training;

(v) the universities and technikons in South Africa are

currently facing a crisis in the form of significant cuts in

government funding and the Committee of University

Principals have urgently drawn up contingency plans for the

rationalisation of university courses offered by the various

universities - some universities have already discontinued

certain courses;

(vi) some colleges of education have been closed and

others are threatened with closure; the number of students

admitted to colleges, particularly in white, coloured and

I n d i a n teacher education, have been cut substantially and

t he staffing complement has been considerably reduced in

some teacher education institutions;

(vii) concurrent with this overproduction of teachers, and

the resulting problems of finding employment in own

affairs ' education departments and the reduction in

educational provision on the one hand, a large scale

underproduction of teachers and an underdeveloped physical

provision tor teacher education is evident on the other

hand, particularly in black teacher education;
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(viii) governmental spending on education has increased

dramatically in an effort to catch up and keep up with

educational provision amongst the previously financially

disadvantaged population groups; and

(ix) in 1987 the Government proposed the introduction of a

Bill to Parliament on teacher training but the Bill was

withdrawn because of the adverse and unfavourable reaction

it received prior to its being introduced to Parliament; the

Bill is currently being redrafted and changes in educational

provisioning may well be in the offing.

The current piece of research aims to establish the

and function of colleges of education within

place

higher

education via the formulation of an appropriate and

implemented and which

whichdesirable model

capable of being

of teacher education provision

would be in

is

accord

with public administration principles. This will be achieved

by assessing the relevant issues from a historical

orientation, reviewing the current situation and current

manifestations, and devising an evolutionary model, together

with an implementation strategy, from theoretical

perspectives, whilst keeping present socio-political and

socio-economic realities and phenomena, as well as current

educational structures, in mind, and with due consideration

of the needs to be met in teacher education and the

philosophical underpinnings that are central to any schemata

being considered. The model proposed is in accord with the

contention supported by the de Lange Commission that sound

public administration should be based on a system which is
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nationally cont~olled but locally administe~ed. The maximum

devolution of decision-making powe~ should be allowed within

c o n f i n e d pa~amete~s set by the gove~nment and choices should

be subject to local option whe~eve~ possible.

The axiomatic p~esupposition of this ~esea~ch is that

colleges of education a~e capable of being viable autonomous

institutions that can p~ovide effective teache~ education of

a sufficiently academic and with p~ofessional

competence. Colleges of

standa~d

education need to be judged

acco~ding to thei~ own pa~ticula~ mission and it should be

acknowledged that they have an existence in thei~ own ~ight.

The y a~e uniquely placed to meet thei~ own pa~ticula~ and

specific needs. Thei~ cou~ses a~e unique and distinctive and

diffe~ in natu~e, content and objective f~om unive~sity

cou~ses. Yet these college cou~ses a~e, in ce~tain

instances, held to be deg~eewo~thy in thei~ Dwn ~ight. In

addition, colleges a~e well placed to meet auxilia~y

educational ~equi~ements. Thei~ mandate needs to be cast in

a b~oade~ and a deepe~ mould.

The academic and intellectual challenge implicit in this

,ese a ~c h a~e contained in the following c~ite~ia:

c~itical use will be made of published wo~k and sou~ce

rna t e r La I ;

independent judgement will be exe~cised in testing the

ideas and opinions of p~io~ educationists and public

administ~ationists;
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the findings will challenge previous beliefs;

knowledge from various disciplines and from perspectives

obtained from other countries will be extrapolated and

melded innovatively in the construction of a novel model

which may be used as a template for the provision of

professional teacher education and the model will be

capable of being implemented in practice;

as such, this piece of research will add to the academic

and professional knowledge on teacher education and to

the debate on the provision of professional teacher

education and the possible future of colleges of

education;

the approach of this study is synoptic and

multidisciplinary rather than definitive in nature and

its academic challenge lies in bringing different areas

and types of knowledge together in a cohesive and

holistic manner around the theoretical and practical

issues under consideration;

the conception of a collegiate university is not novel or

unique; the challenge of the research lies in the

breadth of the disciplines and issues brought to bear on

the collegiate conception and the adaptation and

applicability of the proposed derived model in meeting

South Africa 's perceived needs realistically, yet

e f f e c t i v e l y and efficiently; and

The placing of a collegiate model within a Collegium
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structure is novel. Although the Collegium conception is

based on models and experiences in various countries over

time, it is unique in the concept derived.

1.4 METHODOLOGY OF STUDY

The methodology will be theoretical, substantiated with

empirical and ideational data from the professional and

academic research literature. A critical analysis of the

theoretical perspectives will be made from the relevant

literature. Both current manifestations and their historical

antecedents will be evaluated. Wherever appropriate, the

theoretical orientations will be linked with existing

structures or current practices.

The insights gained above will be extrapolated to generate

an integrated critical exposition in the form of a viable

model for the provision of professional teacher education.

The model will be developed along philosophical and

practical administrative lines

presented for consideration.

and recommendations will be

and experience, illuminated by reference to, and

The main themes will be based on South African phenomenon

comparison

with, relevant

where necessary.

issues and structures in other countries,

The overall approach will be an integration of theoretical

perspectives, extended into practical considerations, based

on knowledge and theory drawn from the academic disciplines

of Public Administration and Education. Information will be
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derived from a wide reading of the cogent issues in academic

and professional books, j o u r n a l s and reports. A critical

reading of relevant matters in the various Commission

reports (in particular, the Ger icke Commission, the Van Wyk

de Vries Commission and the de Lange Commission), White

Papers thereon and appropriate Acts of

carried out. Kn o wl e d g e a b l e persons in

Parliament will

the field will

be

be

consulted informally for opinions and perspectives.

As the study will encompass a wide field, with many

perspectives being drawn into collocation and centered on

generating a viable and practicable model of a collegiate

system for the provision of acceptable teacher education in

South Africa, the approach will be interdisciplinary and

synoptic in nature

1. 5 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION WITHIN A

MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH: FIRST

PRINCIPLE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Th i s piece of research is ·b a s e d upon a novel conceptual

basis termed "First Principle Public Administration". It is

necessary to formulate this principle and its implications

for this piece of researc h from the outset.

Public Adminstration constitutes a discrete set of processes

and is an academic discipline in its own right. However

pu b l i c administration does not take place in a vacuum.

reason,

Publ ic administrators combine with other specialists in

planning and execution of their tasks. For this

the
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public administration is typically multidisciplinary in

nature and interdiscipl inary cooperation is required in any

theoretical or practical endeavour. Public administrators

need to have insight into the knowledge, skills and

perceptions of the other academic disciplines that they come

into contact with, in order to realise their own

aims.

Coetzee (1988:80) holds that:

particular

"Because public administrators often perform their work
in conjunction with practioners in other sciences, and
as the public administration processes integrate and
overarch all human behaviour, the discipline of Public
Administration should be approached from both an
interdisciplinary and a multidisciplinary point of
view. "

When one is considering a new dispensation (model and

recommendations) for the provision of teacher education, it

is not optimal to work within one academic discipline or

perceptual set. If educators were to decide on a system for

the provision of teacher education, they may not be overly

concerned with where the finances were coming from (a

legislative concern) or where education fitted into the

large r picture (a legislative concern) . Nor would

educationists be particularly concerned with the efficient

or effective

concern) .

use of resources (a public administration

Similarly, if politicians alone were to propose a system for

the provision of teacher education, they would naturally be

more concerned with keeping the electorate happy and would

not necessarily be concerned about administrative control
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and organisational details (a public administration concern)

or with factors such as the size of school classes or the

q u a l i t y of teachers (educational concerns). If public

a d mi n i s t r a t o r s were to evolve a system for the provision of

teacher education, they may be less sensitive towards the

need to keep political party groups and interest groups

happy (the concern of politicians) or appreciate what

infrastructure is needed to realise professional education

(the concern of the educationist).

Through these simple hypothetical instances, it is clear

that any proposals for the provision of teacher education

need to be viewed via political, administrative and

educational perspectives. More importantly, it is not a

matter of simply considering each perspective independently,

but to al low for interplay between these various

pe r s pe c t i v e s and to consider the interactive effects in a

balanced manner. Public Administration has the function

being the broker between politics and education. In

of

the

p r o c e s s of providing a service, the politicians are

responsible for initiating programmes via legislative

po l i c i e s enshrined in law, the public administrators have

t he function of realising these policies in practice, whilst

the educators are the immediate consumers of the service.

The public (community) are the ultimate consumers of the

service, and they must also be involved in the planning and

implementat ion stages. Diagramatically this relationship

cou l d be represented as follows:
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We could represent the relationship between the four key

stakeholders in the provision of education by saying that

the politicians decide to do something, the public

administrators need to consider how to do it, the educators

can have an important input as to what should be done in

principle and the community can articulate their needs and

comment on what is provided. We can refer to the

relationship between Public Administration and Education as

"first principle Public Administration."

1.5.1 FIRST PRINCIPLE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

By First Principle Public Administration is meant that

Public Administration cannot encapsulate the Public

Administration principles and process only; it must also

r e f e r to principles and con ten t tha t lie beyond the

parameters of Public Administration as a subject discipline.

specialist (professional), in this case the educator.

t he essence of that which is conceptually 'education'

Such principles and content lie in the domain of the

Thus

does

not exist within the parameters of public administration.

The first principles of pedagogy within the provision of

teacher education

academic discipline.Administration as

are

an

not contained within Public

Public

administrators do not necessarily have experience as

teachers, or hold academic and professional qualifications

that make them authorities on education and teaching. The

f irst principle approach to public administration requires

that public administrators need to be guided in their first
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principles by the specialists in education (the professional

bodies, the academic research institutions and the

practi tioners) .

If a public administrator is appointed to the Department of

Health, say, he would need to master the essentials of

health services and consult the professional experts before

he could be an effective public administrator in this public

department. If after a number of years of successful service

he is subsequently transferred to the Department of

Education, there is nothing directly in his training or

experience that will enable him, without further appropriate

recommend a satisfactory

professionaltraining, experience and

system of

consultation

teacher education.

to

The

first principles of public administrative practice in effect

lie outside the domain of his public administration

ex pe r i e n c e per se. This is why the function epithet is

u s u a l l y coupled with administration, as in 'education

administrator' .

In the same way, the principles of effective teacher

education provision, policy and organisation are not

necessarily part of the educator's training and experience.

The relationship between educators and public administrators

is reciprocal when it comes to recommendations for the

pro v i s i o n of an effective teacher education system.

The public office bearers, similarly, cannot function

o pt i ma l l y without the input of professional educators.
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Where politicians have effected educational programmes

arising out of politically based policies, the outcomes have

on oc c e s i on been unfortunate. In America, human rights

movements raised the issue of the inferior educational

attainment of black children. One of the political solutions

adopted was the 'bussing project' where black school

children were taken in buses to schools in white districts.

Educationally the problem of disadvantage in schooling was

not solved; in many instances it was compounded as the

disparities were magnified.

In South Africa, the apartheid education policy of the

Nationalist government resulted in Sowetan children (amongst

others) being compelled to study via the language medium of

Afrikaans. This political policy was unacceptable, and the

educational representatives of the general public (black)

had not been consulted or listened to, and the 1976 Soweto

riots resulted. The Cillie Commision found that the root

causes of the violence were bitterness and frustration among

the black citizens about the use of Afrikaans as a medium of

instruction in black secondary schools (Behr 1984:196-197).

Although the above instances have been oversimplified, they

do serve to indicate that political solutions to political

considered with a greater degree of circumspection

problems within the domain of education need to be

and

professional consultation. The involvement of education

specialists is mandatory.
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1. 5.2 MULTI-INTEREST APPROACH TO PUBLIC

ADMINISTRATION

The diagram above (figure 1 ) depicts the interactions

between all the stakeholders and by implication indicates

the importance of involving all the interested persons when

policies and programmes are enacted or executed. Each group

of interested persons needs to have an opportunity for prior

input and for feedback in the process. The relationship

between the legislators, the public administrators and

e d u c a t i o n i s t s , in planning for and the realisation

the

of

teacher education provision,

diagram, as follows:

Chapter One
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SOCIETY

EDUCATION

TEACHER
EDUCATION

ROVISION

POLITICS

Figure 2 - Interactivity of functions in public policy
making

The principl~s that obtain between the spheres of activity

of the minister and the public administrator as applied to

policy-making, may be represented as follows:

SPHERE OF ACTIVITY

FIELD OF: OF MINISTER

POLITICAL POLICIES

EXECUTIVE POLICIES

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES

OPERATIONAL POLICIES

SPHERE OF ACTIVITY OF

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR

Figure 3 - Overlapping functions in public policy-making
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Although every level of policy-making involves both the

ad mi n i s t r a t o r and the relevant minister, the ratio of

res po n s i b i l i t i e s varies proportionately.

their

Similarly Rowland (Hanekom, Rowland & Bain 1986:62)

describes the differentiation between specialised functional

work, referred to as line functions (the object of the

enterprise) and administrative functions, called the staff

functions. The relationship between the line functionary and

the staff functionary is typified as being direct and

inverse. Diagrammatically the relationship may be

represented as follows:

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTION

CHIEF

SENIOR

WORKER

SPECIALISED FUNCTION

Figure 4 - Relationship between line and staff functions

This figure shows the proportionate relationship between a

l i n e function worker (say a specialist teacher) and a staff

f u n c t i o n manager (say the principal of a school). The higher

one goes up the corporate ladder, the less specialist work

one is able to accomplish and the more administrative

functionary work that is required of one.

The line-staff function concept is complicated by the fact

that a particular function can be seemingly the same, yet
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fall under the rubric of either 'line' or 'staff' depending

on the circumstances. From an education perspective

(specialist line function) , public administrators may be

perceived as fulfilling a staff function role (auxiliary,

supportive and administrative). From the perspective of a

public administrator in the department of education, the

administration may be viewed as the line function

(specialist function), and the input from educators in this

process may be cast in a staff function mould. Here the

staff function may be seen as advisory in that it provides

comprehensive factual information for the legislative and

executive policy-makers.

The various conceptual relationships that prevail between

politicians, public officials and educators have been

touched upon above. The approach which will be adopted in

this work will be an educational perspective, as perceived

through the portal of Public Administration. This conceptual

approach is the essence of the 'first principle' public

administrative point of view as described above and is

appropriate for an interdisciplinary perspective.

1.6 THE ESSENTIAL COLLEGIATE MODEL

The collegiate model is set in a unitary education

department, which falls under the Minister of National

is accountable to Parliament. The singleEducation, who

Department of Education would be responsible for all

consist of three Commissionseducational matters. It would

responsible for schooling, higher education, and post
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secondary education respec tively. The Commission for Higher

Ed u c a t i o n would consis t of three independent boards for

u n i v e r s i t i e s , technikons and colleges. The college board

would be termed the Collegium. Although the three boards

would act independently of each other, so as to avoid one

sector dominating the other sectors, the three sectors of

higher education would have representation on each other 's

boards, and liaison would occur on an ongoing basis.

The Collegium would be a consultative and executive body. It

would aim to be a professional administrative body. Although

the Minister would have the overall responsibility for the

collegiate sector, he would set the broad parameters, such

as the overall budget and the minimum requirements for

teacher training, and would empower
,

the Collegium to

administer the collegiate sector and execute the national

policies as decided by Parliament and the Minister.

T he Collegium would be responsible fo r the planning and

policy-making for the college sector in consultation with

t h e Minister. The Collegium would have representatives of

the Department of National Education and the Treasury

s e r v i n g on its central committee. It would also have strong

collegiate representation elected by the colleges at the

regional level. In such a structure, the concerns of the

a d mi n i s t r a t o r s , the political office bearers and the teacher

education professionals would be represented, and no one

g r o u p i n g would be able to dominate the other in the normal

course of affairs. As the Minister would empower the

Collegium to act on his behalf, he would have the power to
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intervene if matters went badly awry, but this should not be

allowed to happen. The college sector would be given a

considerable say over their own affairs providing that they

used their powers responsibly. The threat of control being

handed over to political interests or bureaucrats should be

sufficient to ensure that such abuses of power do not occur.

The Collegium would also be responsive to the colleges in

the sector. It would establish, and fund, regional

structures, which would carry out its policies. The regional

structures would consist of an administrative component.

More importantly, it would consist of a number of committees

of representatives from each of the colleges in the region.

These committees would deal independently with matters of

representatives would

professionaladministrative,

concern. These

financial, academic and

be nominated by the

college councils in the region. The representatives would

carry issues, perspectives and matters of concern to the

regional level, and they would relay regional perspectives,

either from the Collegium, or as raised by other colleges,

back to their college councils.

Each region would elect representatives to serve on the

Collegium, or its committees. These representatives would

carry information from the Collegium to the region, or from

the region to the Collegium. Certain matters may be relayed

from one region to the other regions via the Collegium.

a model

consultation

The Collegium

policy-making

is thus

based on

for national

wide-ranging

planning and

and
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communication. However the aim is not to dominate the

colleges. The Collegium and the regional structures would be

specifically mandated to give as much autonomy as possible

to the individual college councils, by devolving specific

powers and the responsibility for the colleges to realise

their aims. The colleges would, for example, control their

finances within the parameters of the budgets approved in

consultation with the Collegium. They would also develop and

offer their own courses, within the parameters set by the

accreditation and validation processes of the collegiate

sector.

The colleges would assume, through the corporate structures,

the primary responsibility for their mutual governance and

corporate limitations, establish

the quality

deriving the

of their courses. They would have

which would

a part in

integral

the parameters of their own

colleges would

the

the

The

the

be,need

would have

themselves.

influencing

if

to

role in

apply

freedom. They

renegotiate

that

and

have an

negotiate,

requirementscorporate

ability to

collegiate policy, direction

the collgiate sector. Arising

and developments occurring

out of the opportunities

in

for

purpose. The Collegium

con s u l t a t i o n and

corporate vision

mutual

and a

deliberation,

harmony of

there would be a

would function on agreement and not on the basis of

compulsion.

Because of the richness of communication accommodated within

the collegiate structures, the Collegium would represent a

source of collective wisdom and experience which would be of
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benefit to all the colleges. The result would be a system of

professional peer guidance and control arising out of the

inter-institutional cooperation and collaboration.

The Collegium would have, in essence, the following

functions and responsibilities:

it would execute government policy;

it would draw up a national policy for the collegiate

sector, and conduct the necessary planning and research in

this regard;

it would address backlogs in physical provision, and

establish a viable in -service training facility which is

articulated with the pre-service training;

it would act as a broker between the government and the

c o l l e g e s , reconciling the interests of both sides;

it would establish and coordinate the college sector,

ensuring an articulated system of management, and keep the

local, regional and national initiatives in harmony;

it would ensure wide-ranging and adequate consultation

opportunities, both within the sector and between the sector

and the stakeholders, such as the school and teacher sector;

it would control the bUdgeting process,

allocation and the monitoring of expenditure;

Chapter One
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it would be responsible for promoting and ensuring

economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of

resources;

it would establish controls, audit expenditure and be

responsible for the political accountability of the

collegiate sector; and

it would be responsible for the academic and

professional standards of the collegiate sector. This would

be accomplished by:

* establishing effective processes of institutional

accreditation, course validation and lecturer licensure;

* establishing sound assessment procedures, including

peer review, college visitation, and an external examiner

system;

* addressing the need for expertise and training for

management and the teacher educators;

* centralising certification so that the awards are of an

acceptable minimum standard and awards across the sector are

of a reasonably similar standard; and

* establishing a charter on a corporate basis so as to

underwrite degree and diploma qualifications.

The Collegiate model may be represented diagrammatically as

follows:
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F igure 5 - Schematic representation of the collegiate

structures
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1 .7 SUMMARY

In this chapter the rationale and methodology of the study

were elucidated . The novel key concept of ' f i r s t principle

Public Administration" was presented. The essence of the

collegiate model was formulated as a background to

understanding the following chapters in the study .
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2

2.1

CHAPTER TWO

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AS A CONCEPTUAL

FRAMEWORK FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE

PROVISION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF

PROFESSIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH

AFRICA, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE

GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES AS A BASIS

FOR DISCUSSING THE PROVISION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF PROFESSIONAL TEACHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH

AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

In investigating the provision and future development of

professional teacher education in South Africa, the proposed

model and recommendations will be considered in the light of

Public Administration theory and the concomitant practice.

For this reason, the conceptual basis of Public

Administration will be considered. Public administration

will be considered as an academic and a societal phenomenon.

I t will be necessary to review the relationship between

Po l i t i c a l Science and Public Administration, which

historically have had common roots. An explication of the

l e g i s l a t i v e and executive processes will be undertaken. The

place of public administration in the provision of social

g o o d s and services to the public will be viewed vis-a-vis

the role of the public political representatives whose task

it is to provide for the public by serving in and through

Parliament.
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Having established the concept and process of public

administration, the focus will fall on the paradigm of

Public Administration as an academic discipline. Attention

will be given to the relative strengths and shortcomings of

Pu b l i c Administration as a theoretical orientation and as a

framework for research endeavours.

It will be seen that, although Public Administration as a

research discipline lacks the rigour and sophistication of

scientific method, it has a paradigmatic framework which is

appropriate and valid for social research. This framework is

in two parts. Firstly the generic approach is a useful tool

for considering the application of any proposed models or

systems for the provision of professional teacher education

Secondly, the normative factors, which are implicit in

democratic pursuits and explicit in the literature

c o n c e r n i n g Public Administration as a construct, and as a

process, provide a perspective on public administrative

proposals. The normative factors provide a valid basis for

ma k i n g evaluative judgements, or for deciding between

conflicting and disparate value judgements, arising out of

t he social processes and factors in the research process.

These considerations of the theory and process of public

administration, and the paradigm of Public Administration as

an academic pursuit, will act as a standard against which to

measure the proposed models and structures developed in this

piece of research.
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The generic administrative construct will be discussed in

some detail as it pertains to the provision of teacher

education. Policy and the policy-making process will be

considered, with a particular consideration of policy

implementation, policy analysis and public participation in

policy matters. Account will also be taken of values in the

policy-making process.

Financing, staffing and the determination of work procedures

will be discussed briefly as

of teacher education.

they pertain to the provision

Organising will be considered with special reference to

factors such as the delegation of authority and the tension

between decentralisation and centralisation in national

public administrative and executive affairs.

Control is central to good public management and will be

legislative

internal departmentaldiscussed,

control,

taking into account

control and the control of

professionals such as teacher educators.

Planning as a generic auxiliary function will be considered

as the auxiliary function of primary concern in deriving

models and recommendations for the provision and development

of teacher education.

2.2 NATURE AND ROLE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

THEORY AND PRACTICE

It is necessary to define the concept 'public

administration' and to consider the place of public

Chapter Two
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administration within the functioning of the State.

2.2.1 CONCEPTS: ' PUBL I C ' AND 'ADMINISTRATION'

In order to understand the concept public administration, it

is necessary to consider its etymological roots, thereby

elucidating the origins of the basic concepts involved.

' Pu b l i c ' is contrasted with ' p r i v a t e' or 'personal' and is

used in the sense of pertaining to, or affecting, the people

at 1arge (Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:15). Public therefore

refers to society, or to

as communities.

its subsets which are referred to

Society is a composite whole of man living together in

association with his fellow man. Society may be thought of

as mankind in interaction. Communities form part of the

broader society within which man lives (Sonn in Gildenhuys

1988:317).

Public may therefore refer to the whole, or to the distinct

pa r t s which go to make up the whole, where these parts are

distinct social entities in their own right.

Administration is carried out by the people in the society,

or community, for the people in that society or community.

It is a goal directed process, engaged in through a group of

p e r s o n s in order to accomplish a predetermined ideal, or

bring about a desired state of affairs. Roux (in Gildenhuys

1988:171) defines administration as follows:

"Administration is a process, a related group of
activities, the dynamics of which are generic to group
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efforts aimed at combined goal realisation in all
oriented human frames of reference".

goal

It should be realised however that administration is not

aimless or haphazard; it is part of the definition of

administration that it should be carried out economically.

Coetzee (1988:55) stresses this aspect of administration:

"In the science of administration, whether public or
private, the basic 'good' is efficiency. The
fundamental objective of the science of administration
is the accomplishment of the work in hand with the
least expenditure of manpower and materials. Efficiency
is thus axiom number one in the value scale of
administration".

The goal of administration is not only encapsulated in the

manner of executing the administrative process, but also in

the realisation of its end. For administration to occur

economically, predetermined goals or endpoints must be

explicitly formulated. If distinct, well considered and

clearly articulated goals are proclaimed as part of the

administrative process, the institution carrying out the

administrative process, and the community which is likely to

benefit from the results of the administrative process, will

know in advance which state of affairs or particular

objective the institution is attempting to bring about, or

achieve. In setting goals, the administrators thereby

specify the desirable state of affairs which is considered

worth striving for, and delineate the means for assessing

the success of the administrative process. Thus implicit in

the goals are objectives, and these objectives are

themselves the result of the interplay of a number of value

systems. The goals and objectives implicitly proclaim the

normative views of the administrators in that they specify
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what is good

1976:129).

or bad, desirable or undesirable (Robbins

The concept 'administration' typically encapsulates three

realms of activity. Th purpose of the administration needs

to be defined. The means of achieving the administrative

process need to be considered, especially with a view to

economy. The results of the administrative process need to

be reviewed in the light of the purpose and means of the

administrative process.

Administration can

follows:

therefore be viewed diagramatically

COMMUNITY OR SOCIETY

ADMINISTRATION

as

PURPOSE ----~> MEANS ----)~ RESULTS
t t l

F i g u r e 6 - Diagrammatic representation of administration

Thus within public administration, the purpose of any

proposed course of act ion will to large extent dictate the

means which are likely to be employed. In turn the purpose

of any project and the means adopted will affect the results

wh i c h may be attained . Reciprocally, the outcome, or results

obtained, will be fed back into any consideration of the

purpose of an administrative venture, and into the means

utilised to realise that venture.
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2.2.2 DEFINITIONS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Public administration is administration that occurs in a

public domain. As such, public administration is conducted

in a political environment (Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:212) .

It is the administrative side of government (as opposed to

the executive and legislative sides of government) which is

responsible for implementing the programmes contained in the

various statutes and acts called legislation. The

legislation forms and represents the will of the people of

the State, as expressed by their representatives in

Parliament. To the extent that public administration is the

action part of government, it represents the means by which

the purposes and goals of government are realised. Its

primary interest lies in how legislation will be put into

e f fec t, rather than in the conceptualisation of a

legislative programme, although public admin istrators in

practice are involved in the ends of legislation , as well as

t he means of achieving the legislation. Public

a d mi n i s t r a t o r s therefore concentrate on the implementation

of the policies contained in the parliamentary statutes and

involved to a lesser degree inacts, but are

p o l i c y , which is encapsulated ultimately in

f o r mu l a t i n g

legislation,

prior to being implemented.

Th e concept of public administration has been defined and

clarified in many ways by many persons, and yet no decisive

and conclusive definition has emerged. This is as one would

expect with such a complex set of theoretical and practical

orientations, which occur so widely and in so many
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institutions and pursuits. The locus of public administraion

practice is universal and disparate. The focus of Public

Administration theory attempts to generalise the

commonalities in the pUblic administration processes,

thereby seeking universal truths

and explain these processes.

or principles that typify

For the purpose of this work, the following definitions of

Public Administration are considered to be cogent and

reasonably representative of the domain of Public

Administration.

" .public administration has
marshalling of human and material
achieve the objectives of
(Balogan 1983:11).

Cutchin (1981:79-81) avers:

to do with the
resources in order to

public policy."

" The term (public administration) represents a
broad-ranging, amorphous combination of theory and
practice whose objectives are ... to encourage public
policies that are more responsive to social needs, and
to institute managerial practices in public
bureaucracies that are designed to achieve
effectiveness and efficiency and, increasingly, to meet
the deeper needs of the citizenry ... "

White (1955:2) takes a broader view, and one of a more

philosophical nature as

to be:

he perceives public administration

" ... the composite of all
practices, codes and customs
and in any jurisdiction".

the laws, regulations,
that prevail at any time

The construct of public administration which has achieved

wide acceptance in South Africa, and which will be seminal

in this work, is that t:;Jf the generic approach. In the

generic approach, an attempt has been made to define those
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attributes or processes which are universal in all

a d mi n i s t r a t i v e activities. The generic processes consist of

s i x discrete administrative functions which are posited as

being universal in the public administrative process, yet

which are unified in that they are mutually inclusive. Each

generic administrative process is interactive with all the

others in a dynamic series of inter-relatedness.

Cloete's definition of public

Coetzee 1988:20) is as follows:

administration (as quoted in

" Pu b l i c administration is a comprehensive and peculiar
field of activity, consisting of numerous activities,
processes or functions performed by public officials
working in public institutions, and aimed at producing
goods and rendering services for the benefit of the
community. These activities or functions can be
classified into three groups:

* the generic administrative activities or functions of
policy making, financing, organizing, staffing, the
determination of work procedures, and the devising of
the methods of control;

* the functional activities peculiar to specific
services such as education, nursing, public work or
defence;

* the auxiliary functions such as decision making, data
processing, planning ; programming, and communication,
which are necessary to simplify or expedite the
execution of the generic administrative functions
and the functional activities".

T he generic approach defined above has been specifically

selected as being the most apposite for this study. It is

acknowledged that the generic approach has evolved greatly

since this formulation by Cloete. For example, Cloete (1991)

has e xtended and expanded his approach to include, inter

alia, the important dimension of public management. Fox et

alia (1991) have developed their views on public management.
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In spite of this ongoing evolution of the generic approach,

the core administrative processes have been selected to form

the basis for this work, because of its emphasis on the

macro approach.

2.2.3 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

Public Administration as an academic field of study, is not

a pure science or a pure philosophy. As the activity of

public administration touches on so many areas and

endeavours of community life, it encompasses the universe of

man and ideas. For this reason Public Administration

interacts and overlaps with many other academic disciplines.

Historically Public Administration and Political Science

were kindred academic pursuits, and Public Administration

has grown in large part out of the wider field of

Political Science (Berkley 1978:14).

inquiry,

Public Administration has come of age as a valid and

discrete arena of academic pursuit and understanding, and

i t s truths differ from those of Political Science, as does

its focus of scientific inquiry.

Coetzee (1988:88) defines

as:

the domain of political science

(i) political power and political systems;

(ii) the state as a form of human association with
lawful powers of compulsion and persuasion;

(iii) public aims and their institutionalisation;

(iv) relationships between the individual and the
state; and
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(v) inter-state relations.

Public administration by contrast, is primarily concerned

with the execution of public policy, implying that its focus

is on the internal functioning of executive public

institutions.

In summation, the delineation between Political Science and

Public Administration lies in the differential that

Political Science makes a study of public institutions in

their political context (meaning political behaviour and

political systems) , whilst Public Administration

concentrates on the internal functioning of the executive

public institutions (Cloete 1988:89).

2.2.4 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

By 'public institutions', it is meant that the institutions

are not privately owned and are not profit motivated. Public

institutions are usually supported economically from fiscal

finances and their function is to provide a service for the

community served by these institutions. Public institutions

are staffed by public servants who are funded by the State.

Hanekom and Thornhill (1983:217-218) describe the role of

public institutions as follows:

"The main purpose of public institutions in general is
to render uninterrupted community services essential to
the maintenance of a satisfied community and to the
promotion of the general welfare, by ensuring the
greatest possible measure of spiritual and material
welfare for the inhabitants of the country.

Thus the general welfare of the citizens is the prime

criterion against which the activities of public
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institutions should be measured, as opposed to the private

sector where the material well-being of the owners or the

shareholders, as measured in profits or capital

accumulation, is the prime criterion.

2.2.5 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION WITHIN THE PROCESS OF

GOVERNANCE

Public adminstration is closely linked to politics, which is

to say that, although public administration is not political

per se, it does function within a political ethos. Politics

is the process through which power and influence can be

obtained and exercised (Hanekom & Thornhill 1986:16). This

power and influence should not be sought for their intrinsic

reward, but should be used, as a broad aim, for the

promotion of community welfare and the ordered running of

the public body corporate. The objectives of public sector

works are relatively intangible, as they are linked to the

promotion of general welfare. The outcomes of public efforts

need to be judged in terms of general utility.

The theory behind the process of governance lies in the

p r i n c i p l e s inherent in the democratic State. The people are

s o v e r e i g n within their State. A society cannot be run

without a suitable structure, organised to meet the ends of

the State. For that reason public office bearers are duly

elected to decide on the affairs of the State. The public

office bearers corporately form the legislature which has to

plan how to meet the needs and wants of the citizens with

the limited resources available.

Chapter Two
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to realise their aim of general benefit and welfare, the

sovereignty of the people is passed to the legislature (duly

elected representatives of the citizens of the State). The

legislative supremacy (representational sovereignty) is

provided for in the Constitution, which is the document that

establishes the State legally and allows for all the

controlling legislation. Thus in terms of section 30 of the

provisions of the Republic of South Africa Constitution

Act, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983), it is stipulated under the

heading of "Legislature and its powers":

liThe legislative power of the Republic is vested in the
State President and the Parliament of the Republic,
which, as the sovereign legislative authority in and
over the Republic, shall have full powers to make laws
for the peace, order and good government of the
Republic:"

These injunctions empower the elected office bearers to make

any decisions concerning the goals to be achieved, the

utilisation of resources and the means of bringing about an

equilibrium in the various spheres of social life (Hanekom &

Thornhill 1986:16). The legislative decision-making process

culminates in a policy, which is enacted in legislation.

Although policy is primarily the preserve of the elected

office bearers in the legislature, in practice policy is

formulated via an interactive process between the public

office bearers, the public officials (public administrators)

and the public.

Once policy decisions have been embodied in legislation, the

public administrators implement the policies according to

the mandate contained in the legislation and, most
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impo~tantly, taking into account community and cultu~al

f acto~s that have a bearing on the citizens involved.

It should be noted that the responsibility for the

dec i s i o n s,
I

the ~esultant policy, the implementation of

statutory ~equi~ements and policies, and the outcome of

p~og~ammes implemented to realise the policy, a~e fi~mly

vested in the legislatu~e, and the public office bea~e~s a~e

~esponsible to the citizens fo~ thei~ management of the

society and the ~esou~ces of the count~y, as they ~un the

affai~s of the State fo~ the good of all the citizens and

a~e accountable to the public fo~ thei~ gene~al welfa~e and

well-being.

The citizens will, in all likelihood, ~eact to the policy

p~oposals and policy implementation. In this way feedback is

p~ovided. The citizens a~e likely to demand that the values

and no~ms which a~e held dea~ in thei~ community, and in the

g~ea te ~ society, should be acknowledged in public actions.

Th i s means that the legislatu~e (the elected public office

beare~s) and the executive (the public administrators) must

function in a manner that is acceptable to the majo~ity of

the citizens, this being the essence of the sovereignty of

the citizens, which is in turn the essence of the democrat ic

p~ocess and the rationale behind the theo~y of democracy.

The political system can be depicted diag~amatically as

follows (after Sing, in Coetzee 1982:56):
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2 .3 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AS A SUITABLE PARADIGM

FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE PROVISION AND

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION IN

SOUTH AFRICA

Having explicated the theoretical construct Public

Administration , and considered briefly the ethos within

which public administration is found, it is necessary to

consider the appropriateness of the Public Administration

paradigm for the consideration of the provision and

development of

Africa.

professional teacher education in

future

South

We have noted that public administration deals with

implementing the policy decisions of the legislature,

enacted in law. We have further noted that education falls

u n d e r the aegis of the government. Parliament establishes an

organisation of educational institutions, funds them, staffs

them, and controls them, via appropriate legislation. For

execution of the education processes as

administration , certainly i nambit of public

this reason the provision of education comes within

terms of

legislated by

the

the

the

executive (Parliament). So education certainly falls under

the rubric of public administration in practice.

However, consideration will be given in this section to the

a p p r o p r i a t e n e s s of education provision being considered in

the theory of publ ic
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consideration of the provision of teacher education? Is

Public Administration a suitable

whe n Political Science or

theoretical

practical

perspective,

political

c o n s i d e r a t i o n s , or theoretical and practical Education

parameters, may suffice or even be considered preferable as

an investigative paradigm?

It should be noted at the outset that none of these three

areas of academic and practical endeavour is likely to be

used exclusively. Politics, Education and Public

Administration are interrelated, and each one must be taken

into account in any consideration of educational provision ,

and a certain level of accord must be reached in all three

disciplines if proposals are to have any verisimilitude.

2.3.1 STATUS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AS AN

ACADEMIC SCIENCE

There is a need for a principled basis for discussing the

provision and development of teacher education in South

Africa. Any proposals for the development of teacher

education in South Africa need to be assessed against a

r e f i n e d theoretical paradigm in order to assess its efficacy

and acceptability.

2.3.2 THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

In the scientific method, the process of empirical

investigation can lead to refined theoretical hypotheses

allowing not only for understanding, but for prediction and

control as well. Scientific method incorporates "
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observation, description, definition, classification,

measurement, experimentation, generalisation, explanation,

prediction, evaluation and control. .. " (Sills 1968:83-84).

The scientific method

research endeavours.

is held as the ideal in theoretical

Public Administration cannot claim to aspire to the same

levels of sophistication in measurement, prediction and

control. Ideally the theory of Public Administration should

enable one to understand, explain and predict events within

a particular frame of reference (Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:

110). Yet Public Administration as an academic discipline

lacks a unifying theoretical orientation. Botes (in

Gildenhuys 1988:119) comments:

"It is remarkable that after a century of research,
writings and teachings, no universal agreement has been
reached on the theoretical substance and
epistomological content. Differences in opinion exist
over meaning, definition, interpretation, methods and
approaches" .

In similar vein Coetzee (1988:55) comments that:

" ... despite several decades of development, consensus
about the scope of public administration is still
lacking in some parts of the world, where the field has
been described as featuring heterodoxy rather than
orthodoxy" .

This does not mean that Public Administration is flawed as a

theoretical orientation. Any theoretical approach has to

work within the parameters within which it finds itself.

Hawley and Weintraub (in Coetzee 1988:55) point to the

central theoretical problem when they comment on the

impossibility of excluding normative considerations from the

practice of public administration.
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2.3.3 NORMATIVE ORIENTATION

The Shorter O~ford English Dictionary (Onions 1973:1413)

defines a norm as "a rule or authoritative standard".

Referring more specifically to norms within the public

administration process, Barton and Chappel (1985:333)

perceive norms to be standards of behaviour within an

organisation which serve to guide all its members. Unlike

the scientific process, the public administration process

cannot be value free, and for this reason cannot be free of

norms. Hodgkinson (1978:viii) clarifies the normative base

implicit in the public administration process:

" Wha t e v e r philosophical assumption
administrator implicitly or explicitly
human nature, it cannot but deeply affect
and that of the administration he helps to

a public
makes about
his conduct
shape " .

Any choices or decisions made by - p u b l i c administrators

within a public administration endeavour will be

significantly laden with values. For this reason public

administrators need to be constantly aware of the value

context which surrounds their administrative tasks (Coetzee

1988:58). Not only must the public administrator be aware of

the values which surround him, but he needs to be aware that

he is a repository of values, which can cloud his perceptual

set. Werkmeister (1967:xii) highlights this point:

"Values are constitutive of the official's personality
as well as of the culture within which he operates.
Values provide the standards by which he lives, are the
bases of his preferences and decisions, and may even
give direction and meaning to everything the official
does" .
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values vis-a-vis theor-eticalThe pr-oblem with

lies in what the philosopher-s r-efer- to as

or-ientations

the "is/ought

question ". In essence, th is for-mulation holds that a value

judgement cannot be der-ived logically fr-om a factual

pr-emise. If, for- example, we say that it is an undisputed

fact that "South Afr-ica needs mor-e teacher-s", we cannot move

fr-om this factual pr-emise to one single absolutely agr-eed

upon evaluative pr-emise in the for-m of "ther-efore we ought

to ... " The evaluative pr-emise could be concluded ver-y

concludediffer-ently by

this pr-emise.

var-ious per-sons

For- ar-gument's

who are

sake, an

asked to

educationist could

r-espond by saying .. ther-efor-e we ought to to tr-ain

sufficient teacher-s". A sociologist may r-espond

ther-efor-e we must implement an effective family planning

scheme to cur-b the population gr-owth, thereby cur-tailing the

need for teacher-s". A mur-der-ous tyr-ant could say in r-esponse

" ther-efor-e we must kill two childr-en out of ever-y ten

does oneeighteen". Howch i l d r- e n under- the

logically between

age of

these value judgements? The

decide

tyr-ant 's

r-esonse could be r-ejected on mor-al, humane or- r-eligious

grounds, but it cannot be rejected on logical grounds. If

many persons all give different, yet reasonable, moral and

legal responses, what norm(s) can be used to decide

them?

between

Public Administration as a discipline, and as a

h a s developed normative factors which have

philosophy,

widespread

acceptability. These normative factors provide a framework

within which, what public administrators do and how they
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accomplish what they do, can be measured in an evaluative

way. Although the norms lack the rigour of evaluative norms,

they are appropriate for public administration as they are

based on values which are implicit in the South African

society. The set of normative criteria delineate what is

acceptable and unacceptable in public affairs. The normative

factors, also commonly referred to as guidelines or

principles, define the limits of authority, freedom and

conduct within which all functionaries should operate

(Hanekom, Rowland & Bain 1986:63).

The normative foundations of Public Administration consist

of a f ..... amework of specific norms or guidelines which have

been derived from social values. Hanekom and Thornhill

(1983:115) refine this view further by suggesting that the

guidelines are derived from three groups of factors: social

values, the prevailing political dispensation, and the

requirements of administrative law. In effect, these are

distinctions within the rubric 'social values', as they all

arise out of societal processes.

2.3.4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Public Administration, through its generic and normative

concepts, provides a base for considering the provision and

development of teacher education in South Africa. Between

the generic functional approach, and the normative

(evaluative) imperatives, a framework is provided which

allows for a reasonably refined theoretical approach. This

frame of reference enables a researcher to understand and
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explicate the underlying laws and pr inciples which are

relevant in the public administration process and to

knowledge. Hanekom & Thornhill

structure, or systematise ,

accordance with theoretical

these laws and principles in

(1983:111) consider

ability:

(i) to e xplain;

that this framework accommodates the

( i i )

(ii i)

( i v)

to arrange information in an orderly manner;

to provide a satisfactory explanation of any

functions that are performed; and

to understand the complex administrative world.

This framework does not however provide the ability to

predict, as would be the case in many of the sciences.

referencerational frame of

The generic

research and

factors will

provide a

act as a foundation in this

for

considering any models derived and any recommendations

proposed, as the generic approach consists of a taxonomy of

the administrative functions. In addition, the normative

principles will be used to evaluate any proposals.

Let us now consider the normative ethos of public

administration as contained in the value systems of the

community, the body politic and administrative law.

2.4 NORMATIVE FACTORS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

The normative factors, as they apply to the theory and

practice of pu blic administration, will be considered with

reference to the provision of education.
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2.4.1 INTRODUCTION

The all encompassing goal of public administration is the

promotion of the general welfare of the citizens. For this

reason, public institutions must reflect this fundamental

goal by ensuring the greatest measure of spiritual and

material well-being for all its citizens. Cloete

states that:

(1986:7)

"The decisive criterion against which the right of
existence and activities of a public institution is
tested, is the general welfare ... Each society has to
determine what the general welfare is, and then take
steps to achieve or maintain that general welfare".

The ' g e n e r a l welfare' principles that apply in the South

African society are unequivocally stated in the preamble to

the South African Constitution. These principles are, inter

al ia:

"To uphold Christian values and civilized norms, with
recognition and protection of freedom of faith and
worship, ...

To uphold the independence of the judiciary and the
equality of all under the law, ...

To further the contentment and the spiritual and
material welfare of all,

To respect and protect the human dignity, life, liberty
and property of all in our midst ... "

The values implicit in the Constitution are incorporated

into the theory and practice of public administration in the

form of norms or ' g u i d e l i n e s ' . The Shorter Oxford English

Dictionary defines a norm as a rule or authoritative

standard. So norms may be seen as duties to be performed

standards to be followed.

or
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2.4.2 ROLE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS IN IMPLEMENTING

THE NORMATIVE GUIDELINES

The normative values in South Africa have force behind them

in that they are enshrined In the Constitution, which gives

them a legalistic hue, and the Constitution is a

representation of the will of the people and hence enjoys

full societal backing and support. The normative guidelines

in public administration are seen as emanating from the

prevailing values of society, as well as being derived from

the values implicit in the body politic. Hanekom and

Thornhill (1983:128-140) perceive the normative guidelines

in public administration as flowing from:

( i )

( i i )

(ii i)

a system of common community values operating

within a community, and these values are

accompanied by a common goal within the community;

a political dispensation, which includes

legislative supremacy, democratic considerations

and responsibility to the public through the

legislature for public actions; and

administrative law requirements.

This brings us to a consideration of the role of public

administrators vis-a-vis the normative guidelines.

the normative values inIf public administrators keep

when they are functioning as public administrators,

mind

they

will be acting within the spirit of democratic government.

In a democratic system of government, the citizens are
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elected representatives,eff e c t i v e l y , their

sovereign. If their sovereignty is to be

the

realised

political

office bearers, must represent the interests of all the

citizens in order to promote the greatest benefit possible

fo r all, thereby ensuring that the fundamental precept of

the general welfare is realised. Therefore the sovereignty

of the citizens is entrenched in the political supremacy of

the Parliament, via the Constitution. For this reason

Parliament is the sole body which decides on legislation and

the resultant programmes of action to provide goods and

services to the citizens. In the process, the normative

factors should be taken i n t o account in all planning, policy

formulation and policy implementation, whether by

legislators or administrators. Thus the normative guidelines

(also referred to as tenets or principles) have been

referred to as " ... the foundations of public administration"

(Cloete 1986:8).

Public administrators need to be very aware of the value

orientations within the South African society, which is

characterised by conditions of uncertainty, instability and

c o n t i n u o u s change. If public administration is to fulfil its

role in promoting the general welfare of the community,

is necessary for public administrators to understand

it

the

c ha l l e n g e s and needs of the society. Factors such as rising

expectations, societal stresses , affluence accompanied by

poverty, s trikes and demonstrations, changing socio-economic

conditions and the non-acceptance of the e xisting political

conditions, public institutions or the statements of the
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political leaders, mean that public administrators must be

guided absolutely by the normative factors and be

particularly sensitive to any value orientations in

situations they encounter in their daily work (Hanekom and

Thornhill 1983:238). The normative factors form a bulwark

against any administrative bias or excess. By acting in this

way, pub I ic administrators maximise their chances of

achieving the prime objective of democracy, namely, the

creation of conditions under which each individual will be

able to achieve his greatest possible well-being. Similarly

de Beer (in Gildenhuys 1988:112) interprets the imperatives

contained in the preamble of the Constitution to be:

of the
whether

not to be
individual
or groups

"The first value or norm is the promotion
general welfare. Government activity,
collectively or individually targeted, ought
aimed at the promotion of the welfare of an
or group at the expense of other individuals

". .. .
This would imply that in the provision of education, and in

p a r t i c u l a r teacher education, that all citizens should have

equal educational opportunities and be the recipients of

equal fiscal spending on a per capita basis. It is

government policy, arising out of the de Lange Commission

recommendations, that the gap in the per capita expenditure

on education for the various groupings in the South African

society will be closed gradually over time until parity in

p rovision is reached.

The normative values, which are inherent in the South

African Constitution and the South African society, and

which are fundamental to public administration, will be
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considered below. The first three values (tenets of

d emocracy, political supremacy and public accountability)

a r i s e out of the values derived f rom the body politic.

2 . 4 . 3 VALUES DERIVED FROM THE BODY POLITIC

The values derived from the

below.

body politic will be discussed

2.4.3.1 TENETS OF DEMOCRACY

Th e tenets of democracy arise out of the preferred system of

participatory democracy in South Africa. Conditions must be

created wherein each citizen will be enabled to achieve his

greatest possible personal well-being, without detracting

from the opportunity of other citizens to do likewise. The

political process must accommodate opportunities for mutual

consultation in order to optimisedeliberation and public

the chances of f inding a solution that is fair to all. In

the provision of education, it is important to consult

parents, community representatives and members of the

tedching profession to ensure an optimal and evenhanded

solution to any problems or design of any proposals. It is

necessary to accord with Cloete's (1986:25) injunction that

caution must be ..... exercised to ensure that the interests

of one group are not unfairly p rejudiced or those of another

n o t unjustly favoured" . For this reason, executive

institutions should not be permitted to act in an arbitrary

the rule ofshould act withinmanner, but rather they

tenet that all citizens

equally.

are equal and should be

law

treated
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As an adjunct to pa~ticipato~y democ~acy, it is necessa~y to

hav e an open administ~ation so that eve~ything which is done

by a public autho~ity is open to being obse~ved,

i n v e s t i g a t e d and inspected in public.

Democ~atic ideals, as ~eflected in the democ~atic p~ocess,

civilisation

centu~ies inhave evolved

weste~n

ove~ many

and they ca~~y

the

an

development

autho~ity

of

of

p~ecedence which is compelling in ou~ mode~n society.

2.4.3.2 POLITICAL SUPREMACY

In a pa~ticipato~y democ~acy, the electo~ate a~e sove~eign

and thei~ wishes a~e sup~eme. This sove~eignty is acco~ded

to the elected legislatu~e so that the elected

~ep~esentatives may conduct the business of gove~nment in

o~de~ to ~ealise the will of the people, unfette~ed in thei~

task. This is ~efe~~ed to as the political sup~emacy of the

legislatu~e. Thus political and legal autho~ity a~e vested

in the count~y's highest legislative body, Pa~liament, which

d i sc ha ~g es the duties ent~usted to it by the electo~ate, to

whom it is ~esponsible.

political sup~emacy,p~inciple ofwith theIn acco~d

legislative body defines the extent and natu~e of

the

the

functional activities by setting the objectives in policies,

wh i c h a~e then enacted into law. The legislatu~e is

autonomous and may use its own disc~etion in this ~ega~d,

but it is ultimately accountable fo~ what it has done o~ not

done.
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The legislature does not execute the programmes contained in

its legislation. It determines the goals and specifies in a

policy the nature and scope of the activities, which the

executive then realises. This is in line with the tripartite

division of powers in a democracy between the legislature,

the executive and the judciary. Hanekom and Thornhill (1983:

134) state that " ... a I though the legislative assembly

expresses the popular will, it is actually the executive

branch that detQrmines this will when it puts it into

action". The legislature determines the executive

institutions which will realise its programmes, as well as

the relationships between the various executive institutions

and it empowers the executive

their responsibilities.

institutions to carry out

The creation and maintenance of executive institutions will

process ofunder the generic administrativebe discussed

organising later in the chapter. For the purposes of the

current discussion, it needs to be noted that such

organisation, and the structures pertaining thereto, must be

adapted continually according to changing circumstances.

Proposals for changes in the organisation structures for

teacher education are a primary consideration in this

of research.

piece

2.4.3.3 PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability means being able to give acceptable

explanations for one's actions. Public accountability

implies answerability within political processes by
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submitting one 's actions (ie what was done and how it was

d on e) to public scrutiny and approval. Derbyshire (1979:

2 19 ) means by accountability "the need for political

e l e c t e d representatives " .

communitydecisions to be Justified

As

to the

such it implies

through

more

its

than

simply checking on someone; it impl ies giving a motivated

and rational account for one 's actions.

Accountability occurs in many forms and at many levels in

operating responsibility

1eve 1 , administrativepublic governance. At the

is

lowest

akin to a checking process,

wherein control mechanisms are devised to keep the

administration,the political office bearers will hold

surveillance

responsible

bureaucracy under

administrators, who are

and in

ultimately

check. For senior

for

them

r e s p o n s i b l e for their administration. If responsibility is

perceived as a personal obligation for a task which has been

assigned or delegated to an official, then that official has

a responsibility for a programme and a responsibility to the

leg i s l a t o r s (Hanekom, Rowland

i mp l i e ssense ultimate

&

administrative

Bain, 1986:173).

responsibility

In this

c o u n t e r po i s i n g the authority delegated with the

responsibility demonstrated by the pUblic official.

A special problem exists when one is dealing with the

accountability of professional officers, such as educators.

Real dangers are inherent in bureaucracies under

professional officers, according to Cloete (1986:22-23)

because experts characteristically take decisions based on

the criteria and values of their respective professions.
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At a legislative level of accountability, there exists a

statutory obligation to provide Parliament with any

information which is requested or required (such as

questions in Parliament) to enable it to determine the

progress of the actions or programmes which have been

requested of the executive. An accounting officer may report

to a select committee, on finances say, but usually

parliamentary accounting is the task of the minister in

charge of the department concerned. Political responsibility

is not merely a verbal exercise however. Any action taken by

the legislature has repercussions. Botha (in Hanekom,

Rowland & Bain 1986:175) states that " P o l i t i c a l

responsibility is judged by results and not by intention 's

it means the right use of power".

Underlying all public accountability is a moral

responsibility' in that:

"(it is) the right of every individual citizen to
demand fundamental human rights and to be treated as
equal in the service rendered by government. In
contemporary South Africa this would imply enjoying
equal opportunity in obtaining jobs, standard of
education and other social benefits, like health and
welfare services. Government must therefore in a plural
society like South Africa strive for the greatest moral
responsi bi 1 i ty toward the various race groups." (Botha
in Hanekom, Rowland & Bain, 1986:1974).

One of the prime concerns in this research will be to

engender a greater realisation of this ideal of moral

responsibility , in the form of accountability, in any

proposals or recommendations suggested for the provision and

development of education in South Africa. An attempt will be

made to propose a model that will promote a greater equality
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o f opportunity in the standard of education and in the

educational services rendered by the government. This is

also the stated goal of the present government.

Ap a r t from the values i mp l i c i t in the bod y politic, a number

of values originate from community v a l u e s .

2.4.4 VALUES DERIVED FROM THE COMMUNITY

Communities are made up of persons and administration is

conducted by persons. Any system involving persons will

r e f l e c t the array of human phenomenon associated with

personhood. Thus such systems will be infused with the

realities, ideals and myths of the cultural and social

groups of which the community exists. Religious, political

and local aspects of the community heritage will be

reflected to some e xtent in all matters, and this will

inevitably apply to the affairs of state falling under the

r ubric of public administration.

An example of a community value is the rule of law which

dictates that citizens should

ce r t a i n qualities:

act so as to demonstrate

(i) Justice, wherein all are treated equally and fairly

under the law and in matters regulated in public

a d mi n i s t r a t i o n.

( i i ) probity, wherein no ulterior mot ives are evident in

ex e c u t i n g public duties a nd o ffices; and
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( i i i ) equi ty, wherein fairness and balanced decisions are

observed.

Community values need to be respected and taken into

consideration as they represent in essence, the desires and

sens itive communitytowards the

aspirations of

official needs

the

to be

persons in the community. A public

he

serves and the citizens ' vision of the good life. The raison

d'etre for the authority he serves is to identify, evaluate

and determine pr iorities in respect of the community values.

Consequently, in the democratic legislative process,

represent the solidified will of

principle.

the people in precept

community values are important and desirable, as they

and

2.4.4.1 CHRISTIAN VALUES

Christian values are enshrined in the South African

Constitution. Christian doctrine is seen as serving as a

source of community values from which normative behavioural

guidelines for public functionaries can be inferred.

It should be realised that Christian values are not dogmatic

or doctrinal per se and so the values are n o t an anathema to

non Christian religions, as these Christian values would be

acceptable to most right minded persons of all religious

persuasions. Thus, Christian values are implied, as

to Christian faith or belief. Some of these values

opposed

include

the following (Macquarrie 1967:passim ).
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( i ) Personalism - belief in the supreme value of the

i n d i v i d u a l , his freedom and his rights.

(ii) ~ltruism - conduct aimed at the good of other

persons (love of neighbours and enemies).

( i i i ) Beneficence - active well-doing (duty to do good

to one 's neighbour).

(iv)

( v )

Benevolence - attitude of goodwill towards others.

Conscience - the mind of man making moral

judgements.

( vi) Courtesy - the reverence due to every individual,

as a unique person born to fulfil a unique destiny, and

being made in the image of God.

(vii) Democracy - absolutisation of the group will;

limits what the majority may do by protecting the rights of

i n d i v i d u a l s and of limited groups under the rule of law.

( v i i i ) Duty - obligation to do what ought to be done or

what we are bound to do

( i x ) Empathy (sympathy) - putting oneself in the place

of another to experience his feelings and to see the world

as he sees it ; capacity to enter the emotional situation of

the other without oneself being ruled by the emotions

involved.

( x ) Equality - justice requires that men should

receive equal treatment (equal love and value of each
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person); an interpretation of equality must have regard both

to the fact of diversi ty (inequality) and to the demands of

justice:

equality before the law

an equal say in governing the community

an equal opportunity to develop to the fullest capacity

and to ma ke use of one 's talents and opportunities.

(Note the last point is not an appeal for an egalitarianism

that seeks to level everyone down to mediocrity - it is

r a t he r the opportunity to ach ieve by self deserts one 's just

rewards).

(xi) Excellence - an allowance for the great~r ability

and achievement; providing opportunities for capable people

to develop and exercise their superior talents , thereby

enabling an optimal development and functioning. Naturally

there is a tension between the claims of equality and

e xcellence.

(xii) Famil y - an important social unit, providing

education and stability in life for each family member.

(x i i i ) Forgiveness (love) - restored relations between

man and man; particularly to the sincere and active willing

of the neighbour's good.

( x i v ) Choice - willing to do what is right; it implies

freedom of the will/volition.
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(xv) Honest y - in thought (not f a l s i fy or ignore

f a c t s) , word ( a c c u r a cy in gi ving lnformation), and deed

( b e i n g precise in public a f fairs ).

(xv i ) Humbleness - a loss of self-cen teredness; thus an

off icial of an inst itu t i o n will t h ink more of the wor k

p e r t a i ni n g t o his of fic e tha n h i s own impo r tance as an

official; humbleness ma y be t ypified as lov ing one 's

neighbour in thought , wOrd and deed, and in recognising that

others may be limited i n knowledge and power.

( xv i i i ) Sacredness o~ life - appreciat ion of the sanctity

of the person, made in the image of God, and his power to

reason and his capacity to choose.

Man 's right to life, grounded in his divine origin, is the

basis of all other human rights and the foundation of

civilized society. To be v a l u e d as a person means that

neither his life nor his well -being can rightly be

sacrificed to the economic or political convenience of

society.

( x i x ) Neighbourliness - all men are brothers and

e n t i t l e d to love and respect.

( xx ) Belief in progress - the belief that both the ends

of natural and human l i fe , and the means to these ends, are

improving a nd that desirab le g oals are bei ng achieved.

( x xi)

limits.

Tolerance - allowing room fOr differences within
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(xxii) Christian doctrine of work (p~otestant wo~k

e t h i c ) . Wo~k is seen as a necessa~y means of pleasing God by

se~vi n g human needs. Work is seen as being made for man, and

n o t man for work. So it is the legitimate needs of society

which matter. In this process, efficiency (work to good

effect) is an important v i r t u e and aimless 'busyness ' is

abhorred.

The result of Ch~istian values being applied in public

affai~s would be

administ~ation.

a mo~e humanised form of legislature and

2.4.4.2 FAIRNESS AND REASONABLENESS

In a democ~atic state, the raison d'etre of public

institutions is to p~omote the gene~al welfa~e. For this

~e a son , public pe~sons, whethe~ legislato~s o~

administrato~s, must see that justice is done and act within

the ~ule of law. The laws must be made justly and applied

j u s t l y , so that eve~yone de~ives the maximum benefit. In

a d d i t i o n , public functiona~ies must t~eat all membe~s of the

public in a fai~ and reasonable way. Cloete (1986:27)

exp~esses it thus:

"F~om the premise that public institutions and
officials should p~omote the welfare of the community,
it can be infe~~ed that public au tho~ities should
always be fai~ and reasonable in their dealings with
each citizen - rega~dless of se x, race, language o~

r e Li q i on " .

When called to account publically, the question to be

answe~ed is "Has the official o~ office beare~ acted

.'
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r-easonably

decisions?"

and has he been fair- in his actions and

Hanekom and Thornhill (1983:129) r-emind that:

.. administr-ation is not an object in itself, but
r-emains mer-ely an aid in the pur-suit of a commonly
acceptable goal".

This involves tr-eating per-sons cor-r-ectly, with due defer-ence

to their- values and beliefs.

2.4.4.3 BALANCED DECISIONS

When decisions must be taken on public matters, all aspects

must be consider-ed, including the impact that the decision

will have on all the per-sons who will be dir-ectly or-

indir-ectly affected ther-eby and to ensur-e that everyone

r-eceives equal treatment under the law. To avoid unjustified

or- inconsistent decisions or- actions, the matter- in hand

must be thor-oughly investigated, consultation should take

place to avoid a system of legislative or- executive fiat,

and a system of appeal shou~d be available, ther-eby ensur-ing

that decisions ar-e consistent with public nor-ms and not

arbitrary. Public accountability also tends to ensur-e

balanced decisions.

2.4.4.4 THOROUGHNESS

Thor-oughness implies that public action must be timeous and

public wor-k must be of a high standard and good quality.

2.4.4.5 PROBITY

Pr-obity implies legal fair-handedness in dealing with
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citizens and public affairs. Each citizen must receive his

due. This precludes actions such as:

ulterior motives in performing public duties;

inadmissible gains from the use of authority;

preferential treatment for favoured persons; and

collusion for unjust benefit.

2.4.4.6 SENSITIVENESS AND RESPONSIVENESS

In public human relations, a respect must be shown for the

theirfeelings of

needs and

persons and

expectations.

groups,

Public

when catering

institutions

for

need to be

responsive to individual problems, needs and values.

Frederickson (1980:35) suggests that, to increase and secure

responsiveness, political and administrative

decentralisation should be introduced to the greatest extent

possible, and the local public administration approach would

be greatly enhanced via regular contact between the

of the public and the legislators and administrators.

members

2.4.4.7 FREE CHOICE OF PUBLIC SERVICES

Citizens should not be forced to use or pay for services

they do not wish to use. This principle implies that

encouraged, thereby providing alternative public goods

monopolies should be abolished and competition should be

and

services and permitting choices. For example, a method of

ensuring citizen choie in education is by a voucher system

which permits citizens to pay for education at the

institution of their choice.
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2.4.4.8 ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROGRAMME

EFFECTIVENESS

Community based pUblic administration is predicated on

administrative decentralisation, delegation of decision-

making authority, and the predetermination of long term

objectives, short term targets, and performance standards

which are known to the citizens and which may be the subject

of public debate. This should be coupled with an ongoing

evaluation of results in terms of programme performance

standards within the purview of community needs and values.

The aim of community based pub 1 ic administration is to

maintain an equilibrium with the environment, whilst

functioning in harmony with the general and particular

values and concepti ons of the community, so as to execute a

public programme efficiently and effectively within the

parameters of the needs and values of the individual and the

community.

2.4.4.9 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC

DECISION-MAKING

Public participation is the hallmark characteristic of a

post industrial society and

of a participatory democracy.

is predicated on the

Chandler and PIano

principle

(1986:82)

define participatory democracy as:

!lA general model for political, social, and economic
decision making based on the assumption that decision
making processes are most effective under conditions
of direct participation by those persons most affected
by decision outcomes. Participatory democracy involves
the deliberate, systematic mobilisation of constituent
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groups around issues and problems of common concern,
the organisation of forums for the expression of
alternative views on the issues, and the implementation
of decision-making procedures based on majority rule".

It is an ethical principle that each and every citizen of a

country has a democratic rlght to participate in decision-

making in all those areas where his life is being

influenced, and this includes almost all governmental

activities. This participation can be by individuals or

groups, directly or indirectly, via selected

representatives.

Typically, such direct participation will be outside of the

existing traditional public institutions, possibly in

specially created bodies such as special committees,

commissions or advisory units. Participation in this way can

serve to inform the authorities of the values, the needs and

the knowledge of individuals, minority groups, or the

underprivileged, for example (Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:237).

Such interaction provides valuable inputs into public

policy-making, resulting in policies that are more relevant,

responsible and responsive.

2.4.4.10 EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY

Legislators and administrators are responsible for meeting

the needs and wants of the community in the face of limited

resources such as, inter alia, money, materials, time and

manpower. The limited community resources which are

available must be allocated optimally to satisfy the

essential community needs to the greatest extent possible in

qualitative and quantitative terms, thereby promoting and
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maintaining an efficient and effective supply of goods and

services to the commu n i t y. In thi s way public efficiency is

equated with a n economy of operation.

In planning and implementing programmes, legislators and

administrators need to be mindful that public institutions

exist on behalf of t he community, as they see to the

spiritual and material well-being of all the citizens, with

finances which have been paid

form of revenue to the State.

for by these citizens in the

Defining the terms efficiency and effectiveness is difficult

as no exact criteria exist. Hattingh (1986:46) holds that

efficiency in government is a rather indefinable and

immeasurable phenomenon. However, the inverse of efficiency

and effectiveness are very apparent to the citizens.

Efficiency is a measure of how a government acts in carrying

out its functions and activities. Cloete (1986:31) refers to

the frugalit y (or economy) with which the financial and

human resources ha ve been used. Effectiveness, on the other

hand, refers to the e xtent to which a need has been

satisfied as per the original programme of action arising

ou t of the relevant polic y. Effect i veness therefore denotes

the results of an action, or how successful it has been in

achieving its aims optimall y and in realising its purposes.

Hattingh (1986:chapter 3) has attributed, inter alia,

processes to the attainment of efficiency:

three

(i ) rationalisa tion by the government in obviating
redundant features, structures and arrangements,
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thereby streamlining processes and using only the
absolute necessities to achieve specific aims;

(ii) coordination of resources
intra-departmental functioning;

to ma ximise
and

inter- and

( i i i) determining priorities, whereby goals are
fulfilled according to their relative urgency.

Current governmental efforts to rationalise educational

facilities fall short of the first point as the facilities

which are being threatened with closure, or those schools

and colleges which have already been closed, are not

redundant in the light of the declared national shortage of

teachers and school facilities. Such ' r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n ' does

not represent efficient administration. Similarly, the

coordination of physical and human resources has not been

effected because of the own affairs ' administrative

structures which are a relic of the apartheid ideology.

It should be noted with regard to determining priorities

that professional specialists, such as educators, tend to

bias their ~ r i o r i t i s i n g towards what they consider as

important, rather than what is considered essential and

necessary by public representatives and public officials.

This hig hlights the need for professionals, administrators

and politicians to plan in consultation with each other, as

required in t he collegiate model be ing proposed.

2. 4 . 4 . 1 1 SOCIAL EQUITY

Frederic kson (1980:passim) has established the concept

'social equity '

Chapter Two
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Public administrators should adopt a humanistic approach to

their task and ensure that they distribute public services

equitably. Public administration is a vehicle for

implementing the values or preferences of individuals,

groups, social classes or whole societies. The social equity

principle requires that these services should be implemented

in such a way that the public administrators are responsive

to the needs of the individual and rise above the rules and

routines of public administration and show concern for the

self respect and dignity of the individual. Social equity is

characterised by the maintaining of high ethical and moral

standards and it demands integrity from public

administrators and public office bearers. Equity denotes a

spirit and habit of fairness, justice, and right dealing

between men. As such it is synonymous with natural right or

natural justice.

Justice is the basic principle, and it is dominant over

other principles of ethics. Rawls (as quoted in Frederickson

1980:38) holds that:

"For us the primary subject of justice is the basic
structure of society, or more exactly, the way in which
the major social institutions distribute fundamental
rights and duties and determine the division of
advantages from social cooperation. By major
institutions I understand the political constitution
and the principal economic and social arrangements"

Justice, as social equity, needs to be incorporated into

public administration theory and practice as:

(i) a well developed ethical guideline;

(ii) a duty and an obligation to deploy public
administrator efforts on behalf of the less advantaged;
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(iii) constraints imposed to ensure that the basic
liberties of individuals are not imposed upon; and

(iv) a professional code, engendering a commitment to
social equity, and providing a means to resolve ethical
and professional impasses.
(Frederickson 1980:42)

The sense of justice encountered in the concept of social

equity would tend towards a distributive justice. Because

persons are not born equal in advantages, they are unlikely

to achieve equality, all things being equal, and disparities

will occur in the society. This is evidenced in South

Africa, especially in the provision of education and,

therefore, ultimately in the differential fruits of

education,

further.

which affects the inequality balance still

David Hart

that:

(as quoted in Frederickson 1980:40-41) holds

.nothing must be allowed to lessen the self-respect
in any man, nor may any man be treated instrumentally
... thus, every social institution or action must
enhance the self respect of every person, whether the
least advantaged or the most advantaged, since
individual self-respect is the foundation of a just
society."

Frederickson (1980:41) takes this argument one step further

in that he believes that " ... the more advantaged have a

moral duty to serve all others, including the disadvantaged"

His rationale is not purely altruistic, but is based on

the significance of human interdependance". Therefore an

' e q u i t a b l e public administrator ' may be " ... inclined in the

d irection of need in the distribution of services"

(Gildenhuys 1988:340).
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The imperative of social equity is a public administrative

norm of consequence when considering the current situation

i n South Africa, especially with regard to black

F r e d e r i c k s o n states (1980:37):

education.

The long range of widespread and deep inequalities in
any country poses a threat to the continued existence
of its political system. The continued and illegitimate
deprivation of the individual or a certain group of
individuals of their rights, i.e. economic, political
and social rights, amidst plenty for other groups ,
generates a feeling of hopelessness, anger and
militancy amongst the deprived".

These t ruths hold a special relevance for any

o f the provision of education in South Africa.

consideration

2.4.4.12 LEGALITY

Public administrators are bound over in conscience to obey

the letter and spirit of the tenets of administrative law.

The legal rules are however also norms in that they

represent , and are manifestations of, the values of the

community which have been made enforcable by law. Public

administrators are said to act bona fides when their actions

and decisions are justifiable and rational under

administrative law and to act intra vires i f they act within

their powers under the l a w.

2.5 NODUS OPERANDI OF NORMATIVE VALUES

The application of normat ive values in the administrative

process is up to the conscience of the indiv idual legislator

o r administrator. One no rmative factor must be weighed

against the others in order to ensu re the best d~cisions and

actions. Where the normative factors appear to be
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con t.r ad ic t orv , the individual conscience must be the

guideline, as no definiti ve set of rules exists to cover

every contingency and no set of priorities can stand in all

instances. Yet many of the norms are interactive and have a

common base in fairhandedness, justice and respect for

persons. Although disparity may appear to exist in

principle, problems are more likely to occur in the

interpretation and application of the normative values. What

way.

t he administrator as he goes about his task
I
\

\

is important is that these values must be kept

in a

in mind by

considered

The antithesis of the application of the normative factors

i s found in the pejorative sense of the term . bureauc racy ' ,

becoming increasingly involved in the life of the community,

.. rules by officials in public institutions in such a
way that impersonal rules are enforced without having
due regard for either the clientele, the values of the
citizens, or the aims of the elected representatives as
expressed by political office-bearers".

defined by Hanekom & Thornhill (1983:151) as:

with the

is

has

government

administrationof

society,

amountthe

industrial

that

post

result

moderntheIn

\

\
I
I

increased concomitantly. This necessitates a continuous

review of all facets affecting the work of the public

official responsible for the administrative functions.

Deliberate efforts should be made to promote and engender a

world of the public

he carries out his duties

growing awareness of the

and the environment in which

the

and

articulated

administrator

forneeda

prescriptive impulse for

consequentlyisTheretasks.

normative factors, with their

1

\
\

\

\
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way things ought to be, to act as guidelines . The results of

applying these normative factors are likely, inter alia, to

be:

an end to discriminative practices;

greater promotion of the public interest;

greater participation between administrators and

their clients; and

relevant, responsible and responsive public

institutions.

(Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:239)

With the challenges and changes imminent in educational

provision in South Africa, the normative factors are

powerful tools for deciding between conflicting claims and

suggestions, as well as being tried and tested guidelines in

the generation of models and principles for the development

of educational provision.

Having considered the normative factors, it is necessary to

consider the generic approach in some detail.

2.6 THE GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE APPROACH AS A

PARADIGM FOR CONSIDERING A MODEL FOR THE

PROVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH

AFRICA

Cloete proposed a cohesive and inclusive theoretical

approach to describe

processes which are genericisolated functions or

the practice of administration. He

to

administration as a process.

Chapter Two
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are integrated into a cohesive whole, in that the dynamic

interactivity between the functions is crucial to the

understanding of how the generic functions work. He divided

the functions into three clusters vi z , (Cloete 1985:

chapter 1):

( i ) Generic administrative processes

The six generic administrative processes are:

Policy-making

Financing

Organising

Staffing

Determining work procedures

Controlling (incorporating checking and rendering

account)

( i i ) Functional activities

In this piece of work, the functional activity under

consideration is professional teacher training and teacher

education (ie the specific work function).

(iii) Generic auxiliary functions

A number of such functions have been isolated, but no

definitive list has been formulated. Examples of generic

auxiliary functions include, inter alia:

Decision-making

Data processing

Opinion surveying
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Pr-ogr-amming

Public r-elations

Resear-ch

As planning is integr-al to all the gener-ic administr-ative

functions, it is the pr-imar-y gener-lc auxiliar-y function

r-elevant to this piece of wor-k

Each of the gener-ic administr-ative functions, as well as

r-elevance in pr-ovision

planning,

r-e f e r-e n c e

will

to

be

their-

consider-ed in tur-n

the

with par-ticular-

of

pr-ofessional teacher- education and its development.

2.7 GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES

The six gener-ic administr-ative pr-ocesses will be discussed

below vis-a-vis the pr-ovision of teacher- education.

2 .7.1 POLICY-MAKING AS A GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE

FUNCTION IN THE PROVISION OF TEACHER

EDUCATION

Policy-making is the pr-ocess wher-ein the needs and values of

societal gr-oups influence the use of the power-s of the

legislatur-e, includi~g the cur-tailment of these power-s wher-e

n e c e s s a r-y , in r-eaching decisions for- a cour-se of State

r-ealisation of the gener-al welfar-e and

actions to achieve

must occur- synonymously withuse of such

the exer-cise of

power-s

legitimate power-s o

benefit of all

The

the

the

citizens, within the pur-view of community values. Hanekom

(1987:5) descr-ibes the pr-ocess thus:
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"The aims and functions of governments have their
origin in the values, needs, and demands of society or
societal groups. Th r o u g h the political process the
values, needs, desires and demands are transformed and
eventually crystallise into policy decisions, i.e.
legislation, which in turn leads to executive
government structures (public institutions) responsible
for policy implementation. In the course of the
political process constant attention must be paid to
the nature of society and its values, and to the nature
of the power exercised by the government. These aspects
are of cardinal importance to both elected political
office-bearers and appointed public officials in the
effective government and administration of the state".

Policy-making goes beyond legislative power and societal

demands and values, as policy-making is also an important

facet of public administration J.n achieving the ends of

Parliament and in the efficient operation of society.

Hanekom (Hanekom, Rowland & Bain 1986:25) holds that:

"The promotion of the general welfare of society
depends on the policies made by the policy-makers
(legislatures), the resources available, whether the
policy-makers have a clear understanding of societal
problems and needs, and the nature of public policy ...
the government should have specific clearly defined
social goals or policies pertaining to each and every
aspect of its intended actions".

As public policy-making is such an important consideration

in government and administration,

some detail.

it will be considered in

2.7.1.1 DEFINITIONS OF PUBLIC POLICY

Public policy is directed towards a goa I . It represents

public aspirations for future desired ends, it articulates

the vision of an ideal state of affairs which is worth

striving for and it incorporates particular objectives which

a public institution is attempting to achieve (Andrews

1982:27). When the objective of a public institution is
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formulated and publicised, the policy is said to be set, but

it only assumes significance for the purpose of

administration after the

(Cloete 1986:56-57).

policy is enacted in legislation

Policy-making is the activity preceding the publication of a

goal of the legislature, whereas policy, or a policy

statement, is a result of that activity formally

articulated. A policy is enacted in legislation in the form

of acts or statutes, whilst ordinances, by-laws and

regulations may be drawn up to refine the policy intent and

method of achievement in more detail, within the sanction of

the law. These laws, and their derivatives, prescribe what

is envisaged, how action shall take place, and what shall be

dealt with to effect the

18) .

policy (Hanekom & Thornhill 1986:

Policy has been formally defined in a variety of ways.

of the nuances of meaning found in definitions are:

Some

(i) "Public policy is the end result of a
sequence of activities 'wh i c h culminates in a statement
of the goals which a public institution intends to
pursue to attain community objectives" (unpublished
articles based on Cloete & Hanekom 1985:92-98).

(ii) "broad guidelines for the enterprises;
courses of action which guide numerous decisions made
in implementing the objectives chosen; vague guides to
decision-making, allowing the administrator to utilize,
judgement within specific constraints" (in Andrews
1982:31)

(iii) "a mechanism employed to realise societal
goals and to allocate resources;

a description and explanation of the causes and
consequences of government activity;
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a declaration and implementation of intent; and a
desired course of action and interaction which is to
serve as a guideline in the allocation of resources
necessary to realise societal goals and objectives,
decided upon and made publically known by the
legislator" (in Hanekom 1987:7-8).

The true nature of public policy and the public

policy-making process incorporates an amalgam of the various

facets and nuances of meaning as set out in these

definitions. In practice, policy is multifaceted and occurs

at different, yet related, levels.

Public policy in effect can be broken down into three

constituent policies (Hattingh, 1986:13):

(i) "Political policy is implicit in public
policy as it represents the policy of the political
party in power, and reflects their value preferences;

(ii) Executive policy is controlled by the
legislature which specifies how the political policy,
enacted in legislation, may be realised in a form
suitable for execution; and

(iii) Administrative policy deals with the
implementation of the executive policy, wherein
guidelines are laid down to ensure that a policy will
be effectively and correctly applied".

Anderson (1979: -6) has formulated a functional definition of

the public policy-making process in terms of its integrated,

yet differential, aspects. He identifies the five phases in

the pUblic policy-making process as follows:

"policy demands, which are representative of community
needs and which require some kind of action on the part
of the authorities;

policy decisions, which are the decisions made by those
in power and which will elicit some form of action
pertaining to the needs of society;

policy statements, represent the formal articulation of
public policy, i.e. the making public of what the
authorities intend doing;
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polic y outputs, which are what the authorities
do and not necessarily what their intentions
represented in policy statements; and

actually
were as

polic y outcomes or consequences resulting from
taken to satisfy policy demands".

steps

This view of the public policy-making process accords with

the actual process in essence.

2 . 7 .1 . 2 POLICY-MAKING PROCESS

Polic y-ma k ing is an e xtensive undertaking involving a

c o mp l i c a t e d process and requiring, as pre-requisites,

k n o wl e d g e , experience and a wealth of information. The

policy-making process typically goes through a number of

i d e n t i c a l phases in sequence.

as follows:

These phases may be depicted

( i ) Public demands and public problems

When demands or problems are encountered, from whichever

q uarter of society, the legislators are alerted to the need

for something to be done. To realise their intention to do

something , a policy must be ' f o r mu l a t e d .

( i i) Policy formulation

The goal, or goals , are i d e n t i f i e d which would obviate the

articulated public problems or meet the public demands.

Wi t h these goals in mind, alternative policy proposals are

f o r mu l a t e d , based o n the information obtained which is

re levant to the solution of the problem or the realisation

of the need, and ta king cognisance of communit y values and
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the resources available. Usually a number of acceptable

courses of action are proposed and developed.

( i i i ) Policy articulation

From the alternative policy proposals, the policy-makers

select the specific programme of action (policy) which

appears to be the optimal solution in the circumstances, and

formulate it

implemented.

specifically so that it can be adopted and

( i v) Policy legitimation

The selected and fully articulated policy is enacted in law

and thereby becomes a publically stated policy and a course

of action that must be implemented, because Parliament, in

enacting a policy, authorises its implementation.

(v ) Policy Implementation

The executive institutions are charged, by law, to implement

the policy, within the parameters laid down in the

legislation. This authorisation usually includes a

discretionary mandate, for which they are accountable.

( vi) Evaluation

evaluate the appropriateness ofdetermined in order to

The results or impact of a executed policy must be

the

policy, the degree to which the goals were attained, the

executive measures taken and any adaptations which could be

considered. The information obtained in the evaluation forms

the basis for feedback to the legislators and the
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administrators so that policies, or their implementation,

c a n be modified where necessary. Peripheral information,

such as any unintended consequences or outcomes arising out

of the policy, or its implementation, is fed back to the

polic y formulators.

2.7.1.3 PLANNING AND POLICY-MAKING

A number of generic auxiliary functions are appropriate in

the policy-making process. For example, decision-making is

central to policy-making. So is planning. Hanekom (1987:13-

14) in considering planning vis-a-vis policy-making,

describes planning as:

" ... a neutral but action-oriented activity or process,
consisting of thought processes and successive related
actions aimed at seeking alternative methods, making
proposals, and evaluating the alternative proposals and
the methods by which they might be achieved. It is a
dynamic process, which changes with changing
circumstances and is aimed at obtaining a future
desired situation ".

Planning will be considered in greater detail, as a discrete

function, under the generic auxiliary rubric.

2.7.1.4 FACTORS THAT AFFECT POLICY-MAKING

When considering a policy for the provision of teacher

education, a number of factors are likely to impinge on the

policy-making process and the decisions that are made in

this regard. Cloete (1986:57-59) holds that these factors

serve to change the nature and extent of the activities of

public institutions. Some of the primary factors to take

into consideration are the following:
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( i ) Changing polictical alliances and allegiances,

indicative of party political policy trends will affect

policy-making for education. The climate of change

occasioned by President de Klerk's address in Parliament on

2 February 1990, which are indicative of a change in the

ruling party 's policies, the establishment of new left and

right wing alliances and groupings, the establishment of the

African National Congress as a formal political negotiator,

and the developments in the white opposition parties, are

all signs of change which ultimately will affect the

provisioning of education , including teacher education;

( i i ) Societal factors can force changes in policies for

educational provision. For example the unrest situation and

its effect on black schooling, together with the

urbanisation, and the concomitant depopulation of the rural

areas, and the lack of education provision for children in

squatter camps and informal settlements, require a radical

revision in educational provision and funding for education;

( i i i ) Population growth ·trends can affect policies

related to the provision of education. The rampant growth of

the population in the black sector of the population,

coupled with the declining birthrate in the white and Indian

sectors of the population have had, and will have, a

significant impact on educational provision, especially in a

South African society which is graduall y moving away from a

segregated society to a more open society.
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( i v) Current backlogs in the provision of education,

especially in black education, will need to be made up. The

needs of all the citizens need to be addressed and catered

for, and this is not the case at the moment. It is estimated

that approximatey two million children of school going age

in South Africa have never seen the inside of a classroom,

and the adult illiteracy figures are significantly high.

(v) Teachers are in short supply and the need to train

teachers must affect the policy for educational provision.

It is estimated that 26000 teachers are needed in KwaZulu

alone within the next two years, making the current policy

for the provision of teacher educators inadequate.

(v i) The state of the South African economy will affect

the policy of educational provision, as finances are a

limited resource, and South Africa is already spending 181.

of its State funds on education (Income Tax brochure, 1990).

If resources are limited, priorities must be set and

reflected in the policy for the provision of education, and

alternatives must be sought in applying a satisficing

principle of provision to spread the limited resources in

the most economic, yet optimal, way. The current efforts to

rationalise colleges of education may be viewed as one such

alternative.

(vi i) Imminent changes in the Constitution could

radically affect teacher education provision and the current

policies in this regard.
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(viii) Technological advances may affect the provision of

education. There has been discussion in the mass media that

State officials are considering the possibility of

harnessing the television facilities for educational

purposes, in an effort to reduce backlogs in educational

provision. Such changes may affect the nature of teacher

education and training, requiring policy adjustments.

( i x ) Research findings can affect the provision of

education and the related policies. The de Lange Commission

findings (1981), although only partially implemented,

brought about changes, for example, in the differential

funding between the statutory racial groups, as well as

i d e a t i o n a l thinking changes, for example on the importance

of pre-primary schooling and the optional nature of high

sc h o o l i n g . Such ideas would greatly affect the current

policies on educational provision, if they were acted upon.

( x ) Current commitments, in terms of physical plant

and finances, to current programmes of educational provision

will restrict the range of possible changes that can be made

on educational provision . It is not feasible to simply close

d o wn fully functioning schools, say, in order to gain the

finances to fund schooling via television. Current

initiatives, that are viable, must be pursued, even if they

do not fully match the evolving policy options under

consideration. Change must be evolutional in most instances

of State endeavour, so educational policy is tied to its

historical antecedents to some extent at least.
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( xi) The increasing commitments that a government must

make can have a negative impact on the policy for the

provision of education. For example, South Africa was

involved militarily in Namibia, certain finances were not

available for other State initiatives to that extent and

programmes had to be curtailed accordingly.

( xii ) No country is an island and international

relations can have an impact of domestic policies. The

problems South Africa has had with its balance of payments,

arising out of sanctions by overseas trading partners,

affects what can be achieved fiscally, and hence affects the

policy of educational provision.

(xiii) National crises, such as an economic recession or

township violence, or the staying away from school by black

pupils, all require policy revision. For example, the

Minister announced that the 1990 Senior Certificate

examinations would be written a week later than planned, and

supplementary examinations would be written in March 1991,

providing a sub minimum mark of 201. is attained in the final

examination. Occurences such as these affect the policy of

education provision, the Minister's announcement being a de

facto policy revision announcement;

(xiv) Factors in the political processes of the country

can affect public policies. Representations by interest

groups for changes which they will benefit from, and

concerted mass media representations on specific issues, can

bring about the need for revising a policy; and
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(xv) Reg ional ini tiatives can affect national policies.

P a ~ t i s a n local issues ma y affect the possibility of

at taining national ac cord and result ln variance between

n ational percept ions and regional demands. Typical amongst

t he s e k i n d s of problems a~e the tens ion between

centralisation and decent~alisation, or top down/bottom up

variations in approach.

Obviously, policies a~e not static and need to be reviewed

to accommodate changes in society, i n o~der to be effective

instruments for the State provision of public goods and

services, and ultimately to provide for the general

and benefit of all the citizens in the society.

welfare

2.7.1.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY

Once a policy has been formulated and accepted in principle

by the legislature, the implementation of the policy must be

considered. Ha nekom (1987:59) delineates three prerequisites

fo~ policy implementation, namely:

( i ) The legal prerequisite which i s enac ted and

carries the sanction o f law in effecting the policy;

( i i ) The rational bureaucratic prerequisite, which is

an implied mandate , tha t the pol ic y is rat ionally defensible

a nd capable of being implemented a ccording to a rational

imperative; a nd

( i ii ) The consensual prerequisite , which implies that

the interes t s of the sta ke ho lde rs i n the programme of

action, as conta ined in t he polic y and it s e nabling
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legislation, have been met to a sufficient degree to promote

agreement be tween the contending groups.

Policies and their implementation hold a great potential for

conflict of interests, as between t he above three areas, and

such conflictual interests must be resolved if policy

outcomes are to be achieved via the successful

implementation of policies.

Reasons for failure i n the implementation of policies are

many and varied, and, to some extent , failure is

unavoidable . Some of the considerations in this regard are

( b a s e d on Hanekom 1987:61-3):

( i ) Implementation is a process, not an event, and if

a considerable period of time elapses during the

implementation stage, people 's perceptions will change and

events will occur which influence the policy implementation

process, sometimes adversely;

(ii) At times the details of policy implementation have

not been considered sufficiently and discretionary

implementation can be unsatisfactory;

( i i i ) Policies are implemented via persons with their

own perceptual sets and personal value systems, and policy

implementation may be biased inadvertently or wilfully in

this way;

( i v) If polic ies are too detailed , or cover too wide a

span of affairs, the policy implementation can become bogged
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down in details, or conflicting v a r i a b l e s or vague

processes;

( v ) Community e xpec tations can alter, negatively

affecting the p rocess of polic y implementation;

( vi) Policy i mp l e me n t a t i o n may inadvertently adversely

affect the realisation of other policies, causing a hiatus

in the policy implementation process;

( vii ) The intent of the government to control social

phenomena may meet with rigorous opposition, with the

administrators being unable to implement the policy;

(v i i i ) The intent of the policy may be circumvented by

the citizens finding an alternative manner of maintaining a

desirable status quo. Tax avoidance is typical of this

phenomenon;

( i x ) Because of the complexity of soci~l problems, the

solutions proposed in the legislated policy may not be

sophisticated enough (or even be able to be sophisticated

enough) to bring about the desired changes; and

( x ) Public policy is predicated on knowing the public

interest. Who can know, or decide upon, what the public

interest is, or which segment of a society represents the

public interest? Errors in conceptualising the public

interest correctly could affect the implementation of

policy.
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2.7.1.6 LIMITATIONS OF PUBLIC POLICY

Policies are not a panacea in social life. They are not

always able to resolve societal problems or to achieve

societal goals. The limitations on the effectiveness of

public policies are, inter alia:

( i ) societal needs and problems are not always

amenable to analysis and definition;

( i i ) societal expectations may exceed the capability

and capacity of the authorities to solve the problems;

( i i i ) the needs and demands may exceed the limited

resources available (human, physical and financial

resources);

( i v ) in solving problems in one area of need, problems

may be created in another area of public endeavour;

(v) social phenomena may not be amenable to

manipulation, for example the trend to increasing

urbanisation;

( v i ) policies may exacerbate the very problems they are

designed to obviate;

(vii) the reaction of the citizens may render a good

policy inoperative or only partially successful;

(viii) policies may have to be integrated and

interlinked, as the realisation of one policy may be

contingent upon the success of another policy, for example
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universal schooling would be predicated on the provision of

more teachers;

( i x ) there is a tendency to formulate policies 'from the

I. value standpoint of one's own community, often arising out

of the political demands of one 's constituents. For example,

the financial provision in white education is

disproportional per unit cost when compared with black

education, because the black population is not enfranchised;

and;

( x ) it is not practical to encompass all the

alternative solutions, including factors such as costs,

benefits, risks, uncertainties and political implications,

before making the choices that will decide a policy

(Hanekom, 1987:18).

2.7.1.7 PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS

Analysis of the public policy processes is aimed at

understanding the causes and the effects of policies, within

societal and political parameters, and determining which

analyses

resolving societalpolicies

p r o b l e ms .

are

Such

most suited to

permit a

which

government to ensure

appropriate policies to realise appropriate aims (Hanekom &

Thornhill, 1983:86).

Policy analysis may take the form of attempting to measure

the costs and benefits associated with various proposed

policy alternatives, or in order to evaluate the efficacy of

existing policies.
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They

analysingA number

developed.

of models

fall

for

into two

policies

categories

have

as

been

follows

(Hanekom, 1987:75-76):

( i ) The social efficiency method is concerned with

social development (the needs, desires and aspirations of

individuals). This approach is normative and prescriptive,

in that it compares what is done with what ought to be done;

and

( i i ) The functional efficiency method which estimates

the impact of changing the quality and quantity of public

activities (i.e. what the resources utilised achieve and

what the consequences of changes in the resources would be).

The approach here is empirical and descriptive as social

value judgements are not central to the methodology.

The relationship between the two methodologies may be

r e p r e s e n t e d thus:
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PUBLIC POLIC Y ANALYSIS

FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY

relates to

EMPIRICAL THEORY

which focuses

on the

I
PROCESS

o f policy-making

and is of a

DESCRIPTIVE

nature and embodies

SOCIAL EFFICIENCY

relates to

NORMATIVE THEORY

which focuses

on the

RESULTS

of policies and

is of a

PRESCRIPTIVE

nature and embodies

aspects such as such as

WHAT, WHY, HOW,

WHEN, WHOM

of policy

)
In a time conte xt

could also be related

to PROSPECTIVE

policy anal ysis

analysis

WHAT OUGHT TO

BE DONE

In a time context

could also be related

to RETROSPECTIVE and

INTEGRATED policy

Figure 8 ~ Functional efficiency and social efficiency as

contrasting models of pUblic policy analysis

(Hanekom, 1987:76).
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A less f o r ma l and more p rac tical every day approach to

feedback on public pol icy is v i a pu bl i c policy evaluation.

Hanekom (1987:89) defines public policy evaluation as:

"Public policy e va luation is an appra isal or assessment
of policy content , implementa tion and impact in order
to determine the e xtent to whic h the specified policy
objecti ves a re bei ng achieved ".

Public pol ic y evaluat ion can oc cur before implementation of

a policy, or after implementation of a policy. Prior to

i mp l e me n t a t i o n , the f e a s i b i lity of a policy can be evaluated

in terms of the e xte rna l en vironmental factors, the l i kely

reaction of society, the resources required , its

implementability in practice and i t s likely i mp a c t vis-a-vis

the legislators, the administrators and the citizens in

affected communities.

Post implementational

(1987:91), include:

criteria, as suggested by Hane kom

" representati veness:
represented?

to what e xtent are clientele

efficiency:
outcome?

how muc h did it cost to achieve the

equity: were the benefits equall y distributed?

effecti veness: we re desired objec tives achieved ?

responsiveness: were part icular group interests
satisfied by the decisions of the public offic ials?

responsibil it y : to what e xten t is the pe rf o r ma n c e o f
publ ic i n s t i t u t i o n s n e g a ti v e ly i n fl u e n c e d b y control
me a s u r e s?

appropriateness : ar e the outcomes worthwhile?

adequac y:
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2.7 .1.8 VALUES AND POLICY-MAKING

Values suffuse the policy-making process. Society has

values, communities have values, public office bearers,

public officials and citizens have values. The myriad values

compete with each other and have an influence on the public

policy-making process. Hanekom (1987:12) declares that:

"The public official performs his task in a political
milieu and is continually confronted by political,
cultural, economic and environmental factors, generally
acce~ted societal values, existing policies and
precedents, and even the traditions of the institution
in which he is employed".

When policies are enacted In law, they represent a mixture

of values and facts, obtained after a process of

deliberation and compromise, and no resultant policy can

accord with everyone's values. Thornhill and Hanekom (1983:

128) hold that when public policy is formulated, a study

should be made of the role of values in the policy-making

process, so that the legislative body can deliberately

strive to create and maintain a balance among the numerous

values of the people. Even then, value preferences and

mixtures do not remain static and so in changing

c i r c u ms t a n c e s it is necessary for the legislature to adapt

its policies to the changing evaluations within society.

Values are a challenge to persons formulating educational

policy in contemporary South Africa. The multiplicity of

peoples, cultures, languages and religions inevitably gives

rise to a plethora of value perceptions. Of particular

concern in this regard, in formulating a policy for

education, is the "peoples" concept which is prevalent in
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certain sectors of South African politics and which has been

politico-educational

"People's Education".

philosophyformulated into a

This v1ew of education is

called

firmly

against educational 'authorities' in State structures.

local community option school ing 1S preferred.

The

The

'peoples education' approach has received credibility in

that the apartheid system of ' Ba n t u Education' for black

citizens, which is universally decried by black persons, is

perceived as having succeeded through 'authority' structures

and a 'top down technicist ' approach. The call for

'grassroots' educational initiatives and a 'bottom up

approach to revising current injustices and maladies is

heard constantly

circles.

in the mass media and black education

People's education is an anathema to policy-making for some

persons in education as it occurs at the moment. Some

accommodation and flexibility will need to be incorporated

in any future educational policy if it is to have

credibility in the ' n o n - wh i t e ' sector of the South African

society. This is not to say that People's education must be

accepted and implemented willy ni 11 y in any new

dispensation. Rather, a sensitivity to widely differing and

varied approaches must be accommodated and incorporated into

any proposals for a policy for education provision. One of

the ways that this can be accomplished is to deliberately

accommodate public participation in the public policy-making

process.
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2.7.1.9 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC POLICY-MAKING

Hanekom (1987:30-44) has written on public participation in

public policy-making.

Public institutions ma y be seen as impersonal and uncaring

by individual citizens and bureaucrats are accused of being

faceless, uncommunicative, rigid, narrow-minded, lacking in

initiative, self-centred and self-seeking, and

societal v a l u e s .

disregarding

It is countered that public opinion exerts a powerful

influence on the shaping of public policies and the

performance of public institutions, by calling public office

bearers and public officials to account. Public opinion is

an amorphous concept with little practical meaning. It has

been defined as (Hanekom 1987:31):

" ... the sum of opinions known to public officials and
which will be taken into account by the authorities;

" .these opinions held by private
government find it prudent to heed;

persons which

... the formal articulation of the beliefs and the views
held by the public at large about political issues;

... consisting of articulated group attitude and not the
viewpoint held by society as a whole, but rather a
conglomerate of attitudes as expressed by different
groups;

... the sum total of the articulated words, sentiments,
views or attitudes of society, societal groups
(irrespective of size ) or individuals, pertaining to
public matters, known to the authorities, and which
will be taken into account when policies or decisions
are made".

The complexity of gauging public opinion is appreciated when

it is considered whom to consult to find out the public
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opinion on a certain matter. Informed opinion, by persons

whose knowledge, experien ce and contacts are appropriate and

relevant , is a compromise solution to the problem of gauging

as much opinion

public opinion on

would be to engage

a matter. A more time-consuming

as possible by

process

reading

widely and discussing ltJidely in the area concerned.

Sometimes opposing op inions (such as minority opinion) may

be speci ficall y

opinion.

sought, to balance perceptions on publ ic

The approach of trying to assess public opinion and acting

on it to the greatest e xtent possible is one manner of

proceeding. Another approach is to try to involve the public

in the policy-making process. This is called the public

participation approach. This approach may entail some

mechanism for a two-way exchange of information between the

public and the authorities, the inclusion of members of the

public in rendering services, or meet ings which are open to

the public. This may occur at a legislative level or an

e xecutive level of polic y-making and policy implementation.

Direct participation of ordinary citizens in public affairs

wo u l d be desirable in areas, such as educational provision,

whe r e personal and public sentiment is intense and rea 1 .

Direct participation is fraugh t with potential problems as

the legislators and administrators cannot abdicate their

role and be dictated to by voc iferous interest groups or

persons. In spite of being difficult to achieve, public

participation can

Chapter Two

have enormous benefits. The increasing
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role of parents in parent bodies and committees in education

is an example of public participation in the affairs

associated with educational provision. Parental input is

e xcluded from directly professional matters, but parental

opinions and

from ad vising

cooperation are

the Minister

sought in

to appointing

many other

staff for

areas,

their

children 's school.

Hanekom (1987:34-35) includes as the aims of public

participation:

considering the different interests or views in order

to make balanced decisions;

preventing the authorities from taking sides;

ensuring ready acceptance of decisions by the public in

that they are involved in the decisions taken;

ensuri~g a more careful study of proposals;

justification of decisions;

a more responsive and flexible administration; and

a greater appreciation of governmental processes,

activities and problems. As a by-product of participation,

citizens can better understand how government and

administrations function.

A more cynical view of public participation is found when

representatives of the public are appointed onto committees ,

as a means of co-optation, which is a deliberate ploy to
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of possibleconversion opponentsensure the

p r o g r a mme s in t o suppor- te:--s o f these

of

programmes.

specific

Similar

I~ e s e r- v a tions can be levelled at public relations

information-giving initiatives, held in the guise of

' d i s c u s s i n g matte rs in public ' Vo luntar y associations,

which ostensibl y are in vol ved in public participation-type

e xercises are seen as having , at best, an advisory role, or,

at most, a cathartic effect for the participants who in

effect have virtually no real engagement in the

dec ision-ma king processes. Such charges have been levelled

at the Natal Education Council, for e xample, which has been

described as a toothless bulldog '. Such cynicism may, or

may not, be misplaced, but it is a reminder that public

participation cannot be a pat solution, or a placebo, for

real public participation. If it i s a matter of going

t h r o u g h the motions, the aims of such public

will not be realised.

participation

For matters of extreme importance, it may be necessary to

gauge the opinions of all the citizens directl y . This

occured, for e xample, when a referendum was held on whether

South Africa should become a Republic, and when the new

Constitution was pu t to the public. Obviousl y such extreme

forms of public participation have limited usefulness.

S imilar problems are encountered when public participation

is considered fo r higher order administrative functions,

such as nat ional pol ic y-ma king. The input in this process is

ultimately v e r y specialised although public particpation can

be sought by consulting a knowledgeable specialist public
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example) .

needed on

(educationists,

policy-making a

for

broad pu r v i ew is

In such high

all

level

national

matters, and a specialist perspective is needed in matters

such as finances, which makes direct public participation in

national policy-making unfeasible and even undesirable. Full

and real public participation

and local levels.

is more possible at regional

participation approach have been set out by Hanekom

Some of the advantages and limitations in the public

(1987:

43-44). The positive impact of public participation can be,

in t e r alia:

policy-making can be more representative, responsive

and democratic;

policy-makers are forced to deal with matters of

equity;

planning can be improved;

an infrastructure for democratic participation is

created and participation skills are developed;

greater confidence arises from a sense of fairness in

that the views of the participants is sought, thereby

enhancing understanding;

vociferous interest groups and persons can be placated,

because their views are considered; and

support for new ventures is promoted.
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On the other hand, certain problems are intrinsic in a

public participation approach:

There is a limit to an y inVOlvement, as the

responsibility remalns with the authorities;

Public participation is naturally curtailed in areas

such as fiscal policy-making and sensitive policy areas such

as defence;

Vociferous, highly organised and articulate interest

groups could dominate the process to the disadvantage of a

less capable minority grouping;

The policy-making process could be hampered and be less

efficient;

Accountability for policies could be spread, and public

officials could blame the public representatives for their

own shortcomings in planning and realising public

programmes; and

Public participation could be abused by public

institutions by using the public as a scapegoat in dealing

with difficult problems.

Public participation, despite its drawbacks and associated

problems, remains a desirable goal when dealing with

policy-making

provision.

Chapter Two
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2.7.1.10 ROLE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS IN THE POLICY~

MAKING PROCESS

According to the classical formulation of policy-making

within government, there is a great divide function

between the legislators, who devise the policies, and the

public officials, who implement these policies. In fact,

senior public officials are an integral part of the public

policy-making process and the classical dichotomy is more of

a conceptual distinction than a practice. Hanekom and

Thornhill (1983:26) note that :

"Nowadays high ranking officials are public figures.
The appointed officials in the highest posts in public
institutions are intimately involved in policy-making".

Public officials function at two levels in the public

policy-making process.

( i ) Advisory capacity

Public officials are experts in their specialised fields of

endeavour, with the knowledge and experience to advise on

viable alternatives in policy-making and policy

implementation, and they are in the best position to monitor

policy shortcomings, in theory or practice, and to advise

accordingly. Public officials have the time and the

wherewithal to conduct research and assemble data, and they

can aid in identifying any deficiencies in policies,

coordinating the policy-making process

political implications of a policy.

and advising on the
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(ii. ) Active caparity

Public officials may take the initiative in informing the

state on matters requiringministers of

(Hanekom, Rowland & Bain 1986:28). As

policy

public

decisions

officials

implement current policies, they are in a good position to

see when a policy needs to be revised, or new policy

initiatives need to be considered within the dynamically

evolving societal processes. They are also more closely in

touch with the actualities of the services rendered and the

responses of the citizens and communities which are

formulated. Policies, as

involved. Their

policy is being

insights and feedback are important

enacted in

when

laws,

contain guidelines for pol icy implementation. For this

reason, as the future implementers of a policy, and as

knowledgeable persons on implementation criteria and

strategies, the public officials may be requested to draw up

legislation which embodies the agreed on policies.

Officials may in toto, or in part, draw up budgets for the

realisation of policies i~ programmes, identify

within and between the various policies, and

priorities

formulate

policies together with the enabling legislation.

2.7.1.11 ONUS FOR PUBLIC POLICY-MAKING

In spite of the role of public officials in policy-making,

and the possibility of participation by the public in the

policy-making process,

changes in policy,

the initiative for policy-making or

ultimately rests fully with the

legislators and the legislative institutions, such as
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the Minister to propose policyParliament. It is up to

legislation for

purview.

the endeavours of the State under

and

his

To aid the Minister, various public policy-making bodies ,

have been institutionalised, such as departmental

committees, selct committees and commissions of inquiry.

Political bodies, cabinet committees and the

caucus, may also

such as

fulfil the role of policy-making.

party

The

primary policy-making body In South Africa is the cabinet,

possibility of obtaining a full

and this corporate body of ministers

and total

contains

picture of

the

the

State and society, in that all State initiatives stem

and ultimately report back to, this body.

from,

Central to this work will be proposals arising out of the

various commissions of inquiry, such as the de Lange

Commission. A commission of inquiry is a powerful tool in

specific mandate

assembledpolicy-making

consider a

as specialist expertise

in depth.

is

The public may

to

be

requested to make submissions for consideration. A· we 11

articulated and

r-e l e v a n t facets, is ultimately published on the findings and

for- consider-ation by the State, themade available

finely argued repor-t, covering all the

professionals concer-ned, and member-s of the public.

Although the onus for- policy-making lies with the

legislator-s, it has been noted that the senior public

policy implementation, r-elationship

officials are integr-ally

and

involved

the

in policy-making

between

and

the
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legislators and the administrators must be recognised and

acknowledged. Hanekom and Thornhill (1983:82-83) hold that

p o l i c y is in fact the link between the political and

administrative processes.

Yet, the political origins of public policies must also be

realised and acknowledged. Hanekom (1987:10) clarifies

truth:

this

"Government policy (or- national policy) is the policy
of the political party in power. It is a tr-anslation
into pr-actical objectives of the ideas of the par-ty on
how to gover-n the countr-y and in which dir-ection
society is to be steer-ed. Gover-nment policy is
ther-efore mor-e specific than political party policy".

We can ther-efor-e see the links between politics, the

legislatur-e and the executive in matter-s of public

and the public policy-making process.

policy

2 .7.2 FINANCING AS A GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTION

VIS-A-VIS THE PROVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

In order to achieve any service in the public sector-, such

as the pr-ovision of teacher- education, it is necessar-y to

have the resour-ces to carr-y out the programmes proposed by

the legislatur-e. Fiscal monies ar-e raised fr-om taxing the

citizens and this money is used to car-r-y out the

legislatur-e's intent, as contained in laws. Financial

pr-ovisioning in South Africa is contr-olled under- the

Constitution. The Republic of South Afr-ica Constitution

Ac t, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983) par-t ix, lays down that

legislative author-isation is needed befor-e any fiscal monies

may be expended. The Tr-easury contr-ols the bUdgeting pr-ocess
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main budget being enacted in legislation.prior to the

subsequently controls fiscal expenditure according to

It

the

budget, and the relevant enabling act, for any public

programmes. It is responsible for the final control of all

functionariesmonies expended

account. Control

and

is

calls the

ef fec ted

relevant

through the budget,

to

which

specifies procedural directions contained in the Financial

Handbook, and by auditing which is conducted by the Auditor

General under the requirements of the Exchequer and Audit

1975 ( Act 66 of 1975) . The audit gauges, where

possible, the legality of expenditures and whether the

financial resources have been utilised effectively.

When a policy is being determined, one of the first criteria

to be considered are the financial implications and the

availability of funds. In South Africa, 181. of the State

funds are expended on education ( Income Tax Information

Broc hure, 1990 tax year). In spite of this being a high

percentage of the fiscus to be spent on educational

provision, it is nowhere near the amount of financial

resources which would ideally be required for education in

South Africa. The financial resources available are precious

efficiency effectiveness

and need

possible

to be allocated

and

with a view to

in

the

the

greatest

service

provided, concomitant with the limited resources.

The apartheid own affairs ' system of education has created

an excessive duplication of governmental bureaucracies,

which is contrary to sound financial budgeting and the

economical use of resources. Anomalies also arise out of the
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own affairs ' segregated educational provision, resulting in

some of the school s a nd colleges being heavily

oversubscribed, whilst other educat ion department facilities

are severel y underutilised, to the e xtent of having to be

closed because the y are unecon omical.

in South

When considering

teacher education

a new dispensation for

Africa, these

the provision

parameters

of

will

have to be cons idered vis-a-vis the political developments

which are currently in the offing.

Parameters for the efficient e xpenditure of monies on

teacher education is crucial in order to wipe out

universal

backlogs

primary

isitWhen

of

cit izens.

a state

Africa's

achieve

South

and

all

of illiteracy

education for

realised that 26000 thousand additional teachers are

required within the Kwa Zu l u region alone within the next

couple of years, the enormity o f the task is appreciated and

the financial aspects of this state of affairs are crucial.

2.7.3 'ORGANISING ' AS A GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCESS VIS-~-VIS THE PROVISION OF TEACHER

EDUCATION

Teacher education is of such a scale that it cannot be

accomplished with in a simple organisation. An administration

in charge of teacher education provision must be reponsible

for organising the teacher education structures, wherein

they create and maintain organisational units called

cohesive anda sufficiently

institutions (Cloete,

these institutions in

1986:78) and ar range to coordinate

unitary
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way on a national basis. The object of organising is clearly

to accomplish a specific goal via the coordination of all

resources (including financial, physical and human

resources ). In this process the relationship between the

v a r i o u s components is specified, resulting in the creation

organisational structure,

realise the

establishedof a systematic

ends of the administrative process i. e.

to

the

effective and

education.

efficient provision of professional teacher

Organising may be defined as the systematic structuring of

functions necessary to achieve or realise a goal (Andrews,

1982 : 38). I t entails coordination, whereby a system is

devised which at the same time allows for diversification in

activities compatible with the effective achievement of the

overall goals envisaged.

Organising does not mean rigidity and conformity; it rather

entails a broad movement within a common direction aimed at

achieving similar and related objectives. The various

functions, or components, will be so related that they

together to achieve an overall aim.

work

The sub-components of the system , the constituent

institutions, are similarly structured to aid the

realisation of the institutional goals. Thus organising may

be perceived of as both an inter-institutional function and

a intra-institutional function, coordinated in order to

achieve the same broad goals Or ends.
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2.7.3.1 PROCESS AND PRACTICE OF ORGANISATION

The elements of organisation need to be considered. Cloete

(1986:103) typifies organising

achieve:

as the process designed to

( i )

( i i )

( i i i )

(iv)

(v)

the appropriate division of work;

the assignment and delegation of authority;

coordination;

lines and channels of communication; and

control measures.

The inter-generic nature of the organising function is

readily apparent in this typification. The above points will

be considered in more detail reference to their

applicability in teacher education.

2.7.3.2 DIVISION OF WORK

In terms of work procedures, organising entails the

delineation of work responsibilities. A conventional

distinction is made between a line function and a staff

function in systems of organising. Systems of organising may

be typified as follows:

( i ) The line system is a hierarchical chain of

authority, where powers and responsibilities are delegated

downwards in ever-diminishing amounts, whilst the

accountability is retained by the top person. In the
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p~ovision of teache~ education, the line system may be

~ e p ~ e s en t ed diag~ammatically as fo llows in essence:

Minister of Education

1 i
Depa~tment of Education

t I
Institutional Management

t I
Lecture~s

Figu~e 9 - Diagrammatic ~ep~esentation of the line system of

delegation and control

The downwa~d a~~ows ~epresent the delegation of autho~itYI

responsibility and power, whilst the upwa~d a~rows ~ep~esent

the flow of accountability for the use of the delegated

autho~ity ~esponsibility and powe~.

(ii) The line and staff system incorpo~ates the line

system, but delineates an auxilia~y g~oup of officials who

are not directly involved in the prime function of the

institution, but who act as an adjunct to it. Typically the

staff function refe rs to e xperts who advise or assist the

line functionaries in matters such as research or financial

audit ing. I n teacher education, within institutions such as

colleges of education , the line functi on i s concerned with

training and educating teachers, with the secretariat and

registry providing a specialist administrative staff

function. The dichotomy is not always distinct, and it is

possible to see the professional academic staff as the line
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function and the professional management staff (perhaps

toge ther with the sec re ta r i ate ) as the staff function.

Diagrammatically the line and staff function could be

r e p r e s e n t e d as follows:

L

I

N

E

STAFF

Figure 10 - Diagrammatic representation of the line and

staff system of division of labour

If a governmental department of teacher education existed,

the staff function could be contained in discrete research

units or councils charged with supplementary

responsibilities.

(iii) The functional s ystem can be used to differentiate

an organisation according to the differing functions

performed by its officials. In this system, the managers

could be viewed as having a specialised function in that

they exercise authority and command over the workers. In a

teacher education institution, such as a college of

education, the heads of the various academic departments

could be seen as management functionaries. Even although

the y will lecture, their role function in the hierarchy is

managerial in nature . Diagrammatically the functional system

could be represented as follows:
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RECTORATE ( Rec t o r , De p u ty and Vice Rectors)

MANAGEMENT

\
HEADS OF ACADEMI C DEPARTMENTS

I
SENI OR LECTURERS

\

HOD HOD HOD HOD HOD HOD FUNCTION

I . LECTURERS

I
JUN IO R LECTURERS

Figure 11 - Diagrammatic representation of the functional

s ys tem of di vision of labour

( i v) The committee s ystem is s imilar to the line

function hierarchy , except that a committee is placed a t the

head of the organisation, rather than a single functionary.

Authority, responsibilit y and power are vested in the

committee grouping. The advantage of th is organisat ional

system is that a number o f e xperts may combine the ir

k n o wl e d g e and e xpertise i n plann ing and decision-making.

The drawbac k o f a commit tee s ystem is t h a t accord may not be

reached when there is a decision to be made, or a policy to

be f o r mul ate d . It is adm i nistrat ively unwieldly and time

consuming to muste r committee members on a regular basis and

at short notice to ma ke a dec is ion or decide on an act ion.

In the committee s ystem, ultimate responsibility and

accountab i l ity i s sp lit a nd i s therefore diffuse .

In t e a c he r educ at ion , the c o mmi t t e e system is often used in

decis ion-ma king, but its f u n c t i o n is more that of a staff
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function. Thus in a college of education, a senate

committee, a management committee, a head of department

committee and a practice teaching committee function, but

their role is advisory rather than managerial. The rector.

as the management functionary, is guided by the committees

and often participates in the committee process, but he

retalns the right to act in accord with his committee's

recommendations or not, as he sees fit. It is therefore

evident that the power, authority, responsibility and

accountability does not devolve upon the committee. Robbins

(1976:247) makes the point precisely via an anecdote:

"As one person remarked after being promoted from staff
assistant to his boss's line position, ' I never
realised there was such a difference between making a
decision and making a suggestion'''.

Members of a committee would sympathise with this sentiment

if they were moved to the top of a hierarchy based on the

line function system.

(v) The project system, or matrix system. is a

relatively recent innovation in organisational systems

theory. In this system a project is identified and a group

of persons, knowledgeable in the project area, is set up

under a project leader to achieve a specific goal (i.e. to

realise the project). The working group is a temporary

arrangement. with participants being drawn from the line

function system, and it is terminated upon the completion of

the project. It is apparent that the specialist field of

project management is located in the private sector.

However, the project approach can be adapted on a small
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scale and is to be found within colleges of education, in

senate sub-committees, whe~e a select g~oup of lectu~e~s is

given a specific mandate to conside~, or implement, and

~epo~t back to the senate.

2.7 .3.3 ASSIGNMENT AND DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

Weiche~s (1985:51) holds that:

"All forms of administ~ative delegation are aimed at
achieving a division of labour. It is a fact of life of
any administrative o~ganization that a single body or
pe~son cannot cope with all its activities. It is for
this ~eason that certain powers and functions are
t~ansferred or delegated to another body or person for
their implementation".

The t~ansferring of power and duties to another is termed

the devolution of power.

2.7.3.4 DEVOLUTION OF POWER

Power is centred in the legislature. As the legislatu~e

cannot carry out and be directly responsible for more than

the ove~all direction of governmental p~ogrammes, it is

necessa~y to devolve powe~s to the departments that fall

under the legislature. The devolution of power implies

t r a n s f e r r i n g the capacity to take final decisions to anothe~

level of government (regional, local, departmental). This

transferring of authority does not include a suspension of

the sovereignty of Parliament. Decision-making autho~ity is

devolved, but Parliament retains its supremacy ~egarding the

overall authority in the State (Thornhill, in Coetzee, 1985:

65-66) . Three cha~acteristics of devolution have been

identified:
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( i )

( i i )

( i i i )

it is exercised b y a subordinate elected body;

it is usually awarded on a geographical basis; and

it comprises functions presently exercised by a

higher authority. ( Th o r n h i l l in Coetzee, 1985:66)

Devolution of power can be instituted at different levels of

responsibility. These levels are controlled in law, and the

exact parameters surrounding each level are specified.

These levels are (Wiechers, 1985:51-54):

( i ) At the simplest level, decentralisation occurs

wherein the state department establishes regional branches

and effects administrative delegation (not legislative). In

effect a specific task is divided and the identified task is

then performed by each of the bodies in the various regions.

The assignment of powers in this instance is via a specific

mandate or set of instructions. The superior organ is in

effect taking the decisions and merely requests or instructs

another person or body to see to the practical

implementation of that decision. Usually, very little

discretionary latitude is permitted to the inferior body or

person. If the e xercise of independent discretion or

judgement is expected, the parameters and powers must be

clearly specified.

( i i ) Administrative delegation can occur to achieve a

deconcentration of activities, because it is not possible

for the main office to exercise all the powers and perform

all the functions. Specialist function groupings may, for
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example, be established within a depa~tment, o~

su b ~ d e p a ~ tmen t s (o~ offices) may be established to p~ovide a

mo~e efficient se~vice. The powe~s and functions delegated

a~e ca~~ied out in the name of, and on behalf of, the

p~ i n c i p a l office~ who delegates the powe~s and functions.

( i i i ) Administ~ative delegation can be effected to

achieve a decentralisation of activities. In this

decent~alisation, powe~s and functions a~e t~ansfe~~ed to an

independent body, which ca~~ies out these powe~s and

functions enti~ely in its own name. This usually involves a

high level of disc~etiona~y judgement and ~esponsibility,

but the powe~s must be given specifically and ci~cumsc~ibed,

albeit within ve~y wide pa~amete~s.

In eac h of these cases, the assigning of the functional

autho~ity and ~esponsibility will be specifically mandated.

Because the ultimate autho~ity is not t~ansfe~~ed, it is

also necessa~y to clea~ly delineate how the cont~ol will be

effected, and in what manne~ accountability will be

~ep~esented. These methods of cont~ol a~e laid down on a

fo~mal basis and typically involve ~egula~ ~epo~ts,

in s pe c t i o n s and auditing. Hattingh (1986:30-31) states that:

.. devolution of powe~ is usually associated with
extensive fo~mal di~ectives which partly consist of
p~esc~ibing the ~equi~ed p~ocedu~es. P~ocedu~es ensu~e

that a task will be pe~fo~med in a specific, p~esc~ibed

manne~... By laying down p~ocedu~es in ~ega~d to the
devolution of powe~s, the cent~al autho~ity ensu~es

that it will dete~mine the manne~ in which ~elations

a~e established and maintained between itself and
subo~dinate bodies".
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and decentralisationof centralisation

It is apparent

wi.th the issues

that the devolution of power is concerned

of

government activities. In teacher education, institutions,

such as colleges of education, enJoy a specified autonomy

via their college councils (for those colleges which have

evolved to this extent), but the colleges still fall under

the various departments of education and their autonomy is

circumscribed in this way. The degree of devolution of power

may be assessed by the financial arrangements to effect the

running of an institution. If a comparison is made between a

college of education and a university in this regard, it is

discretionary use over

complete control)

thereof, whereas

certain monies, is

apportioning

has

the

not(but

although it

beholden to

the

controlhas greater

finances and

of education,

over its

a college

universitythefound that

relevant education department. For example, the education

department controls the college staffing establishment, the

amount of the tuition fees levied, and staff salaries, which

means that colleges are less autonomous than universities

relatively speaking. Whether a greater devolution of power

is desirable in the future development of teacher education

in South Africa will be discussed later in this work.

2.7.3.5 DELEGATED LEGISLATION

The discussion in the previous section referred to the

administrative devolution of power. However, as legislators

do not have the time or expertise, or cannot handle the

volume of legislation required, it is the practice to

legislate in broad terms only and empower the executive, via
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enabling legislation, to supplement the legislation via

proclamations and regulations which have the force of law

(Cloete, 1986:188). This in effect amounts to a legislative

devolution of power, wherein the e xecutive authorities are

delegated powers of legislation , a responsibility usually

centred exclusively in Parliament and jealousl y guarded. The

delegation of legislati ve powers does not, in theory,

undermine the concept of the legislative supremacy of the

State, as the politicians control the enabling legislation

and they call the e xecutive legislatees to account; but l.n

practice, effective control is difficult to achieve.

A select committee investigates the exercise of delegated

powers of legislation, and the control thereof. It is held

that " ... the insertion in legislation of provisions

authorising the delegation of legislative authority makes it

difficult and even impossible to enforce accountability".

(Cloete 1986:189).

Delegated legislation is typified by Riekert (in Hanekom,

Rowland & Bain, 1986:182) as .the exercise of legislative

authority by the subordinate institution or functionary to

whom Parliament has delegated such authority". The advantage

of delegated legislation is that it allows for responsible

executors, with specialist knowledge, to be flexible in

their administration. In comprehensive and complex matters

it is not always possible to foresee all the contingencies

and local conditions for which provision must be made

(Riekert in Hanekom, Rowland & Bain 1986:1B3). As it is not

possible in the legislative process to cover all the
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possibilit ies which may e ventuate, it is sometimes desirable

unforeseen set of circumstances.

to empower an e xecuti ve

should it encounter an

in s t i t u ti on to act as it sees fit

In

this se t of circumstances. the enabli ng legislation is

merel y a framewor k which specifles t he g e n e r a l principles

and intentions of the legislature.

Control of delegated leg islature ma y be effected by building

into the enabling legislation the need for any delegated

legislation to be tabled in Parliament. This is not

effecti ve if the topic of the legislation is highly

specialised and complex, and if the volume of delegated

legislation is great. Parliament retains the right to repeal

or amend any delegated legislation, but this does not solve

the time and e xpertise problems which gave rise to the

for delegated legislation in the first place, and this

of control is onl y of value in e xtreme instances.

need

form

control. However, Parliament delegates

viapossiblealsois

when

legislationdelegatedofControl

judicial

legislative authority, it passes immense powers to the

executive functionaries. One cannot really enable a person

o r institution to decide , and then quibble with the

decision. For this reason, legal control v~ a the courts is

severel y curtailed and limited to decisions as to whether

t he procedures and powers g ranted in the enabling

legislation have been effected validly. Being limited to

decid ing on any procedure, or commenting on any exceeding of

the powers granted, is a wea k f o r m of control. Possible

redress is likel y to be a protracted and e xpensive process
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via the courts and only extreme cases are likely to be

handled in this manner .

In effect, the powers involved in delegated legislation are

virtually limitless and for this reason the delegation of

leglsla ti ve powers needs

indeed.

to be handled v e r y circumspectly

Delegated legislation is appropriate in the consideration of

the provision of profess ional teacher education in South

Africa as precedent e xists for the according of leg islative

powers to professional bodies.

& Bain, 1986:185) states that:

Riekert (in Hanekom, Rowland

"Organised professional bodies have been granted the
authority to control and regulate their respective
professions; for example, boards can be created to
supervise the activities of the members of the relevant
professional body. In accordance with the enabling Act,
these boards may also make regulations that are binding
on its members".

Riekert cites as an example the Pharmacy Act , 1974 (Act 53

of 1974) which stipulates in the enabling legislation that

the Minister of Health may, on the recommendation of the

Pharmacy Board, make rules and regulations relating to

v a r i o u s topics. A similar arrangement between a Minister of

Education and a professional teacher education body, or

professional board, could be considered in the light of the

development of teacher education in South Africa. For

e xample, a body could be instituted which falls under a

Minister of Education and controls the provision of teacher

education. Parliament could prescribe enabling legislation

requiring the Minister and the professional body jointly to
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implement and control a satisfactory system of teacher

education. Diagramatically the flow of delegated power would

be as follows:

PARLIAMENT

A ---------------t----------------------

MINISTER OF EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL BODY OF TEACHER EDUCATORS

B ---------------1----------------------
TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION

Figure 12 - Diagrammatic representation of the flow of

delegated power

In this configuration, the body of professional teacher

educators would be akin to an education department, but its

function would have a very specific focus (teacher

education) and a specific locus ( teacher education

institutions).

The point designated A depicts where, in a conventional

legislative arrangement, legislative authority ends and

delegated administrative authority commences. The point

designated B indicates where delegated legislative authority

could end, and delegated administrative authority

could commence. In practice, the powers delegated and the

degree of responsibility required, could be varied in

degradation as one considers the sub-ordinate levels. For
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could commence. In practice, the powers delegated and the

degree of responsibility required, could be varied in

degradation as one considers the sub-ordinate levels. For

example, the professional body of teacher educators could be

limited to an advisory capacity, wlth the Minister having

greater powers, such as is the case with the present Natal

Education Council, for example; or the professional body of

teacher educators could be given a wide legislative and

executive latitude, with the Minister holding a watching and

controlling brief. Similarly, the institutions, although not

being glven delegated legislative responsibilities, could be

given wide delegated administrative powers, thereby

increasing their autonomy greatly.

It is useful to differentiate between decentralisation and

d e v o l u t i o n in this regard (Hattingh 1986:32). If colleges of

education performed an identical task (training teachers)

which was controlled from the main office of the

governmental department, so that the structure, function and

service provided by all the colleges nationally were

reasonably identical, then this process of delegation would

be referred to as the decentralisation of teacher

provision.

education

If on the other hand, the central authority specifically

assigned various of its functions to each of the colleges

and required them to perform distinct functions, for which

it also assigned the authority to carry out these functions,

this process would be a devolution of power.
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Decentralisation is more a p p r o p r ia te in services, such as

post offices, where the postal service is reasonably

standardised and mechanlcal in nature. There are of course

specialist areas and variations within the post office, but

the counter services and their supporting structures are

reasonably uniform for the purposes of this discussion.

For colleges of education, where the service is not clearly

delineated, as it occurs personally, even intrapsychically,

and where local conditions may call for specific variations

arlsing out of the demands of the community (students,

parents and lecturers in colleges; principals, teachers,

pupils and parents in schools; education department

authorities; the general public), the devolution of powers

and functions is a more suitable arrangement to ensure an

effective teacher education programme.

2.7.3.6 DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

When power and responsibilities are devolved, or an

administration is decentralised, the process implicit in

this deconcentration of power is termed delegation of

authority. Let us consider

delegation of authority.

some definitions of the concept

( i ) Chandler and PIano (1986:119) define the

delegation of authority as:

"The transfer of authority and responsibility from a
higher to a lower administrative official for purposes
of decision-making. Delegations of authority usually
involve transferring powers assigned to an elected or
appointed executive official to a subordinate
administrator. Such transfers are typically done under
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( i i )

( i i i )

clearly defined standards with subsequent
implementations subject to continuing review. The basic
legal power to carry on such functions remains with the
delegator and can be withdrawn at any time from the
delegatee ".

Andrews ( 1 9 82 : 47 - 8 ) defines delegation as:

.. an institutionalised activity whereby authority is
passed down in a line from the top leader to his
subordinates, wi t h the aim of obviating the
concentration of authorit y in one single functionary,
thereby increasing the efficiency of the institution".

Hattingh (1986: 32) holds that delegation occurs

when a specl flc body, political office bearer or public

official is entrusted with the responsibility of performing

a task ~r function, which is legally assigned. In the

process the delegatee may, within specified legal

provisions, delegate the function or task, or subsections

thereof, to another body or person for implementation on his

behalf. Authority is thus found in chains within a

department or institution, and the authority may be

delegated down the chain, with responsibility being

controlled by each superordinate body or person, and

accountability being irrevocably vested in the person or

institution at the top of the chain of authority or power,

usually the legislature itself.

The delegation of authority may make provision for the

delegatee to use his discretion in the method to be employed

to perform the task, or in the realisation of the function.

Although the underling ma y be held accountable to the person

o r body delegating such discretionary authority, the

accountability for the performance of the task or function

is not passed along with the authority so delegated and the
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superior officer is still responsible for the use that is

made of discretionary authority which has been delegated.

Whenever delegation of authorit y occurs, it is always

ci rcumscribed in law, st ipulating the extent and domain of

legislative authority which may be exercised by a

su bordinate. If a functionar y is required to perform in a

certain manner, or area of responsibility, he must be given

the authority to realise his duties and responsibilities

( i . e . gi ven the power to perform these duties). If authority

is so delegated, the employee is obliged to perform the task

required. He is empowered to make decisions appropriate to

his mandate and instruct those under him to perform, to

achieve the tas k. Obviously for authority to be delegated,

the subordinate must have

perform the delegated task.

the competence and capability to

2.7.3.7 CENTRALISATION AND DECENTRALISATION

In considering the organisational structures that will be

most efficient in realising the ends of the organisation, a

tension usually e xists between the need to centre the power

and responsibility centrally, thereby enhancing control and

promoting a uniformity of service, and the calls for

regionalisation, wherein some local option is permitted, to

accord with local conditions and demands. Alderfer

(1964:176) holds that:

"It is impossible to administer any nation entirely
from the center. There must be some administrative
subdivisions or local units through which governmental
powers may be deconcentrated or decentralised. On the
other hand, if there is to be a nation in fact, it is
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just as impossible to administer everything
The problem, therefore, is to find the best
arrangement between extreme centralisation and
decentralisation" .

locally.
working
extreme

Decentralisation may refer to a geographical

decentralisation, where similar colleges of education, for

e xample, are provided on a

decentralisation, where some

regional basis, or a

teacher training

functional

institutions

are responsible for training secondary school teachers and

others are specialised in training primary school teachers,

as per the current rough distinction between universities

(secondary) and colleges (primary) as teacher training

institutions.

The advantages of centralisation are primarily that it

facilitates control and ensures standardisation, thereby

promoting equality of treatment. The disadvantages of

centralisation are, inter alia, the delays which occur while

referring to head office, the inflexibility which is

inevitable in a unitary organisation providing a uniform

service, and centralisation can be unrealistic in that

policies and decisions may' not be suited to the local

circumstances. The perceived problem with decentralisation

i s the dispersion of authority, which may negatively affect

the service provided and the control procedures. It J.s

possible that certain facets of an organisation remain

centralised, whilst other areas of responsibility are

dispersed. Robbins (1980:233) notes, for example, that

f i nancial and legal functions are rarely decentralised.
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Devolution, deconcentration, decentralisation and delegation

are all variations of the organisational arrangements which

delineate the lines of authorit y and the spheres of activity

within that organisation. The relationships within such

organisational arrangements

Robbins ( 1 9 8 0 : 2 3 2 ) :

are summed up in essence by

"Authority is the right to act, responsibility, the
obligation to perform delegated duties and tasks, and
accountability is the obligation to a higher authority
for satisfactory performance of the duties and tasks".

In this piece of research, the organisation and structures

to effect teacher education will be of central concern. Of

particular importance will be a consideration of the

dichotomy between centralisation and decentralisation in the

provision of teacher education in South Africa. Riekert's

stance on this dichotomy will be central to this

(in Van Vuuren 1983:164):

discussion

"The maximum devolution of government authority and
greater decentralisation of administration is one of
the cornerstones of successful ... state administration".

The greatest degree of professional autonomy in teacher

education may be viewed as ideal, where autonomy refers to:

... the right of a particular level of government to
pass legislation and give effect to it without undue
in terference by another governmen t 1eve 1" (Thorn hi 11 ,
in Van Vuuren, 1985:21)

The dichotomy, and balance, between a centralised and a

decentralised system and structure of organising of

education provision will be discussed in the proposal

of this piece of research.

teacher

stage
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2 .7.3.8 COORDINATION IN THE PROCESS OF ORGANISING

With the division of functions between departments and

g roups, and with in departments and g roups , the need for the

coo r d i n a t i o n of all the ef forts into a un if ied e ffort to

a chi eve the predete rmined goals , is an i mpo r t a n t

organisational goal i n an y adm inistrati ve process.

At the mac ro level, the legislature has to coordinate

e fforts nationall y and interdepartmentally. At the micro

lev e l , department s have to coordinate their e f forts to

a c hi e v e the ir a ims and ob ject ives. An i n s ti t u ti o n a l head

mus t concern h imself with i n t e r - i n s t i tu t i o n a l and

i n t r a - i n s t i t u t i o n a l coordination of

f o r creating separate sections is

efforts. The
\

primaril y the

rationale

effective

achievement of t he overa 1 1 goals of a department. Each

s e p a r a t e, and often specialist , group ing wit h i n any

organisation aimed at achiev ing an ob ject must be so managed

t h a t the efforts are in the same direction, in harmony

with the other , and unified to a reasonable e xtent.

each

I t is ,po s s i b l e to achieve some measure of coordination v i a

t he work procedures and s tra ti f icat ion of wor k r o l e s, which

are typica lly h ie ra rchica 1 i n t he l i n e func t ion mode or

sy s t e m. Specific ploys to a chieve coordination include

ho l d i n g regula r meetings, spec ial coordinati ng committees ,

wo rk manual s , and staff tra ining whi c h spec i f ically

a d d r e s s e s coordinat ion pol icies.

I t is also possible to cent r a lise the func t ioning of a

multitude of similar bodies central controlling
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institution or department. The Commission for Administration

is such a coordinating body in publ ic service personnel

matters. Similarly, the Treasury has a coordinating effect

in that, through controlling the fiscal budgeting and

expenditure, it controls and systematises State efforts, so

that work programmes are not duplicated and monies are spent

and accounted for in the same manner across departments.

Coordination within a structured system for the provislon of

teacher education will be

more specifically.

considered later in the research

2.7.3.9 ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN ORGANISING

An important aspect of coordination is communication.

Whether communication is formal or informal, written, spoken

or relayed in some other manner, it is the lifeblood of an

organisation . It is part of the generic organising function

to deliberately plan for setting up lines of communication,

which will assist in the achievement of common goals.

Communication entails many ~elated meanings. It is necessary

to communicate with the public to inform them of the aims

anD achievements of an institution. It is equally important

to inform personnel in an institution, what objectives are

being striven for, why they are important and how they fit

i n t o the overall plan. Internal public relations is a form

of communication that engenders cooperative effort.

Communication in an organisation has an important management

function. Clear directives to subordinates as to what is
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required and expected of them is essential to efficient

administration. Just as important however, is the need for

information to be fed back to management from subordinates.

This information could be vital in planning, decision-making

and control within an organisation, and could affect the

efficacy of the whole organisation.

2.7.3.10 CONTROL WITHIN THE FUNCTION OF ORGANISING

Any public institution, or structure within which an

institution functions, should be organised in such a way as

to accommodate the generic control function and to promote

accountability.public

subordinate

established,

sections

and

are

madebemust

superordinate

institution

control

When

pub I ica

for

of

mechanismthe

ofease

explicit, and the manner of accounting should be

This will happen in the work procedures on an

specified.

individual

basis, but the organisation or structure established must

incorporate intergroup or intersection control mechanisms.

The locus of controlling functions, and the span of control

of superordinate functionaries, or sections, must be

considered and planned for within the organisation.

2.7.4 STAFFING AS A GENERIC FUNCTION VIS-A-VIS

THE PROVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

In public administration, as In all corporate endeavours,

the appointment of personnel may be crucial to the

of the enterprise. The activities associated

success

with the

personnel function may be loosely defined as (Andrews, 1982:

78) :
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provision of personnel

personnel utilisation

personnel training and development

personnel remuneration (including service benefits)

personnel retention.

Lecturers and management in teacher education institutions

fall under the statutory requirements of the public service

Commission established

Administration .as decided by

was

the Commission for

by the Commission

This

for

Administration Act, 1984 (Act 65 of 1984).

The Departments of Education are in charge of deciding on

the staff establishment in teacher education institutions.

They decide on the creation and classification of posts,

prescribe the work requirements of the posts and deal with

of misconduct. teacherany grievances

educators also

or instances

fall under the

White

professional aegis of the

statutory teachers' body, the Teachers' Federal Council, and

must subscribe to its code of conduct.

If teacher education were unifed, it is possible that

teacher education could fall under a department, or under a

professional body, or under some specific controlling body

established for this purpose, but the colleges of education

would probably function on a very similar basis to that

which is in existence at the moment.
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It may be possible to centr-alise functions such as the

r-ecr-uitment, selection and evaluation of staff; on the other

hand it may be desir-able to decentr-alise this function to

college councils as capable local and autonomous bodies.

Teacher- educator-s do not have a r-ecognised pr-ofessional

association. In most instances teacher- educator-s become par-t

of pr-ofessional teacher- or-ganisations, or- r-elate to

institutional staff bodies, such as at the univer-sities.

Rudimentar-y, and lar-gely unofficial, pr-ofessional for-ms of

association have become evident r-ecently. Under- the aegis of

the Teacher-s ' Feder-al Council (the official white teacher-s

body) the white r-ector-s have met on a national basis to

discuss possible incor-por-ation as a gr-oup and to discuss

matter-s of common concer-n. Similar-Iy the r-ector-s of

colleges in the KwaZulu Education depar-tment have met, with

depar-tmental appr-oval, to discuss matter-s of mutual concer-n.

An unofficial r-egional pr-ofessional association, CORDTEK

(standing for- the Council of Rector-s and Deans of Teacher-

Education in KwaZulu Natal) has been established and meets

r-egular-Iy, including holding an annual confer-ence with

str-ong r-egional attendance and some national attendance. If

such initiatives wer-e to become par-t of a national

joint consultation between

association of pr-ofessional

situation has just emer-ged,

teacher- educator-s, and such a

the

pr-ofessional body and the gover-nment would be possible on an

ar-r-ay of matter-s and issues affecting the pr-ofessional

per-sonnelin teacher- tr-aining institutions.
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Such a national bod y, if it came into e xistence, could

opportun ities f o r the teacher educators. Here

promote specific educa t ional, training and development

'educational '

refers to the developmen t o f the intellect in a general way,

, trai ning ' refers to the devel opment of specific skills,

attitudes, and working and thin king habits which will equip

a person to follow a specific career, and ' d e v e l o pme n t'

refers to personal growth in the individual abilities of an

employee (Andrews, 1982:1 0 2-103). A professional board could

promote educational oppo r tunities in order to stimulate the

acquisition of broad generalised

specificallyexample, a coursework masters

knowledge, such

degree

as, for

for

teacher educators. Training is possibly best handled by the

teacher training institutions on the job, although

in-service regional courses and short professional courses

Development is wrought b y the individual himself. The

could also be provided by the professional board.

broad

scope of improvement and growth of the indi vidual's human

( persona 1 ) abilities, attitudes and personality traits

professional associationprogramme. However,

cannot be adequatel y accommodated in a professional

opportunities

discussionprofessional

educators.

groups the

for

and

process

programmes

stimulatecould

development

reading

personal

Structured

of aparta

teacher

could be

education, training and development faculties of the teacher

educator participants.

Another staffing concern that needs to be more fu 11 y

considered, is induction. Teacher educators are usually
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appointed to a teache r t r a i n in g i n s t i t u ti o n from a school

en vironment. Although the school experience is relevant to

t he task o f a teac her educ a t or , t he n ew challenges on being

a p poin t e d t o a post as a teacher educator are man y and

v a r i e d . At the moment , an y induction i s up to the indi vidual

institutions and is usuall y v ery in formal , to the po int of

be i n g a ' s i n k or SW1ITI atti tude in some instances.

Similarl y , little is provided i n t e r ms of middle management

e xtension and development, e xcept for e xperiential

opportun it ies that occur on a r a n d om ad hoc basis.

As can be seen, there is scope for developing the staffing

function in any new dispensation in teacher education

provision in South Af rica and the collegiate model

accommodates such needs specif icall y.

2 . 7 .5 DETERMINING WORK PROCEDURES AS A GENERIC

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTION VIS-A-VIS THE

PROVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

In the p rovision of teacher education , the t r ai n i n g and

education of teachers i s the l i n e f u n c t i o n, the ma in

objective of the academic and professional pursuit. The work

carried out b y the lecturers is well established in

precedent within the academe of higher education

ins t itutions a nd , as p ro fessi onals , the min imum o f wor k

procedure stipulation i s p rescribed. As pro fessionals, the

a c a d e mi c staff are e xpec ted to pursue t he i r profess ional

r ol e with the mini mum o f rigid ity and structure be ing

provided , l e t alone e nforced. What occurs in the lecture
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theatre, laboratory and in the practice teaching setting is

up to the lecturer concerned to a great extent and he is

accountable for using his professional autonomy wisely and

productively. In effect, the work procedures laid down for

the professional staff consist of the broad parameters of

the conditions of

responsibilities
~
I

length of the

service,

working

(lecture

such as the

year, and

load,

hours of work, the

the professional

practice teaching

obllgations) required by the

the lecturer works.

tertiary institution at which

To an extent, procedures are contained In the organisational

parameters within the institutions. Line functions will

exist in a hierarchical fashion from the management of the

institution down to the most junior lecturer on the staff.

However at the management level, staff functions, as opposed

to line functions, become prevalent and work procedures need

to be articulated in order to realise the ends of the

institution.

If one is considering an organisation for teacher education,

consisting of a plethora of institutions, dispersed

geographically, varied and individual in their character,

yet unified, in that they form a part of the common system

to turn out teachers for the schools in the country, then

commo n standards become important and ministerial

accountability is central to the endeavour.

It is then imperative to lay down the procedures to be

followed, for example, to control the establishment and
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ensu~e that the co~~ect p~ocedu~es a~e followed in financial

matte~s. This means that p~ocedu~es fo~ the pe~fo~mance of

the staffing function should be a~ticulated and st~uctu~ed

(~ationalised) fo~ all the pe~sons within the o~ganised

sy stem and within st~uctu~es falling unde~ teache~

education. The management team of each institution must know

how its funding will be de~ived and accounted to~, and these

p~ocedu~es must be the same fo~ all teache~ education

institutions. These p~ocedu~es a~e closely linked with the

gene~ic o~ganisational st~uctu~es (who is ~esponsible fO~ 4

what; who delegates wo~k and to whom is it delegated; what

is the ~elationship between the depa~tmental sec~eta~iat and

the individual institutions; what a~e the ~ights and

ob l i g a t i o n s of the pe~sonnel within the system?).

the wo~k p~ocedu~es ~elate to the gene~ic cont~ol

Simila~ly

function

(who is accountable to whom; in what manne~ o~ fo~mat will

the cont~ol p~ocedu~es be ~equi~ed to be p~esented?).

P~ocedu~al ~equi~ements in fact p~otect the officials by

delineating thei~ wo~k envi~onment in an o~de~ly and

systematised way. It is possible to establish whethe~ a

~esponsibility and st~uctu~ing of

functionary has acted

the duties, lines of

ultra vire50~ not, by ~efe~~ing to

his

wo~k p~ocedu~es. The wo~k p~ocedu~es a~e contained in

statuto~y ~equi~ements, usually in

powe~s
depa~tmental di~ectives

which a~e

a~ising out of

the fo~m

the

of

established in the enabling legislation, which cont~ols the

teache~ education p~og~amme.
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The t~aditional definition of a p~ocedu~e may be seen as

" ... a se~ies of inte~related established

fo~ the accomplishment of a

sequential steps

task" (Robbins, 1980:72) or

" ... a series of interdependent, consecutive steps, which

must be taken towa~ds the achievement of an objective"

(And~ews 1982:121). These definitions envisage the

achievement of a task or an objective. In a la~ge

p~ofessional pu~suit, such as the provision of teacher

education, the tasks a~e complex and the objectives multiple

and overlapping. For these reasons, the bulk of the wo~k

procedures required in educational management are not simple

to structure or programme. Where complexity in work

procedures is encountered, usually the broad parameters

within the official work function are specified. It is not

possible to provide a detailed step by step procedural work

analysis. Even if this were possible, it is undesirable as

work efficiency would be impeded. The aim of providing work

procedures is not only standardisation and control, but

efficiency in achieving the ends entailed in the work to be

peformed. In fact work pr-ocedures should be critically

evaluated regularly with a view to improving the economy of

administrative effort, thereby achieving the greatest

efficiency which is concomitant with effective performance

(Andrews 1982:121). These definitions envisage the

professional pursuit, such

objective.achievement of a task or

as

an

the provision

In

of

a large

teacher

education, the tasks are complex and the objectives multiple

and overlapping. For these reasons, the bulk of the work

procedures required in educational management are not simple
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to structur-e or- progr-amme. Wher-e complexity in wor-k

pr-ocedures is encounter-ed~ usua ll y the broad par-ameters

within the official wor-k function are specified. It .lS not

possible to pr-ovide a detailed step by step procedural work

analysis. Even if this were possible, it .lS undesirable as

work efficiency would be impeded. The aim of providing wor-k

procedures is not only standardisation and control, but

efficiency in achieving the ends entailed in the work to be

pef ormed. In fac t work procedures should be critically

evaluated regularly with a view to improving the economy of

administrative effort, thereby achieving the greatest

efficiency which is concomitant with effective per-formance.

2.7.6 CONTROLLING AS A GENERIC ADMINISTRATIVE

FUNCTION VIS-A-VIS THE PROVISION OF

TEACHER EDUCATION

Parliament as the supr-eme legislative power has the

responsibility of deciding what public goods and ser-vices

should be achieved, and is responsible to ensure that these

are achieved as economically

clarifies that:

as possible. Coete (1986:180)

.. the exercise of control in the public sector can
have but one objective; namely to ensure that account
is given in public for eveything the authorities do or
neglect to do, so that all the citizens can see exactly
what is being done or not being done, to further their
individual or collective interests".

The control process therefore is a monitoring of what is

decided on, how it is decided to implement it, whether- its

implementation and the results thereof are commensurate with

the expectations articulated in the policy and enacted in
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the statutes , and what i mpro v e me n t s are possible in future

planning, implementation and outcomes i n t e r ms of what was

done and what was not done t h a t could h a v e been done.

Co n t r o l is planned, it is dynamic and fle xible, it is aimed

at purpose ful action , it is int roduced to ensure

effectiveness i n the at tainment of planned or envisaged

goals and it is a f u n c t i o n a l process ra ther than an academic

abst raction. Co nt r o l in public administration is not

coerc ive, manipulat ing or punish ing in nature (although i t

could be if rank negligence, inability or malevolence is

discovered). Although con trol ling carries a restraining and

directing influence on acti v ities , its primary aim is an

ongoing process o f rev iew designed to facil itate the

rendering of account (or answerability) for duties and

responsib il ities entrus ted to an o fficial with a view to

effective and efficient use of public resources for the

ult imate good of the communi t y.

Sing (unpublished document ) de f i nes cont rol as:

.. the power exerc ised by a superordinate body over a
subord inate bod y in t he applica t ion of polic ies,
procedures and ot her measures f o r the direc tion,
regulation and co-o rd i n ation of a totality o f
activities des igned to achieve the desired
objectives. "

Con t rol has al s o been de fined as:

.. t he process o f mon itoring act i v i t ies to determine
wh e t h e r i n d i vi d u a l u n i t s and the organisation itself
are obtaining and utilising their resources effectively
and efficien tl y so as to accomplish t h e ir objectives ,
and , where th is i s no t be ing a c h ieve d , implementing
cor recti ve ac tion " (R o b bins, 1980: 376 ) .
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It can be seen that control is not merely a negative fault-

finding process, but an assurance that the prime concern of

government will remain the promotion of the general

of the citizens, as we 11 as to determine

welfare

whether

parliamentary directives are adhered to when legislative

decisions are translated into actions. In this process the

legislature calls the executive to account, but it is itself

called to account as well through political processes.

Effective control entails an assessment between ' wh a t is

could be' it is impliedand ' wh a t could be'. By ' wh a t

better, orbe considered

that

these

Such

of

the best.

moreoronethatandalternativesthere are

alternatives may

better alternatives could stand as the norms, criteria or

standards against which actual achievement is measured. If

results can be compared with exact measures, such as time or

profit measures, the control (evaluation and accountability)

process is straight forward. However , in public initiatives

benefit and general

and programmes, the goals are

the goals are 'the

often of a social nature.

welfare of all

If

the

citizens' for example, how can one predict, or measure, the

specific performance of a proposed social programme, such as

the provision of teacher education for example? The number

of teachers trained, or the unit cost of training them, are

not adequate professional criter ia or standards for

measuring success, although they may be valid economic

measures. Yet social programmes affect the lives of the

citizens and a qualified judgement must be made, even if it

cannot be adequately quantified, in terms of whether an
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effective utilisation of a vailable resources has been

achieved in training high quality teachers.

Control measures ma y be applied in a v a r i e t y of ways at

various levels of gover nment.

2.7.6.1 CONTROL BY THE LEGISLATURE

The legislature is responsible and accountable for the

gamut of public programmes, from the innovation

fu 11

of

programmes to the achievement of the programmes. As the

elected public office be~rer, the Minister in cha rge of a

department is called to account. This may happen, for

example, via public opinion and comment, or questions in the

ma s s media. Questions may be asked in Parliament and the

affairs of his department may be subject to public

Budgetary stipulations are also a method of

debate.

calling

ministerial representatives to account.

A designated official , the accounting officer, must report

to a Parliamentary select committee on the expenditure usage

of his department. Select committees are useful statutory

bod ies associated with Parliament that are formed to

investigate accountability matters efficiently and at depth.

Such select committees ha ve the time and powers to obtain

detailed information as they see fit and can scrutinise

publ ic actions and report their findings to Parliament.

De par t me n t s are usuall y e xpected to submit annual reports to

Parliament and the Minister ma y be called to account, on the

basis of these reports, in the media or in Parliament.
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account for the overall aims of t heir institution and

In these ways the public office bearers are ca 11 ed to

the

a chievement thereof. They mu s t answer to Parliament for the

actions and the i n a c t i o n s of the e xecutive institutions

entrusted to them.

2.7.6.2 LEGISLATIVE CONTROL OF THE EXECUTIVE

In order to be accountable in public, the legislative public

office bearer must control the executive public officials,

and call them to accoun t. He must establish whether the

public activities proposed by the legislature have been

c a rr i e d out effectively and efficiently and whether the

e xpected and required results have been achieved (Hanekom &

Thornhill 1986:101). Thus an assessment must be made in

terms of functional control (ensuring that all the

activities undertaken are directed at the achievement of the

set goal and objective) and the control of administrative

actions (how it was done, as opposed to what was done). The

aim of this control assessment is to ensure that the optimum

utilisation of all the scarce resources, such as

resu lts have been achieved through the most economical

personne 1 ,

goods and financial resources. Such control has become of

increasing importance, glven the increase in the nature and

extent of public activities and the resulting increase in

the utilisation of resources ( Ha n ek o m & Thornhill 1986:105) .

It is necessary to ensure that the best possible services

a re rendered and that allocated funds are utilised to

ma ximum efficiency. The assessment includes a

Chapter Two
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of whether work methods have been effective and whether

programme expectations have been met.

Estimates of expenditure for budgetary purposes provide a

useful vehicle for control, as they represent a combination

of a policy statement, a work programme and built in control

measures. Programme bUdgeting is particularly useful as an

aid in ensuring a higher degree of goal fulfilment in the

public sector as it allows for a more purposeful allocation

of public monies and ensures the determination of programmes

which are based on clear guidelines for action.

The auditing process is similarly useful in determining the

degree to which expectations are realised in outcomes. Not

only is an assessment made as to whether expenditure has

been handled correctly according to the regulations, but an

assessment can be made as to whether any expenditure

incurred can be justified. Hanekom and Thornhill (1986:111)

describe varieties of auditing. Authorisation auditing gives

an indication as to whether the required authority of the

legislature was obtained and whether the official acted

within the boundaries of his jurisdiction. Effec ti veness

auditing is more comprehensive in its purview and is

concerned with evaluating the results achieved by agencies

and with the methods and procedures used to reach these

results. This makes it possible to determine not only the

financial considerations, but also the nature of the goal

a n d the degree to which it has been attained. Auditing can

therefore fulfil the function of providing feedback and

allowing for continuous control to be exercised. AUditing
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can make a valuable contribution to the attainment of

effective performance by:

( i ) determining rationall y whether the results

obtained represent success in achieving the stated goals;

( i i ) determining whe ther the results achieved are

justified in relation to the total costs; and

( i i i ) determining whether the yardsticks applied by the

administration are valid and suitable ( Ha n e k o m & Thornhill

1986: 112) .

The State Treasury functions encompass much more than

finance. The Treasury has an overall picture of

State

the

activities of all the governmental departments, which

it in a good position to effect control measures at

puts

the

I

planning (budgeting) stage and the implementation stage (via

controlling finances released for e xpenditure purposes) .

This is important as control should be timely to be

still bee xecutive action can influenced.

effective, and

progress of an

should be e xercised at a stage where the

Treasury control is both a priori and e x post facto in its

application, which

mechanism.

ma kes th is a v e ry effective control

I d e a l l y control measures should be directed at the future,

rather than simpl y at the past when it is too late to be of

much v a l u e , except in establishing further policies and

programmes of action.
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2.7.6.3 INTERNAL EXECUTIVE CONTROL

Just as the leglslature holds the senior executive officials

to account, so these senior offlcials in turn provide

mechanisms fo, control and account within their deprtments.

Some ot the methods used to ef fec t control and call

functionaries to account are as follows:

( i) Reporting to superiors, verbally or in a set

written format;

( i i )

manner;

( i i i )

Inspection on a regular basis and in a specified

Statistical returns, which must be provided In the

format that aids the control function; and

(iv) checking and internal audits for financial control.

Accountability can be built into the work programmes. As

every public official should be able to render an account

for his actions in the performance of his work, he must

ensure that he only acts within the parameters of the

enhanced ifAccountability isrelevant legislation.

guidelines are specified for the completion of work

clear

tasks

and directives are provided for the manner of accounting

r e q u i r e d .

s t i p Ul a t i n g of

the

work

organisational

procedures,

arrangements

accountability

and

for

the

work

performance can be intrinsic to work programmes in an

ongoing way and with the minimum of fuss.
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2.7.6.4 PLANNING AS A FUNCTION OF CONTROL

Controlling can have many facets. Andrews (1982:137) casts

the generic function

formulationwhich incorporates

of control as

planning,

a management

of

function,

standards,

control and evaluation. She defines planning as referring to

those functions which are undertaken to determine

objectives, allocate resources and compile plans or

how thedirection, indicates

Properprogrammes for

planning gives

the realisation of this objective.

goal will be

achieved, unites the resources in an attempt to realise the

goals, avoids duplication of efforts and promotes control in

providing goals or standards which act as criteria whereby

the outcomes can be judged. These standards may be implicit

in the planning,

the programme, for

in the proposed

example. It can

guidelines for

be assessed if

achieving

actions

were executed according to the plan and whether goals have

been achieved, as they were planned for initially.

Evaluation in fact means a reconsideration of specific

activities to determine whether all the actions are directed

at achieving the objective.

If the functions of procedural prescriptions and

organisational arrangements are planned with control in

mind, they can add to the efficacy of the control function.

One can plan for programme evaluation and personal

accountability when structures are being planned~ which aids

t he realisation of the control function.
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2.7.6.5 FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONTROL PROCESS

When dealing with people and working through people to

realise social goals, the process is unlikely to run

perfectly smoothly. Factors which may affect the realisation

of programme control include:

inaccessibilit y to the required information needed to

assess the situation completely;

delegated powers which are not amenable to control;

the way information is presented may cloud the true

state of affairs;

interpretation mistakes; and

- the granting of quasi-judicial powers to executive

functionaries makes control very difficult to achieve

(Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:211).

administrative

difficulties

important

In spite of the

processes, it is

in controlling

to

public

e valuate

programmes, control legislation and call officials and

office bearers to account. The reasons a ttributable to the

failure to achieve goals is important if the problems are to

be avoided in the future. Attr ibutions for failure to attain

prescribed goals may be ascribed to, inter al ia;

imperfect knowledge regarding the factors that could

af f e c t the attainment of the stated goa ls ;
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inadequate resources which could prevent executive

institutions from achieving their objectives;

organisational deficiencies could hamper the effective

execution of government programmes;

dysfunctionality in the interface between the public

sector and the private sector lnvolved in joint programmes;

leadership problems could affect the ability to plan

ahead adequately or to effect a programme which is adequate

in principle but not achieved in practice;

inter-departmental dependency may hamper a department

if the joint cooperation is not functional and efficient;

and

failures in communication within an executive branch

(Hanekom & Thornhill 1983:180).

2.7.6.6 CONTROL OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONS

All the above facets in the control process would apply in

some measure within the provision of teacher education.

However, it is common for a fair measure of the control

function, when dealing with professional persons, to be in

professional

professional

conduct

the hands of a specific

specialists decide on

body. In

the

this way

and

performance of their peers. This procedure is typically

established In law via the formation of statutory councils.

The Teachers' Federal Council is responsible for the conduct

of teachers, teacher educators and professional departmental
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officials. Although the cont~ol function is cu~tailed and

specified in this instance, the~e is no ~eason why such a

p~ofessional council should not take on the complete cont~ol

functions.

Unive~sities a~e fairly autonomous t~om depa~tmental control

they are not

~epo~t

gove~nmental

andannually

to

to

subject

havetheyHowever

thatfunctions in

inspections.

financial matte~s a~e one a~ea whe~e the gove~nment holds a

close~ reign. In fact, financial cont~ols may be used by the

gove~nment to effect cont~ol ln othe~ facets ot the

university ente~prise, for

student selection~ates may have a decided

example, funding

effect on

based on pass

and

student stayaways.

With colleges of education, depa~tmental cont~ols a~e more

di~ect and expansive. Those white colleges with a college

council have a greate~ autonomy in certain a~eas,

particula~ly in setting academic standards and in staff

selection, but the depa~tment cont~ols the intake

funding, and has some control ove~ the courses offered

because the depa~tment forms the channel between the

colleges and the Committee of Heads of Education. In black

colleges, the depa~tmental cont~ols are pervasive, including

the appointment of staff, the presc~ibing of syllabuses and

inspection.

of the futu~eIn any discussion

teacher education, the

provision of

cont~ol functions and

professional

relationships

will need to be ca~efully considered.
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2.8 GENERIC AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

For the purposes of this work, the auxiliary function of

planning is relevant and will be cons idered.

2 . 8 . 1 PLANNING AS A GENERIC AUXILIARY FUNCTION

VIS-A-VIS THE PROVISION OF TEACHER EDUCATION

In order to make a decision, it is first necessary to

consider why something is to be done, how it is to be done,

whether there are other ways of doing it, and the likely

results or consequences after it has been done (Robbins

1988: 279). In order to implement any action in public

administration, it will be accomplished more efficiently and

effectively if it is properly planned. Planning counters any

tendency to blind action, 'muddling through ' or making a

n u mbe r of discrete uncoordinated sequential decisions on an

ad hoc basis without prior thought.

Simons and Dvorin (1977:583) state that:

" ... planning is fundamental if public management is to
face and solve the problems which confront them, devise
the means of overcoming their complexity, identify
social goals, relate the utilization of human and
physical energy resources to overall socially desirable
results and government is to be held accountable.
It is obvious that sound planning is central to sound
administration".

Bain (Hanekom ,Rowland & Bain 1986:48) refers to the "primacy

o f planning" and holds that planning precedes and pervades

other administrative functions. In planning , past and

pre s e n t circumstances are analysed, and the understanding

gained is extrapolated and projected into possible future
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circumstances or scenarios, wlth a view to achieving a

rational harmonisation of resources and actions.

Policy-making is similar to planning in that both are

channelling proposed actions efficient

statements of intent which

ln

guide thinking,

and

thereby

effective

ways. There reciprocal relationship between

making and

is a

planning, with each influencing the

policy

other.

Planning is conducted prior to policy-making,

best policy can be formulated. After a

so that

policy

the

is

articulated, planning occurs within the parameters of the

policy as to how the policy can be achieved. The policy is

it is implied that reasoning is

the vision; plann~ng

vision. By 'rational'

is a rational way of realising that

used

to analyse causality, predict outcomes, order prefer-ences

and choose among alter-native actions (Hills 1973:109).

Planning cannot be entirely rational, to the extent that it

cannot be value free. It must accommodate value interests,

as well as catering for the generation and spreading of

wealth and the orderly utilisation of resources. Values

implicit in planning arise out of, inter alia:

political needs;

community needs;

inter- and intra-governmental needs;

social and moral values;

heritage considerations;
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social limitations;

dictates o f the hu ma n spiri t; and

the ideals of the com mu nit y

P l a n n i n g may invo l ve considerations a t many leve ls and

between conflict ing areas. Go a l s h av e to be ach ieved t hat

might be contrar y , and eve ry fa c e t o f community life must be

gi ven due cons iderat ion and such considerations must be

i n t e g r at e d i n t o the o ve rall goals der ived. Conflicting goals

may include:

economic goals (wea lth and bene f it to the ci tizens);

regional goals (as opposed to national goals);

social goals (needs of the various communities );

physical goals (utilisation of resources ) and

political goals (rew a r d i n g voters; ke e p i n g cit izens

contented) .

I n t h e p rovison of education , for e xam ple , conflicting goals

ma y be that v a st e xpend iture (economic ) could lose votes

( po l it i c a l ), or a new college built i n o ne a rea ( r e gi o n a l)

could alienate other communities (social ). The permutations

a nd possibil it ies fo r c o n flict are leg ion. Simon and

( 1977 : 579) pe rcei ve the p lan ning process as:

Dvor in

.. s eek i n g me a n in gf u l goals , adopting sys tematic
procedures, incorporating a r a t i o n a l modus operandi
wi tho ut e xc luding v al u e s a nd opi n ions , wh ilst retaini ng
a soc ietall y based and futuristic perspective".
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the planning process. These

Any plan conforms

which defines

in essence to a set of characteristics

characteristics

may be broken down as f ol l ows:

Planning is a deliberate acti vity;

It i s aimed at establishing a predetermined course of

action;

The goals and objectives of the organisation are

clarified and determined;

The best available alternative lS selected as a

programme for achievement;

The programme selected represents the best future

course of action calculated to achieve the goals and realise

the objectives;

The objectives are proposals f o r the future,

incorporating specific goals to be achieved;

The plan of action determines the actions to be taken

and specifies what should be done, by whom, when, by what

methods, at what costs and to achieve what desired goal;

The plan specifies the methods to be employed and the

steps to be taken to realise future objectives;

The plan is compiled to determine the most effective

allocation of resources;
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The ~lan is a rational setting out of an ordered

sequence of e ven ts or acti vitie s and is called a programme

of action p rescribed f o r t h e future; and

Planning requires information, sound decisions and

group effort.

A plan requires the harmonisation o f interests along

systematic lines and on a fairly durable basis (Robbins

198 8 : 2 8 0) . However planning should not be rigid and

infle x ible. Planning in vol ves change, in that planning is an

attempt to achieve a situation that is more satisfying than

the prevailing situation. Robbins (1988:282) feels that a

plan should be conceived as something that will change - it

is about adaptation.

Hills (1973:75) encapsulated the complexity of the

process succinctly thus:

planning

.. planning is the deliberative activity leading to
decisions concerning future courses of action ... (it)
" .assumes the establishment of objectives and the
setting of goals for the organization. It is also
concerned with the steps to be ta ken to realise those
objectives and goals by members of the organization. It
i s concerned with resources and with the relative
commitment of the various resources to the attainment
of the goals ... Plan ning, of necessity, is concerned
with evaluation of the organization 's performance and
application of remedial measures when they are
indicated ... An adequate informational system should
provide the necessary information for that corrective
action essential to the realization of organizational
objectives and t h e attainment of goals. Evaluation as a
part of planning must be continuous in nature".

Planning affords the administrator with the opportunity and

means to establish goals and direction for the institution

in order to effect concerted action, with the minimum of
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and the provision of goalsduplication and wasted resources,

and standards which make control possible. Robbins (1988:

153) feels that planning is beneficial because:

the process itself provides clarification;

change can be anticipated and offset;

it gives direction and focuses attention on objectives;

It reduces overlapping and wasteful actlvitiesj

continuity of action is improved; and

evaluation and control are facilitated.

Planning is an important auxiliary function in the provision

of education as the needs of the community are great and the

r e s o u r c e s are limited relative to the needs.

2.9 SUMMARY

Public Administration was considered as a construct and a

process within the workings of the State. The theoretical

perspectives and concomitant

they apply to this research.

practices were established as

The appropriateness of the Public Administrative

for the consideration of the provision and

paradigm

future

development of professional teacher education in South

Africa, was addressed. In particular, the importance of a

mu l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y and interdisciplinary approach was noted.
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The normative factors in public administration arising out

of community values, and the values of the body politic,

teacherdevelopment of

were discussed, with

consideration of the

reference to their

provision and

importance in the

educatl.on in South Africa from a public administrative

perspective. Social and democratic values, which ensure the

the nor-mative requirements and these

general welfare

encapsulated in

of all the citizens, were seen to be

ar-e

required to be applied in administrative practice.

The academic perspective and evaluative or-ientations

applicable to this study were enunciated.

The generic approach was discussed in some detai 1 ,

especially as it pertains to the provision of education.

The six generic processes discussed wer-e:

Policy-making

Financing

Organising

Staffing

Deter-mining wor-k procedur-es

Controlling

In addition, specific attention was given to planning as the

auxiliary generic function of specific importance in any

consideration of the development of processes and structures

relevant in the

education.

provision of education, including teacher-

Unless otherwise indicated,
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this chapter has been based on
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an amalgam of unde~standing de~ived f~om the following co~e

~efe~ences, which a~e duly acknowledged:

Cloete (1986)

Coetzee (1988)

F~ede~ickson (1980)

Gildenhuys (edito~) (1988)

Hanekom & Tho~nhill (1983)

Hanekom et alia (1986)

Hanekom & Tho~nhill (1986)

Hanekom (1987)
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3.

3.1

CHAPTER THREE

THE EVOLUTION OF THE PROVISION OF TEACHER

EDUCATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

FROM 1910 TO THE PRESENT DISPENSATION

INTRODUCTION

The issues in histo~y which have led to the cu~~ent system

of p~ovision of teache~ education in South Af~ica need to be

conside~ed. The aim in this section is not a definitive

histo~ical ch~onical of events, issues and pe~sonalities,

but a subjective highlighting of some of the issues cogent

to this piece of ~esea~ch. The issues have been gleaned f~om

~efe~ence books, commissions and legislation and a~e

p ~esen ted ch~onologica11y so that the sweep of events and

t he developments can be pe~ceived in histo~ical pe~spective.

Nguntombi (1984:236) highlights the histo~ica1 pe~spective

of the p~ovision of teache~ education in South Af~ica thus:

" So u t h Af~ican lite~atu~e, comp~ising mainly ~epo~ts on
commissions of inqui~y, jou~nal a~ticles, public
add~esses and confe~ence ~epo~ts, ~esea~ch mate~ials

and books is ~eplete with exho~tations that teache~

education p~ovisions in South Af~ica should be
coo~dinated and developed into a unified system".

Th i s piece of ~esea~ch, in essence, wil) be adding to these

appeals fo~ unification and coo~dination, with special

~efe~ence to the p~ovision of teache~ education in a new

dispensation which is compatible with the p~esent set of

ci~cumstances in teache~ education.

3 .2 POST UNION ISSUES

Teache~ education has an eighty yea~ histo~y of
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fragmentation since Union in 1910. The seeds of

fragmentation were set in motion at the time of Union.

this

Each

of the four constituent provinces had an extant teacher

training system. These systems were not combined, or even

that higher education was placed

coordinated, at Union. In

education was divided, in

the South African Act of 1910

under the control of the central government, whilst

education other than higher education was the responsibility

of the provinces.

Teacher education was not mentioned and the debate soon

arose as to whether teacher education should fall under the

rubric of higher education or not. It was only in 1945 that

the issue was resolved to some extent,

secondary teachers was included

as the training

specifically in

of

the

d e f i n i t i o n of higher education in

legislation on financial relations.

law, and then notably in

Thus from the time of Union, the first seeds of

fragmentation were sown , with inter provincial schisms, as

well as the national/provincial split in high school/primary

school teacher training as dictated by the administrative

structures. It was not long after Union that issues were

provincialism in education.

alia that

raised against

La wr e n c e Commission recommended inter

In 1914 the

all

e d u c a t i o n should be taken over by the central government.

In 1916 the Jagger Commission similarly recommended for

administrative reasons that the provinces should be

dissolved and replaced by district councils, thereby placing
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education under the Union Government. It recommended that

all education be centralised, with the central government

seeing to the legislative matters and local areas being

responsible for administrative matters.

that the diverse policies of

It was pointed

the provinces were

out

not

conducive to the creation a true South African nationality,

a point that could be made in the current South African

situation, especially with the fragmentation of education on

regional, language, cultural, religious and colour grouping

lines.

In the Provincial Administation Commissions Report of 1917

the idea was expressed that education should be a systematic

whole and that primary, ~econdary, technical and higher

education should be made to fit into each other in an

organic scheme (Niven 1971:40).

grounds that education should be under central

In 1923 the Baxter Commission recommended on financial

government

control and direction, with training colleges being

transferred to university control.

However the Hofmeyr Commission of 1924 felt that colleges

should remain under provincial control. In backing the

status quo, it was reasoned that the authority that controls

schooling should also retain control over the training of

teachers. The Hofmeyr Commission also proposed a Union Board

of Education to coordinate education on a national basis

within the provincial administration parameters. The Hofmeyr

Commission denounced the tendency for the provinces to drift

Chapter Three
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apart and criticised the fact that the educational work

which was being done was chaotic because it lacked a

carefully considered policy and coordination.

In 1928 the van den Horst Commission on Universities

launched an idea which has been turned to many times since,

when it suggested that the training of all secondary school

teachers should be a function of the universities alone and

that the provinces should consequently relinquish their

responsibility for training secondary teachers. This theme

was heard from Adamson, Master of Rhodes University College,

at a national conference in 1934. In the same year the Rood

Commission presented arguments on educational and economic

grounds that the provinces should transfer teacher training

to the universities under

De pa r t me n t of Education.

the control of the Union

The Nicol Commission of 1939 identified three positions for

the control of the teacher training colleges. Such training

could be conducted either by the universities, or by the

colleges, or via a system of close cooperation between the

colleges and the universities. The close cooperation theme

h a s continued in various forms to the present day.

The Wilks Committee in Natal in 1946 felt that:

..... the whole of education is a unity and should be
regarded as a continuous process. This view requires
that the control of the education of youth, at least
prior to employment, should be vested in one
educational authority" (paragraph 10, page 18).

The aim of such a national system of education was to foster

a broad national loyalty,

Chapter Three
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citizens in every sense of

30) .

the word. (paragraph 82, page

Wilks recommended a greater cooperation between the

provincial education authorities and the university

authorities, but warned against an over-zealousness in

striving after academic standards via association with

universities, as a preoccupation with academic scholarship

might well have a debilitating effect on the teacher.

Colleges need a balance between high academic standards,

professional training and contact with the actual

situation (le Roux 1980:69). Wilks perceived

school

teacher

education as the cornerstone of the educational edifice and

felt that teacher education should not be

subsidiary status vis-a-vis the schools.

relegated to a

The de Villiers Commission in 1948 stressed the need to

recommended the establishment of a National

develop a national education policy and to this

Council

end

for

Education, which would determine the general broad

principles of educational policy for the nation as a whole

(Niven 1971:381). It was envisaged, inter alia, that such a

Council would train, certify, appoint and register teachers,

and handle matters such as teachers' conditions of service.

The ideal, it was felt, was for education to be centrally

controlled and administratively decentralised into regions,

which were not to be the provincial regions. The idea was

for a coordinating central

educational policy.
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De Villie~s felt that colleges should come unde~ the aegis

of unive~sities and p~oposed that the unive~sity faculties,

t e ac her t~aining colleges and teache~ t~aining in the

tec hnica I colleges, should be combined into teache~s'

colleges o~ schools of education, the~eby fo~ming

constituent colleges of the unive~sities. The a~guments put

fo~wa~d fo~ teache~s in t~aining to attend a unive~sity

we~e, inter alia:

(i) optimal pe~sonal and cultu~al development;

(ii) contact with pe~sons p~epa~ing fo~ othe~

p~ofessions and ca~ee~s;

( iii)

( i v )

(v)

the contact with the ~esea~ch p~ocess;

bette~ qualified staff; and

diplomates could ~eceive acc~editation towa~ds

deg~ee cou~ses. (le Roux 1980:67)

On the negative side, the~e was the fea~ that the colleges

would lose thei~ identity and be subme~ged within the

unive~sity because of its size.

The P~eto~ius Commission of 1951 felt that the colleges had

a place and a ~ight to thei~ own pa~ticula~ mandate:

"The qualities essential to the teache~ cannot be
acqui~ed in a pu~ely intellectual way ... they g~ow fast
in a genial climate of an institution with a close knit
co~po~ate life in which they a~e embodied" (le Roux
1980:71).

The a~gument was that the qualities necessa~y to be a

teache~ we~e not necessa~ily ~elated to university standa~ds

Chapte~ Th~ee
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and c~ite~ia per se. These qualities we~e not likely to

~eceive due ~ecognition and encou~agement in a pu~ely

academic atmosphe~e, whe~eas they would ~eceive positive

affi~mation in a college. Although the P~eto~ius Commission

~ecommended close coope~ation between colleges and

unive~sities, it was felt that the colleges should ~emain

unde~ the p~ovincial aegis to safegua~d the p~ofessional

standa~ds which we~e desi~able in teache~ t~aining.

In 1955 the Inte~ke~klike Komitee was highly c~itical of the

divided cont~ol in education and st~essed the need fo~ a

national educational policy.

3.3 NATIONAL COORDINATION MECHANISMS AND THE

TRAINING OF TEACHERS

The decade of the 1960's saw the int~oduction of specific

measu~es to coo~dinate education in some way on a national

basis. The National Education Adviso~y Bill, 1962 (Act 96 of

1962) was int~oduced to " ..• assist the Ministe~ in ~ega~d to

educational policy, consult on b~oad fundamental p~inciples

coo~dination of educational policy" (Niven 1971:383).

of sound education and to p~omote coope~ation and

Wide

consultation was envisaged via the establishment of a

National Adviso~y Education Council (NAEC) with a view to

int~oducing a national education policy. At the fi~st

meeting of the Council in 1963, the Ministe~ of National

Education (Senato~ de Kle~k) ~efe~~ed to the fact that in

South Af~ica:
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" ... there is no uniform control of teacher training as
there is in other countries; neither is there
cooperation, consultation or coordination between the
different authorities concerned, with the result that
there is considerable disparity in almost every
respect ... There is really no systematic and scientific
system of teaching training" (Gericke Commission
paragraph 6, page 3).

Four sub-committees were appointed including a sub-committee

to consider the training and certification of teachers. By

1964 the Council had agreed that the training of all

teachers should take place in cooperation with the

universities. In 1965 the Council met with the heads of

provincial education departments and the principals of

universities, but no agreement could be reached on the

interpretation of

1975:295) .

the word cooperation (Rose and Tunmer

In 1964 the Schumann Commission into financing found no

clear demarcation of functions between the central

government and the provinces in connection with teacher

training. In particular, the Commission deplored the fact

that training colleges and universities operated "in

splendid isolation" and stressed the need for close contact

in order to counteract the divergence of basic principles

underlying the training of teachers, in courses and their

content, in the selection criteria and processes for student

admissions, in certification and in cooperation and

c o o r d i n a t i o n . This Commission made proposals based on the

English model articulated by Mc Nair in 1944, for institutes

to be established whereby colleges would be integrated with

universities in their localities.
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The passing of the National Education Policy Act, 1967

39 of 1967) was another move towards coordinating

(Act

the

schisms in teacher education. The Minister of Education,

Arts and Science was empowered to determine the general

policy to be pursued in respect of education. He was

the provinces, the Committee of University

required in

education of

the process to consult the administrators of

Principals (CUP) and the National Advisory Education Council

(NAEC) where appropriate.

The Committee of Heads of Education (CHE) was a body

Directors of Education, the Director of National

and chaired by the Director-general of National

established under this act comprising the four provincial

Education,

Education.

This committee was required to submit recommendations to the

Minister and the Administrators in regard to the manner in

which the national education policy could be carried out on

a coordinated

uniformity.

basis, thereby ensuring a measure of

Niven (1971:392) felt that this act placed the initiative

for education policy solely in the hands of the Minister,

given the consultation and advice clauses, and that

therefore the executive power in respect of the professional

control of education was in political hands. The Committee

of Heads of Education (CHE) were in effect relegated to a

subordinate role of implementers and coordinators of

national policy, whilst the National Advisory Education

Council was the professional body at the apex of educational

administration.
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The National Adviso~y Education Council we~e concerned about

the dive~sity in teache~ education provision, in that it was

felt that the existing differences and dive~gencies exceeded

the bounds of desi~able variety (Rose & Tunmer 1975:298).

With this in mind, they laid down the p~inciples upon which

a teache~ t~aining system fo~ South Africa could be built.

In essence they p~oposed that

teache~ t~aining should be of an equivalent standard

throughout the country;

teacher t~aining should be given at types of

i nstitutions of equal status;

the minimum du~ation of training should be four years

and should lead to an education degree;

professional and academic components should be combined

and integ~ated;

~evolutiona~y change was eshewed, and vested interests

should be taken i n t o account;

teacher training should be controlled by the

un i v e ~ s i t i es and education depa~tments jointly;

as employe~s and the p~oviders of finance, the

d epartments of education should retain a substantial say in

teacher t~aining;

a national policy of teache~ t~aining should be

introduced as Soon as poss ible; and policy must be decided

by the Ministe~ of National Education in consultation with,

Chapte~ Three
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and on the advice of, appropriate bodies and authorities,

such as the National Advisory Education Council, wherever

appropriate.

In the 1968 draft bill based on these principles, reference

is made to an Institute as a place in which teachers should

be trained. It was apparent that the drafters of the bill

were mindful that in terms of Act 41 of 1967, teacher

training had been legally interpreted as higher @ducation,

and so fell under the control of the Minister (Rose & Tunmer

1975: 299) .

The draft bill specified that teacher training should be

coordinated on a countrywide basis, including, after due

consultation with the Administrators, the Committee of

andUniversity Principals the NAEC,

teaching competence or

of

jointly

names

be

the

towastraining

indicating

Teacher

certificates

qualifications.

controlled by the education departments and the relevant

universities as a joint undertaking. The administration

would control recruitment,. selection, the admission of

contracting students and the control of the bursaries, loans

and contracts.

The central concept of the Bill was that of a teacher

training institute to be established by the universities.

In fact all training of white persons as teachers would be

provided through an institute or a faculty of education at a

university. The joint advisory council for an institute

would consist of:
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the Principal of the university;

the Director of the Department of Education;

the Director of the institute itself;

a university council representative from the faculty

board of the faculty of education;

a professional officer from the provincial education

department appointed by the Administrator;

a representative of the teachers' associations; and

an additional member appointed by the Minister.

The Bill was immediately referred to a Select Committee, and

ultimately to a Commission of Inquiry upon the effluction

of the parliamentary session, with the terms of reference to

make recommendations on an acceptably practical policy and

system for the training of white persons as teachers, and by

which teacher training could

on a nationwide basis.

be coordinated and elaborated

Reaction to the Bill was not favourable. The universities

f e a r e d that it implied an impingement on their autonomy to

have to work jointly with their provincial authorities, who

in turn were resentful that their 3/4 century of good

service was summarily being overlooked with teacher training

coming under the aegis of the universities, so that they

wou l d effectively lose their control and input. Complaints

were levied at the nature of the proposed institutes, which

were perceived of as teacher training centres, rather than
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the English concept of coordination and certificating under

the umbrella of a university. It was felt that the control

of the institute had been imprecisely defined and no

provision had been made for professional coordination at a

national level (Niven 1969, volume 1, number 1, page 26).

3.4 GERICKE COMMISSION

Gericke felt that a national policy for teacher training

diversity, in so far as it is undesirable and

should be laid down in order to eliminate the existing

detrimental,

and ensure a viable and workable unity in diversity. The

principles and criteria propounded

i n t e r alia,

emphasis on unity in diversity;

the maintenance of standards;

by the Committee were

the recognition of the part played by existing

i n s t i t u t i o n s ;

partnership of the training institutions;

gradualism in the evolution of a new system; and

eshewing of rigidly enforced centralised control

(Malherbe 1977:342).

The aims were to regulate teacher training in such manner

t h a t :

teacher training would be coordinated and elaborated on

a nationwide basis;
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teacher training should be enabled to keep abreast of

modern trends of thought and action;

the prestige of the teaching profession should be

maintained and promoted; and

the adverse effects of overlapping should be

eliminated.

I t was felt (Gericke 1969:19) that the training of teachers

must be equivalent throughout the country, which did not

mean that all training must be identical, nor that everyone

should necessarily be trained in one and the same type of

institution . What was required was a differentiated training

t ha t would train primary, secondary and specialist teachers

equally well for their particular task. Therefore the

c o u r s e s could be different, yet equivalent, and the various

training institutions should have comparable status.

The main body of the Commission 's findings concerned the

link between the universities and the colleges, which were

controlled

considered:

by the provinces. Six possibilities were

( i )

(i i )

B i 11 )

(iii)

the maintenance of the status quo;

the idea of an institute (as per the 1968 draft

the handing over of all teacher training to the

un i v e r s i t i e s ;
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(iv) the development of colleges into degree grantinQ

i n s t i t u t i o n s ;

( v ) the creation of coordinating inst itutions as per

the English system; and

(v i) the creation of advisory and coordinating bodies

to link universities and colleges.

The 1968 Draft Bill, out of which the Commission had grown,

had proposed the institute concept. Gericke considered the

pros and cons of the institute concept.

An institute is a mechanism whereby a national system of

teacher training can be offered via a partnership between

e a c h university and the provincial administration concerned

under a system of joint control. By training all teachers in

such an institute the principle of unitary teacher training

would be maintained. This arrangement would be in line with

the prevailing trends in other countries.

Yet the institute concept was problematic. It was

unacceptable to the provinc ial administrations. It was felt

t ha t the authority that is responsible for schooling should

have the greatest say in the training of teachers.

Universities are autonomous institutions and as such are not

accountable to voters, whereas the provinces are

democratically based in terms of public accountability. The

provinces were responsible for schooling and needed the

po we r to ensure the maintenance and efficient functioning of

schools, especially if a crisis were to arise in terms of an
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inadequate supply of teachers, which would call for special

measures and the powers to take action. A university would

not be accountable in the same way. The Commission also

highlighted the rapid development of schooling, making

in-service training of teachers imperative. This in-service

t raining should be related to pre-service training and what

occurs in the schools. The provincial authorities were best

placed to coordinate these endeavours, as they knew what the

needs were. Similarly they were in the best position to

recruit and select students.

Gericke contradicted the contention that college students

led isolated lives on the college campus and that this had

an impoverishing effect on their development. It was felt

that an individual was more likely to be alienated amongst

t he masses at a university and that university students tend

to restrict their social life to the group taking their

course. At a college on the other hand, the students could

act as a body, because of the smaller numbers, and students

could have plenty of contact with other students and their

lecturers.

I n addition,

part in a

it was contended that college students took

large variety of activities which made for

cultural enrichment, whilst equipping them with the

knowledge and experience to organise and take the lead.

Thus the idea that little growth and development was taking

place in training at colleges of education was soundly

refuted (Rose & Tunmer 1975:306-307). It was pointed out

that colleges had contact with university staff, and that
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coo~dination and planning was evident at p~ovincial

and inte~-depa~tmental coope~ation occu~~ed.

l~vel

The Commission was not convinced that teache~ t~aining in an

institute would necessa~ily have an enhancing effect on the

status of the teaching p~ofession. No~ would mo~e, and a

bette~ calib~e of student, be att~acted to teaching. No~

would p~ima~y teache~s necessa~ily be bette~ ~quipped fo~

thei~ task. It was ~athe~ felt that a fou~ yea~ t~aining

culminating in the awa~ding of a deg~ee would be p~efe~able.

Howeve~ Ge~icke made it clea~ that no one would want to

question the advantages and p~estige of unive~sity t~aining,

when the unive~sity is functioning in its own sphe~e,whe~e

academic standa~ds apply and a~e maintained. By the same

token it was conside~ed equally unwise and unscientific to

d u b as inadequate the t~aining given by colleges of

education . It was felt that it would be bette~ fo~ each

institution to continue with the type of t~aining fo~ which

it is best equipped, but with liaison, coo~dination and

coope~ation in those fields whe~e this would benefit and

stimulate the wo~k

308) .

done by each (Rose & Tunme~ 1975:307-

The law adviso~s consulted stated that it was impossible to

give effect in legislation, in the way p~oposed by Ge~icke,

t o the p~inciple of equal pa~tne~ship between colleges and

unive~sities, since a cont~olling body, consisting of two

eq u a l pa~tne~s, is not a body co~po~ate and so eithe~ the

unive~sity council o~ the administ~ato~ must have the final

and decisive say. Equal cont~ol was not conside~ed feasible
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and the university and the provincial authorities each had

serious reservations about the other being in control, as it

would affect their role adversely. Furthermore there was

doubt as to whether the universities were sufficiently

experienced and equipped to take over teacher training as a

whole.

The result of these considerations was that the Commission

felt that the universities should not be asked to assume

responsibility for all teacher training, as their academic

character would not necessarily be appropriate for training

primary school teachers. Neither was there support for the

upgrading of colleges to university status, as the colleges

were not able to offer instruction of a university level in

all their departments. The British institute system was not

considered appropriate for immediate implementation in South

Africa.

It was felt that secondary teachers should train at

universities or, in specialised areas, in colleges in close

cooperation with a university. Similarly, colleges should

retain the training of primary teachers, but in cooperation

with the universities . Although control of teacher education

was retained by the p rovinces, as they were responsible for

schooling, the fear was expressed that where the employer is

in control of the training of teachers, there may be a

tendency or danger to concentrate on the quality of

provision at the expense of the quality of training (Rose

1975:308).
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In order to promote greater coordination and unity of

training, an improved quality of training, and the

achievement of comparable standards between institutions and

regions, the following considerations were proposed. An

professional reciprocalenhanced prestige and

knowledge and experience, the elimination of

sharing of

detrimental

overlapping, a closer liaison and cooperation, short of

joint control, was recommended on a regional basis via joint

advisory and coordinating committees, with the colleges

remaining under

identity.

provincial control and retaining their

The Commission opined that unity would not be achieved so

much by training all teachers together in the same type of

institution. Rather, the primary teacher training cour$es

should be rendered as equivalent to the secondary

courses in duration and content (Rose 1975:309).

training

Gericke recommended the establishment of a statutory council

for teacher training, titled the 'South African Professional

Council for the Training of Teachers', with advisory and

directive powers and consisting of professional experts,

which would promote coordination on a nationwide basis.

This body would be separate to the National Advisory

Education Council (NAEC) , as it was felt that teacher

to be servedtraining was sufficiently important

separate body with teacher training as its

by a

sole

responsibility, and to which it could give its undivided

attention. In this regard it was considered essential to

have a national
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with a nation wide system of teacher training. The NAEC was

not a professional body and

to the Minister.

it was merely an advisory body

Gericke felt that the educational principles on which

teacher training should be based should obviously be

formulated by educationists, and preferably by educationists

actively concerned in, and involved with, the training of

teachers. The object was a professional body so constituted

as to inspire confidence in the authorities that have to

carry out its advice and directives. Such a Council would

advise the Minister on general policy on the one hand, and

help to implement the policy on the other. It could indicate

guidelines for liaison and cooperation between the

universities and the colleges. It was felt that it was

essential for negotiations with, and the guidance of,

training institutions on both academic and professional

matters, that such negotiation should be undertaken by a

professional body. Gericke felt that:

"For status purposes, ' the teaching profession, like
other high ranking professions in our country, is in
urgent need of a body that it can accept as belonging
to the profession" (Gericke 1969:24).

The proposed Council was to be constituted of the

members:

following

1 university representative, appointed by the Minister, from

each province;

1 ministerial representative from the universities.,
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1 provincial education department member from each province

appointed by the Minister and the Administrator;

1 representative from the department of higher education

appointed by the Minister; and

3 representatives of the Federal Council of Teachers

Associations appointed by the Minister.

Two factors stand out when considering

the Council:

the composition of

( i ) the Minister has enormous influence on the

appointment of members of the council; and

( i i ) no representatives of teacher education, or the

c o l l e g e s per se, are included in the composition of the

Co u n c i l .

The proposed functions of the Council were to be, inter

alia:

to advise the Minister on general policy regarding

academic and professional aspects of teacher training;

to advise the Minister on the coordination of research,

investigation and planning in the field of teacher training;

to advise the Minister on the right of training

institutions to offer courses and issue certificates',

to advise the Minister on the duration of training for

various fields of study;

to advise the Administrators and universities on
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academic and p~ofessional aspects of teache~ t~aining;

to uphold and p~omote the p~estige of the teaching

p~ofession; and

noting the f~amewo~k of policy on teache~ t~aining, and

afte~ consultation with the administ~ato~s and the

unive~sities, to dete~mine:

* minimum admission ~equi~ements fo~ teaching

* minimum content of a cou~se fo~ obtaining a ce~tificate

* the composition and natu~e of the cou~se of t~aining

* the name of ce~tificates and the ~elevant endo~sements

* the minimum qualifications fo~ appointment to the

teaching staff of a t~aining institution;

to indicate guidelines fo~ unive~sity/college liaison;

to discuss the possibility of ~egiste~ing teache~s;

to appoint pe~sons with specialist knowledge o~

expe~ience to advise the Council; and

to submit an annual ~epo~t to the Ministe~.

(Ge~icke 1969-59).

The ~egional Joint Adviso~y and Coo~dinating Committees fo~

Teache~ T~aining would consist of unive~sity

the o~ganised teaching p~ofession.

~ep~esentatives,

~ep~esentatives,

~ep~esentation f~om

college

p~ovincial

and technical

~ep~esentatives

college

and

A
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similar advisory body could also be set up by the

Administrator on a provincial basis, as well as on a

regional basis. Ideally the teaching courses should be of

four years ' duration (although a min imum of three years was

acceptable for primary training) and the combined

academic/professional four year degree was preferred to the

consecutive course of training. Continual in-service

training was considered essential and should be handled by

the education departments as they know the needs and have

the wherewithal to offer such training. Colleges should

ideally have smaller classes to promote quality training and

should be given as much academic autonomy as possible to

enhance their status and standing as institutions of

e d u c a t i o n .

higher

The s e recommendations of the Gericke Commission were not

u n a n i mo u s . A minority report was presented which in effect

was in accord with the 1968 draft bill and the institute

concept. The minority opinion was that the majority stance

simply maintained the status quo and had failed to take

cognisance of the worldwide trends in teacher education.

The universities were already providing training for

virtually all the other professions and they were considered

to be the proper institutions to do so. Therefore the mother

(teach ing)

recognised educational

place inof all professions

and

should take

training institutions for

the

the

The minority report was critical of teacher training

professions, the universities.

entrenched in the provincial system, as it was felt

being

that
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under such an arrangement, teacher training would never

assume its rightful place in the framework of higher

education. They felt that this was a contradiction in that

teacher training was considered higher education under law.

The minority group articulated their alternative, which was

the establishment of teachers' training centres at the

universities, to be formed by combining the faculty of

education of the university with the college(s) of education

in the area. The teachers' training centres were to be

supervised and controlled by a joint committee consisting of

representatives from the provinces and the university. In

order to promote the unity of the profession, primary

teachers would be trained along with the secondary teachers

in the same institution and they could qualify for a degree

qualification.

In opting for university control, as opposed to provincial

control, the minority grouping expressed serious doubts

regarding the efficiency of cooperation and coordination

between the universities and the colleges via. purely

advisory committees, as proposed by the majority opinion.

They felt that tradition and vested interests had been

pandered to by the majority opinion. They also felt that the

professional council should be linked with the National

Advisory Education Council. This would bring teacher

training within the framework of higher education, under the

control of the central government, thereby ensuring the

status of the teaching profession. It was also noted that
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professional education in the United States was largely a

function of the universities. The minority opinion was that:

"It is a fact that the prestige enjoyed by a learned
profession is closely bound up with the nature of the
training and the institution where its members qualify"
(Gericke 1969:94),

It was argued that because persons with university

qualifications enjoy greater prestige, the teaching

profession would similarly benefit from a closer association

with the universities. Linking colleges with the univesities

would result in a combination of the best from both

institutions it was argued.

The minority view supported the recommendation of the

majority view concerning the development of colleges of

education into fully fledged tertiary education

in s t i t u t i o n s , with degree conferring status. Of concern to

the majority and the minority opinion was the number of

colleges and the smallness of many of these institutions.

It was felt to be undesirable to offer university status to

colleges. They were monotechnic institutions which only

trained teachers, whereas a university, by its very nature,

presupposes a variety of courses of study. Problems were

also perceived in terms of the availability of suitable

manpower . The full commission foresaw the possibility of

granting university status to certain colleges of education,

including the power of conferring degrees, but it was felt

that this would be the result of an evolutionary process,

with a suitable history of appropriate preparation and
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development, including ongoing cooperation with universities

( Ge r i c ke 1969:34-35).

Merit was also seen in all teachers being trained in the

same institution (i.e. the university) in the minority view;

the majority position de t ec t o split the provision of

teacher education between the universities and the colleges.

The minority view stressed the world trend towards teacher

education occurring in universities:

"The history of the conversion of 'normal schools' into
degree conferring 'teachers' colleges' in the United
States of America and the creation of 'educational
institutes' in England since the beginning of the
1950's, all in the interests of raising status, go to
show that this necessity exists and is being met"
(Gericke 1969:107).

I t was also felt that "the existing provincial teachers'

training institutions do not attract the best candidates in

so far as cultural background and intelligence are

concerned". The better pupils of marked promise or ability

were better suited to a more academic and cultured

profession than that of primary teacher and it was held that

training colleges could 'not cater for the cultural

development of its students. The minority opinion was also

c r i t i c a l of the lower intellectual capacity of students who

entered colleges. The majority opinion queried whether

university courses would ameliorate, or in fact exacerbate,

these alleged claims. The situation was apparently

compounded, in that, because the colleges were of a lower

status, they were considered not to be drawing the best

lecturers when compared with the universities. These and

other sweeping allegations and suppositions were not
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sufficiently backed by scientific evidence, and ~emained

subjective contentions in the main. Some aspects, such as

the inc~ease in status, att~acting bette~ students and

equipping p~ima~y teache~s fo~ thei~ task we~e counte~ed and

que ~ i ed by the majo~ity g~oup.

Faced with a split in opinion f~om its Commission, the

gove~nment comp~omised between the majo~ity ~epo~t and the

mino~ity ~epo~t via the National Education Policy Amendment

Act, 1969 (Act 73 of 1969). In this Act:

seconda~y teache~s we~e to be t~ained at a unive~sity

only, except with special pe~mission;

p~ima~y teache~s could be t~ained at a college o~ a

unive~sity in close coope~ation with each othe~;

teache~ t~aining was to be of fou~ yea~ 's du~ation

except that p~ima~y t~aining could be ove~ three yea~s; and

Administ~ato~s, in consultation with the unive~sities

and the education depa~tment, could constitute regional

joint adviso~y and coo~dinating committees fo~ teache~

t~aining to advise the unive~sities, the depa~tment and the

Administ~ato~. The Administ~ato~ could also appoint a

provincial adviso~y teache~ t~aining committee on p~ovincial

teache~ t~aining matte~s. Unive~sities, colleges and

teache~s' associations would have ~ep~esentation on such

committees.

The Administ~ato~s ~etained a vested ~ight to cont~ol

~ec~uiting and selection of pe~sons fo~ admission to a
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college. The Ministe~ was empowe~ed to call fo~ info~mation

o~ ~epo~ts f~om the Administ~ato~s o~ the unive~sities. He

~etained the ~ight to dete~mine policy in consultation with

the Administ~ato~s, the Committee of Unive~sity P~incipals

(CUP) and the Council (NEC).

The new National Education Council (NEC) ~eplaced the

National Adviso~y Education Council (NAEC). The new Council

consisted of 26-29 membe~s of which at least 12 we~e teache~

educato~s, the~eby placing teache~ education at the cent~e

of educational policy making (Malhe~be 1977:344).

This Council was constituted, inter alia, to fo~mulate and

uphold the national educational policy ideal, but the

Council did not have an executive function. The outcome of

the Act was desc~ibed thus by Beh~ (1984:91):

"The Act p~ecipitated a crisis and c~eated a situation
that was i~~eve~sible. It ~ent teache~ t~aining

asunde~; it sepa~ated the t~aining of seconda~y

teache~s f~om p~ima~y teache~s; it placed all seconda~y

teache~s at unive~sities and almost all p~ima~y

teache~s at colleges of education; it displaced staff
membe~s at colleges of education; it compelled
unive~sities that were by and la~ge inadequately
equipped fo~ this new ~esponsibility to make ~apid

imp~ovisation; above all it dep~essed the status of the
colleges of education".

Subsequently the National Education Policy Amendment Act,

1974 (Act 92 of 1974) pe~mitted colleges and technikons to

t~ain seconda~y teache~s unde~ specified conditions.

P~ovision was also made fo~ unive~sities to ~ecognise

courses passed at colleges o~ technikons for acc~editation

pu~poses. The interchange and use of facilities and staff by

the colleges and universities was also pe~mitted.
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3.5 VAN WYK DE VRIES COMMISSION

The van Wyk de Vries Commission was constituted in 1968 and

reported in 1974 on various aspects related to universities.

The Commission was critical of the current legal

prescriptions for the provision of education, in that it

felt that section lA(3) of the National Education Policy

Amendment Act, 1969 (Act 73 of 1969) was impracticable, with

its requirement that a college and a university work within

close cooperation with each other in providing primary

teacher training. The Commission felt that (van Wyk de Vries

19 7 4 : 2 0 3 ) :

a purely artificial dividing line would be entrenched

b e t we e n primary and secondary teacher training;

the training of primary teachers would have the stigma

of inferiority;

this stigma would result in accentuating divisions in

the teaching profession itself;

the distinction between university trained and college

trained persons would become increasingly accentuated;

college students would not encounter the academic

climate of a university which was important in the training

of teachers;

the diversity of qualifications would be entrenched-
. ,
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no provision had been made for coordination at the

national level, and the same applied in the system for

training secondary teachers;

the basic principle that, the training of all teachers

should constitute an educational whole, in spite of its

diversities, would be abrogated; and

colleges and universities would keep their distance

instead of drawing closer together as the relationship was

not within the normal pattern.

The Commission felt that all teacher training should take

place under the guidance of the university, but did not hold

this to mean that the training of all teachers should be

provided at the university only. This distinction revolved

students without matriculationaround the desirability of

exemption gaining admission to universities, albeit for

diploma courses. If the relatively large numbers of non-

matriculated diploma students were transferred to a

university,

university.

this would have a profound effect on the

Concern was also expressed that subjects and courses in

teacher training requiring practical instruction and

training were not proper to a university. Queries were

raised whether the university staff should be required to

offer such courses and whether the State should finance such

courses at university level. Fear was also expressed

concerning the exceptional measure of say the provinces

would retain, because of the broader national
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considerations, and the effect this would have on university

a u t o n o my . The Commission thus rejected the current

dispensation and the possibility of teacher training simply

being transferred to the universities. The aim was to retain

t h e existing pattern and evolve a better system from the

existing pattern. The Commission therefore proposed the

"college idea" in the form of a university with colleges

within its own structure, but surrounded by colleges in

various forms associated with it in various ways (van Wyk de

Vries 1974:211).

possible variations,

The form of

allowed for

this college (school, institution,

for example

institute)

the college

could have its own council and senate, or such equivalent

bodies, whilst being represented on the university

Bu t ultimately the college would be beholden

senate.

to the

university council and senate, these bodies in effect

delegating some of their powers to the college, which forms

an entity within the structure of the university. It was

n o t e d that the university acts contained provisions whereby

an institution for higher education could affiliate with the

u n i v e r s i t y . Although the exact meaning of affiliation was

not clear, it implied an academic integration rather than an

organisational integration, with the university being the

with advice and consultationaccreditation however,

prime academic authority. More was envisaged than

being

envisaged. The universities could award the degrees and

diplomas in
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under university guidance. External examinations or external

degrees would also be possibilities.

A college within the structure of a university could be

designated as an internal college, to differentiate it from

an external college, and would involve virtually complete

academic, administrative and financial integration with the

university. External colleges could be financed by the

State. Within such structures, introduced over time in an

evolutionary manner, the Commission felt that the academic

diarchy could be overcome in teacher training. The provinces

could be strongly represented on the college council and

senate, thereby not threatening university autonomy. Rigid

uniformity on administrative matters was not considered

e s s e n t i a l and efficiency could be best served by permitting

r e g i o n a l variations according to local circumstances.

Integration or separation of administration could both be

desirable in certain instances. Colleges wold be subsidised

primarily on the existing subvention scheme for

u n i v e r s i t i e s , given variations for specific reasons. As the

buildings and equipment of the colleges had been financed

f rom public funds, no problems were foreseen in this regard .

The liaison bodies established according to the 1969 Act

would continue to function, with university, province and

c e n t r a l government representation.

tertiary collegialAs an example of institution,

elucidate the

a

college idea, the instance of

to

the

Hammanskraalse Teologiese Skool was cited by the Commission.

The theological training offered at Hammanskraal Skool is
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the same as that offered at Potchefstroom University, and is

taken along with a BA degree through the University of South

Africa. As the 'skool' is not accredited as a degree

awarding institution, the students cannot proce~d to post

graduate theological studies. In order to expedite matters,

individual students have been enabled to register with the

Potchefstroom University, which confers the degree by

special consent. If the 'skool' were to affiliate with the

university, and offer a course of an acceptable content and

standard to university requir~ments, the university could

award the degree. The university would control the academic

element, examinations and the awarding of the degree; the

" skool" would be independent in every other regard.

The Commission was therefore prepared to consider a wide

de f i n i t i o n of ' c o l l e g e ' as a community of scholars and

students organised for the purpose of providing post school

training for students leading to a diploma or a degree (van

Wyk de Vries 1974:479).

The Commission was of the opinion that students could easily

upgrade or downgrade the qualification for which they were

r e g i s t e r e d via the college, so that a capable student could

move from a diploma course to a degree course, and vice

versa for a student who was failing to meet the academic

s t a n d a r d s required for a degree .

The reaction to the van Wyk de Vries Commission by the

provinces was very unfavourable.

acknowledged that the provinces,
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authorities should have a major say in teacher training, the

Co mmi s s i o n had firmly placed teacher educatin in the hands

of the universities. The provinces would have strong

representation on the governing bodies of the colleges, but

t he university councils would be in charge from both a de

facto and a de jure perspective. The provinces felt that the

universities had prime loyalty to academic excellence, but

the Commission had not taken full account of their concerns,

such as teacher manpower needs, school/college liaison,

staff promotions back and forth between the colleges, the

schools and the department, and the aspect of practice

teaching. Nor had the Commission looked at the geographical

distribution of colleges, some of which would logically link

with universities in another province for sound reasons such

as the language of tuition. In such instances, sharing

facilities and students associating socially and

extramurally with the university were rendered impossible.

Mutual participation and cooperation in these circumstances

were not feasible.

The Gericke Commission had warned that:

"Where an institute is attached to a university and is
in fact part of it, the colleges inevitably become
appendages ... and their campuses become outside campuses
of the university" (Gericke 1969:32).

There was still the fear expressed in the workability of

university guidance of

cooperation:

colleges in a system of mutual

"Partnership
of directing
contains the
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institutional autonomy"
1980: 6) •

(Pomeroy quoted in le Roux

Although this Commission had deliberately criticised past

attempts at providing university/college cooperation, the

so l u t i o n it proposed was not considered to be unproblematic,

le t alone workable.

The provinces were loathe to relinquish control over their

c o l l e g e s and in response to the van Wyk de Vries proposals,

the college council and senate system was evolved in order

t o bring about a close cooperation between college and

university, thereby promoting greater college autonomy, yet

ensuring provincial control. The academic standards were

guaranteed through close collaboration with the university,

wi t h strong university representation on the college council

an d senate, whilst university autonomy remained

un c o mp r o mi s e d . A prov ince financed a college and, although

the university had a say in the selection of college staff,

the lecturers remained on the provincial post establishment.

3 . 5 . 1 THE COLLEGE COUNCIL SYSTEM

The colleges have gained in status through the college

cou n c i l and senate system, and the implicit interaction with

the university. Academic course accreditation has been

established, where appropriate, and some colleges are

o f f e r i n g Bachelor of Primary degree courses for their

universities. Yet the colleges have by and large retained

t he i r own character and are free to realise their particular

mission as a professional

their specific vocation.
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The college councils in Natal have a chairman appointed by

the Provincial Administrator, after consultation. Univ~rsity

representatives currently include the Principal of the

university, the Dean of the Faculty of Education and other

faculty members, three representatives of the provincial

Natal Education Depa rtment, a representative of the

organised teaching profession and two representatives

nominated by each of the Administrator and the Minister of

National Education.

The Council is responsible to the Administrator for the

college administration and financial matters. It is also

responsible via the college senate, and in close cooperation

with the university, for the academic standards of the

c o l l e g e (le Roux 1980:25).

Physical amenities are a council responsibility via the

Director of Education. Staff are appointed by the Director

of Education on the advice of the council, in consultation

with university and education department officials. The

college senate is a standing committee of the college

council. The senate i s chaired by the Rector. Management

s t a f f members, of head of department standing or hiQher, are

senate members. The college staff nominates two members of

the senate. The organised teaching profession nominates a

member and three representatives are nominated by the

university. The college senate advises the college council

o n academic matters, such as inter alia courses and

results.

student

The control exercised by the council is, however, never
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absolute and ultimately it is in effect advising the

p~ovincial Administ~ato~, who is in fact in cont~ol (le Roux

1980:402). The Di~ecto~ of Education, who is ultimately

~esponsible to the Ministe~ of Education, is also a powe~ful

pe~son vis-a-vis college matte~s. Although the powe~s of the

college council may be cu~tailed, in that it is beholden to

gove~nmental officials, the council concept has ~esulted in

a la~ge~ measu~e of institutional autonomy and ~ep~esents a

joint wisdom in teacher education matte~s given its

representation and the constituent bodies they rep~esent in

tu~n.

3.6 PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION

The teaching p~ofession in South Af~ica had long been keen

to have p~ofessional ~ecognition. It was felt that one of

the facto~s which diminished the social standing and status

of the p~ofession was the lack of a professional council and

p~ofessional ~egist~ation. This was not the case with the

othe~ p~ofessions. The South Af~ican Teache~s' Council for

with regist~ationcouncil and disciplina~y

Whites Act,

p~ofessional

1976 (Act 11'6 of 1976) c~eated such a

powe~s. Although the South Af~ican Teache~s' Council is

modelled on the General Teaching Council for Scotland, it is

a pale shadow of this body fo~ th~ee ~easons.

Fi~stly, it has neve~ had the necessa~y statuto~y influence

with the gove~nment in negotiations and has been vi~tually

igno~ed at times, such as du~ing teacher c~ises and in

initial pay negotiations. The Ministe~ may be advised by the
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Council, and may even consult with the Council, but he is

not obligated to it in any statutory way. In Scotland, if

the Minister does not act in accord with the advice of his

professional council, he is obliged to make his reasons

known publically. Die Unie, a teacher association

pUblication, commented shortly after the formulation of the

South African Teachers' Council:

"Leaders of the organised teaching profession are well
aware that the Council does not have all the powers and
functions that they visualised" (quoted in de Witt
1981 : 208) •

It was also felt that the bill should have giv~n a greater

degree of self determination powers to the teachers in order

to distance them somewhat from the control of the State or

provincial authorities. Teachers were not perceived by the

public as true professionals, but as part of the civil

service. Although teachers are public servants at one level,

they are professional persons at another 1eve 1, and this

distinction could have been more finely drawn in setting up

the professional teachers' council.

Secondly the teachers' council has had to grapple with

enormous political tensions and try to accommodate a wide

range of political aspirations in a country where education

is highly politicised. The rise of Afrikaner nationalism via

machinations of the 8roederbond, was closely linked with

controlling and using the education system for political

ends. The successor of the South African Teachers' Council,

the Teachers' Federal Council was inaugurated and

immediately one of its member teacher associations withdrew
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from the Council. The Teachers' Council has been accused of

being pro-government and taking a line sympathetic to the

government. With the recent changes in government policy,

there has been talk of the Council taking a harder stand

against the government line, supposedly on political

grounds, such as the recent breaking off of negotiations

with the government, when the Council was ignored, as it

felt, and a non-recognised educational interest grouping was

favourably received by the government.

Thirdly the teachers ' council (the SATC and then its

successor the TFC) has not gained much national credibility

as it is an exclusively white council, spawned out of the

apartheid policy, and for this reason it is irredeemably

flawed in the view of some sectors of the South African

population. Some white teachers belong nominally to the

Teachers' Federal Council because they have to belong by

statute if they wish to teach and be employed. These

teachers do not espouse the Teachers ' Federal Council

initiatives or principles actively. There is a strong

current of doubt and speculation as to whether the Teachers'

Federal Council in its current form will survive in the new

South Africa. Indeed, the Council itself has recently set a

new policy-making process in motion in order to avoid

becoming totally politically irrelevant. It is a pity that a

professional council for teachers cannot be above politic»,

but it was not created in a politically value free format.

Given its weak statutory base an d its controversial standing

in the public eye, i t is difficult to see what the Council
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can really do to realise its objective which is specified in

clause 3 as being " ... to uphold and promote esteem for

education and the teaching profession and the prestige of

those who are engaged in the teaching profession". No

reference is made in the Act to any negotiations with the

Minister except to gain his approval in making regulations

relating to the business of the Council.

Initially teacher educators were not required to belong to

the Council. This has been altered in that college staff are

expected to register. Attempts to enforce lecturers in

teacher education at universities to register have proved

futile.

The Teachers ' Federal Council has taken an active interest

in teacher training and was instrumental in the formation of

a grouping of the rectors of white colleges of education.

This group is not recognised officially. It is regretted in

certain quarters that this grouping is restricted to white

colleges.

In the Human Sciences Research Council Report 0 - 65 of 1978

on the Professional Control over the Teaching Profession

in the Republic of South Africa, control over matters of

training was foreseen. It was envisaged that a

teachers' council would:

professional

control admission requirements for training;

share in planning the content of training courses;

determine the duration of training;
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determine all matters concerning examining;

establish accreditation;

control the issuing of certificates; and

retain the right to recommend regulations concerning

training matters to the Minister concerned, for promulgation

by him (HSRC 1978:43).

Many of these functions have been retained by the Committee

of Heads of Education, a statutory

Minister.

body which advises the

In the firs"t report of the Teachers' Federal Council (the

successor to the SA Teachers' Council), the Council is

described as a management body of the federation of

t e a c he r s ' a s s o c i a t i o n which is recognised by the Minister of

Education and Culture (Administration: House of Assembly) as

a "mouthpiece of the teaching profession on matters over

which it has jurisdiction", although " the Council was not

e s t a b l i s he d by statute." (Teacher~ Federal Council 1988:

profile). The Council has negotiated with the Minister and

he has consulted with the Counc i 1 , and the Council is

represented on advisory bodies such as SACE, RECES and CHE.

In a newsletter (number 2 August 1984) the SATC felt that it

not only had

teachers, but:

a justifiable interest in the training of

" .•• desired to be involved
negotiating and decision-making
(including teacher training) as
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The Council was keen to be involved in discussions

alia on the following aspects of teacher training:

the measure of course standardisation which was

desirable;

inter

procedures for consultation with training institutions;

differentiation of academic content of teacher training

courses;

the duration of training courses; and

qualifications for admission to teacher training

courses.

The Council saw itself as only one vested interest in

teacher education, albeit an important grouping with a valid

contribution to be made.

3.7 TRANSKEI AND THE TAYLOR COMMISSION

Up to independence in 1976, the preparation of teachers for

the primary and secondary · schools in the Transkei was

undertaken by six training schools, three teachers ' colleges

a nd university faculties of education. The training schools

matriculation

offered the

Standard VIII,

Primary Teachers' Certificate

the teachers' colleges ran post

(PTC) after

programmes for secondary schools and graduate teachers

trained for senior secondary schools at the universities of

Fo r t Hare and Transkei, the latter institution offering a

one year Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) on a

part time basis only , and a three year undergraduate
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Secondary Teachers' Diploma (STD) for a limited number of

students. The training schools and colleges followed

syllabuses prescribed by the Department of Education and

Training (DET) in Pretoria.

The pre-independence level of provision of teacher education

was poor. Only 6,3% of the primary school teachers had

matriculation or an equivalent qualification. Of the post-

primary teachers, only 23.5% had bachelors degrees or higher

qualifications and 16.1% had only a Junior Certificate. In

spite of this severe level of underqualification, the

teaching demands were great and compounded the problem, in

that the staff pupil ratio for primary schools was 1:64 and

for secondary schools a more acceptable 1:28.

the Department of Education of

teachers and the admission of students.

the recruitment of

Matters academic

matters such as

fell

the

collegesschools andtrainingAdministratively, the

under the control of

Transkei government in

and professional, such as syllabuses, inspection,

examinations and certification, were the concern of the

Department of Education and Training (DET) of the RSA.

Because teacher education was fragmented amongst various

agencies and improperly planned, teacher education was one

terms of reference of the Co~mission

of the areas investigated by the Taylor Commission.

were, inter alia,

The

to

compile a report embodying its findings; and to make

comments and recommendations in respect of the quality of

education in all sectors of the formal system, including
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issues relating to the introduction of compulsory school

attendance, provision of the facilities of education, and

the control and organisation of selection procedures and

provisions for teacher education . The Report of the

Commission of Inquiry into Education in the Republic of the

Transkei (the Taylor Commission) was completed in 1979. Its

recommendations on teacher

inter alia:

training in the Transkei were,

the Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE)

should be a full time programme;

training schools should be upgraded to teachers'

colleges;

valid selection procedures for teacher training should

be developed and implemented;

teacher training institutions should be affiliated with

the University of the Transkei; and

a comprehensive structure of in-service teacher

education should be designed to provide all teachers with an

opportunity to progress from the lowest certificate to the

highest professional qualification.

In 1980 the government Department of Education and the

Faculty of Education jointly drafted an affiliation document

which was to serve as the blueprint for the organisational

structure of teacher education in the Transkei and it was

implemented in 1981. The Affiliation Instrument provided for

the formation of a tripartite relationship between the
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University of Transkei, the Transkei Department of Edcuation

and the colleges on the

basis:

following shared responsibility

( i ) the university would provide the academic and

professional competence by conducting examinations, awarding

certificates and diplomas, and monitoring standards by

providing continual support and guidance to the colleges;

( i i ) the Transkei government Department of Education

would finance teacher education in the colleges, conduct

inspections, provide and pay staff, maintain and develop the

physical plant, supply educational materials and administer

student affairs; and

(iii) the colleges would implement the teacher education

programmes and execute departmental policy with regard to

the administration of teacher education.

The modus operandi of association was via the establishment

of an Affiliated Colleges Board on which were represented:

- the University

- the Department

- the Colleges
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Dean of Education as chairman

Head of Department of in-service

education

Secretary for Education

Education Planner (alternate)

Chief Inspector for teacher training

colleges

- all the college principals.
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The aim was to preserve the college identity, role and

autonomy, with the Department financing and the university

validating the provision of teacher education.

The concept of university-college affiliation has been an

ideal propounded in a number of countries over some five

decades. The realisation of this affiliate goal has been

fraught with difficulties however. The van Wyk de Vries

Commission unequivocally declared that joint control of

teacher education was impossible to implement. The

affiliation of the colleges with the University in

has been characterised as follows:

Trankei

It ••• ever
Government
while the
esteem as
(Nguntombi

waxing and waning relations between the
Department of Education and the University
Colleges gradually developed loss of self
their identity and integrity declined"

1984:249).

The colleges have shown a sense of lack of interest,

passivity and submissiveness because of the conflicting

demands placed on them by the two senior partners in the

triumvirate, the Department and the University. The colleges

identity crisis arises out of an acute awareness of the

number of partners in the teacher education consortium who

have views on how the colleges should conduct their work.

Not only do the colleges

of universities within

have to meet the academic

the administrative and

demands

financial

framework set by the government, but they are also expected

to be responsive to the views of the teaching profession,

the schools and teachers, their own students and the

communities they serve, including the parents. These

multiple and freely conflicting demands result in the
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colleges always falling short of some expectations from

differing quarters. Added to this, the government Department

o f Education treats the colleges as schools and expects them

to react accordingly, whilst the university regards the

colleges as institutions of higher education with the

concomitant demands inherent in this perception.

In 1982, poor coordination and cooperation rendered the

situation so difficult that at times the accord between the

University and the Department threatened to collapse. The

university had control of academic and professional matters,

but no system to demand finances for the required learning

materials, buildings and staffing. Similarly, the university

did not have adequate staffing to monitor the programmes

sufficiently and provide sufficient professional guidance,

as required in the affiliation agreement. The university has

subsequently established a separate Department of Collegiate

Education within the faculty to try to cope with the

situation, but it is understaffed. There has been the

feeling at times that the university has been neglecting the

colleges and concern was expressed at the way the govenment

department demanded written reports at short notice. Such

accountability was resented, as it was not conducted through

the correct channels and impinged on the autonomy of the

university. The faculty of education denounced the colleges

as the "adopted and yet legitimate baby". The university

felt that it did not get sufficient guidance and support;

the department that it did not receive adequate feedback
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concerning the colleges. The Affiliated College Board and

its Executive Body were ~endered non-functional.

Yet the lot of teacher education has improved at times

because of the affiliation, and at times perhaps in spite of

it. The nature of the institutions has become more

professional, with increased emphasis on education, as

opposed to merely ~raining teachers. Entrance requirements

have been raised to senior certificate level, with vast

implications . for in-service education. The courses have been

upgraded from

academic and

certificates

professional

to diplomas, connoting hiQher

standards. The duration of

training has been extended from two years to three years,

with further implications for in-service education

syllabuses are prepared and provided

facilities. The course content has been revised and

c o u r s e s and

university. Capable college students are

by

urged

all

the

to

co-register with the University of South Africa for non-

degree purposes as a form of academic enrichment. A four

year diploma course has been evolved in which students are

required to take a minimum of eight university degree level

c o u r s e s . This course is offered at two senior colleges and

it is envisaged that this programme may be transferred to

the new Transkei Teacher Education College.

3.8 BUTHELEZI COMMISSION

KwaZulu is characterised as a non-independent homeland. As

such, it controls and administers its own education system,

with finances
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fiscus. Its political leade~, Chief Ministe~ M. Buthelezi

constituted a Commission to look into, inter alia, the

p~oblems and possible solutions su~~ounding education in

KwaZulu. This Commission gives an insight into the plight of

education p~ovision f~om a black pe~spective.

Black education p~ovision was highlighted by the Buthelezi

Commission as being poo~ in compa~ison to white education

p~ovision. It was found that fo~ eve~y 100 Sub A pupils, the

numbe~ ~eaching Standa~d 10 in the KwaZulu Education

Depa~tment was 5 (black), unde~ the Depa~tment of Education

and T~aining 2 (national black education), and in the white

Natal Education Depa~tment 63. These figu~es we~e att~ibuted

to the actual p~ovision of places in the highe~ standa~ds,

the need in the community to seek ea~ly employment

oppo~ tun i t i es and the diffe~ences in the compulso~y natu~e

of schooling. In sho~t these facto~s a~e p~edicated upon the

lack of financial ~esou~ces as a ~esult of a g~oss political

bias. It was fu~the~ held that app~oximately one half of the

bl a c k South Af~icans ente~ing schools d~op out prio~ to

~eaching a "sustainable lite~acy" level. The numbe~ of black

pe~son s not even ente~ing upon schooling was not specified,

but indications a~e that this figu~e is also significant.

The pupil teache~ ~atio was also found to be substantial in

KwaZulu Fo~ p~ima~y education, the black ~atio was 1:54 and

black pupils as opposed to 1:15 fo~

the white ~atio 1:30;

f i g u ~es we~e 1:40 fo~

in seconda~y schools the ~elative

white pupils. It was found that in the Natal Education

Depa~tment, all teache~s have at least a Senio~ Ce~tificate,
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with approximately one third having degrees. In the KwaZulu

Department, 761. of the teachers have a standard 8 or lower

as their maximum academic qualification and just over 2%

have university degrees. In black South African education

201. of the teachers have no professional teaching

qualifications.

The Commission reported that KwaZulu had five colleges of

education to train 3161 students, whereas the Natal

Education Department had 3 colleges to train 1385 students.

In 1981 the per capita expenditure, including capital works,

was R73 per Kwazulu Department pupil (908613 pupils),

in the Natal Education Department R90B was spent per

( 1 13062 pu p i 1s) .

Given the above picture the Commission commented:

while

pupil

"The Commission recognizes that
inequalities in available education are
of discontent and therefore
destabilisation in the area" (Buthelezi

the existing
a major source
of potential
1982:75).

In the light of this picture of the inequalities in

educational provision in Kwazulu, the Commission was

committed to the ideal of a unified system of control with a

non-discriminatory provision of

255) .

resources (Buthelezi 1982:

Principles were elucidated that should underlie the

provision of education, including free compulsory basic

education for all, with subsidised post-basic education for

all, and community interest representation at all
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educational decision-making levels in the region. As far as

teacher training was concerned, it was recommended that:

in-service teacher development programmes should be

offered by intinerant teacher-trainee teams, with full

utilisation of college facilities, including evening and

vacation studies;

more correspondence colleges should be instituted to

upgrade underqualified teachers;

short courses should be offered at all the educational

institutions in the region to upgrade underqualified

teachers;

colleges should revise their courses to accommodate a

double annual intake of trainee teachers;

the number and values of study bursaries/loans for

teachers should be increased;

teacher training facilities should be open to all race

groups;

conditions of service, including salaries, should be

improved;

a uniform policy of teacher training should be

realised; and
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As far as the financing of education was concerned, it was

recommended that a system of compulsory and fully State

s u bs i d i s e d basic schooling of at least seven years ' duration

s ho u l d be instituted. This should be followed by five years

of post-bas ic schooling subsidised on a decreasing

s l i d i n g - s c a l e , with increasing parental contributions.

Private sector funding and overseas funding should be

encouraged and recognised by tax benefits. Salaries should

be equalised across the race groups, and should be at

realistic levels. Equal expenditure per pupil, irrespective

of race, should be instituted. Hostel accommodation,

teaching bursaries, and adult and non formal education

should be adequately funded and on an equitable basis.

Coordination of educational services was considered a

p r i o r i t y by the Commission which suggested
~

regional and

local committees to consider and make recommendations on

matters such as training problems, relevancy in education,

planning and resource rationalisation and utilisation. In

teacher education the joint consideration of syllabuses,

teaching practice and sharing of staff was mooted. Teachers'

c e n t r e s could provide shared facilities and resources. A

common Senior Certificate was considered advisable. It was

felt that black students should be admitted to underutilised

white colleges.

The Commission explicated the courses of teacher training

o f f e r e d and plans to upgrade teacher training. The courses

offered at the time were:
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the Primary Teachers' Course (PTC) for the primary

school, of two years duration, with Standard 8 as 'an

admission requirement;

the Junior Secondary Teachers ' Course (JSTC), a two

year post senior certificate course for teaching standards 6

to 8;

the Secondary Teachers Diploma (STD), a two year post

standard 10 qualification offered at the university for

teaching standards 6 to 8, although such teachers often

taught standards 8 to 10 in fact;

the Senior Secondary Teachers' Diploma (SSTD), a

university three year post standard 10 course for teaching

standards 8 to 10;

- the University Education Diploma (UED), a one year post

graduate diploma for teaching in a high school; and

a four year Baccalaureus Paedagogiae (B. Paed)

integrated degree course for high school teaching.

It was felt by the Commission that the minimum admission

requirement for the diploma course should be raised to a

senior certificate, and that the minimum duration of these

courses should be three years. The upgrading of teacher

qualifications was therefore important and a special one

year course was proposed for unqualified teachers which

would be offered by the KwaZulu Education Department, with

the admission requirement being raised to a senior

certificate. This would mean that a practising teacher would
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have to complete the ordinary senior certificate before

being permitted to this teacher upgrading course.

Three problem areas were identified in teacher training viz.

unqualified teachers, underqualified teachers and a lack of

teachers in general. To ameliorate the unqualified teacher

problem, third world strategies were recommended.

teacher-trainees could visit areas, conduct

Itinerant

training

sessions and ultimately the teachers could write qualifying

professional examinations. Evening and vacation courses

could also be offered at the colleges.

Underqualified teachers were a problem in that most only

possessed a standard eight certificate and the need was to

upgrade their academic qualifications to a standard 10

level. Similarly, the majority of these teachers were also

professionally underqualified with only two years of

training and this could be improved via evening classes at

the colleges, and part time classes at the universities.

The shortage of teachers could only be resolved by

more colleges, given the schisms in educational

building

provision.

intensive method

It was desirable

structure courses

that

(6

the colleges should

months

run sandwich

classes

interspersed with 6 months teaching) over a period of 4, or

even 5, years. A modest salary was envisaged whilst a

student was training for teaching. More bursaries would need

to be allocated and all facilities for teacher training

would need to be opened to all race groups. Improved

salaries and conditions of service were also required.
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Third world evidence had stressed the role of a teacher as a

community agent rather than a mere classroom technician or

subject specialist, and the teacher training curriculum

should accommodate this need as well, so that teachers were

equipped to play a meaningful role in the rural communities.

The Commission reviewed what was being done to upgrade

teacher qualifications. In-service training courses were

the KwaZulu Educationbeing offered by

week intensive courses at the Umlazi

Department via one

In-service Training

the Department andbydevisedMobile courses,centre.

offered by the colleges on an outreach basis, were offered

via courses of a week's duration. Universities were offering

intensive courses in specialist subject areas for the high

school. In-service courses were also offered on a circuit

ba s i s . Subject committees had been established and ran

seminars and short refresher courses. A number of students

also studied through the University of South Africa. To

encourage teachers to improve their qualifications, a bonus

scheme was instituted for courses passed and salary

improvements were possible for certain improvements in

qua l i f i c a t i o n s . Although much had been done to qualify and

develop teachers, the Commission proposed that even

should be done. Suggestions included:

more

bursares should be more readily available for

university study;

teacher training should be of 3, or preferably 4,

year's duration;
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additional training colleges were urgently needed;

more classrooms were needed, which, with more teachers

being trained, would reduce the pupil-teacher ratio enabling

t e a c he r s to teach more effectively;

laboratory facilities and resource centres,

incorporating libraries, were needed;

additional in-service training centres were needed, as

well as teachers' centres and reference lending libraries;

and

greater mobility of teachers was desirable, for

increased professional contact, possibly on an

i n t e r d e p a r t me n t a l basis.

The Commission considered other facets of underprovisioning

in KwaZulu. Usually school buildings were financed from

State revenues, whereas in KwaZulu the local communities

financed up to half the costs of classrooms. Thus the poor

were in effect required to pay up to half the costs, whilst

the rich (whites) were not required to pay (Buthelezi 1982:

3 1 2 ) . School premises were in such short supply that they

were overutilised. 151 KwaZulu schools ran on the platoon

system (two classes each with its own teacher using one

classroom in two sessions) and 1188 schools ran on the

double session system (the same teacher teaching two classes

in the same classroom, one in the morning and one in the

afternoon). To sustain the same pupil-teacher ratio as the

white schools, well in excess of 30 000 additional teachers
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would be required, not taking into account those pupils of

s c ho o l-g o i n g age who were not attending school. To gain

equivalence with the white schools on

classrooms, an additional 50000

the number

classrooms would

of

be

req u i r e d . In terms of transportation to school, the white

c h i l d r e n received free transportation at an annual cost of

R2,3 million (R217 per pupil per year) whereas the pupils in

KwaZulu paid for their own transportation at an estimated

cost of R18,5 million.

The nub of correcting the parity in education provision was

felt to come down to differential financing on political

from centralfunding

ideological

s u bs t a n t i a l

grounds.

increase

The

in

Commission

financial

pleaded for a

sources, with a careful prioritising of needs, and tax

be n e f i t s to promote the private funding needed. It was felt

that primary education should be free, with secondary

education being subsidised, possibly with a merit system for

capable indigent persons. The allocation of specific school

f unding priorities should be left to the individual school.

Capital expenditure should be a State obligation as with

whi t e schooling, and not depend to a large extent on

parental contr ibutions.

This overview of the Buthelezi Commission issues and

f ind i n g s may be taken as being fairly representative of

black eductional provision on a national basis.

3.9 DE LANGE COMMISSION

The de Lange Commission conducted its investigation from mid
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1980 to mid 1981. The Buthelezi Commission overlapped the de

Lange Commission in that it deliberated from mid 1980 and

I .

presented its report at the end of the year. The pressures

that led to the de Lange Commission being constituted were:

" ... the unacceptable level of disparity in the quality
of education provided for the different population
groups; the teachers' associations' growing
dissatisfaction with the conditions of service in the
teaching profession; and the criticism from commerce,
industry and administration that the educational system
was not producing the required number of adequately
prepared skilled workers at all levels and that
standards in the subsystems differed too much" (de
Lange in van Vuuren 1985:210).

The Cillie Commission (1980) into the Soweto riots had

confirmed the generally held view that the proximate cause

of the 1976 civil disturbance was dissatisfaction on the

part of the blacks with the system of education.

The de Lange Commission was charged to conduct a broad

investigation into the provision of education; to propose

changes to take place and

Cabinet in particular on:

to make recommendations to the

(a) guiding principles for a feasible education policy in

the RSA in order to:

(i) allow for the realisation of the inhabitants '

potential,

(ii)

(iii)

promote growth in the RSA, and

improve the quality of life of all the

inhabitants of the country.
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(b) the organisation and control structure and financing of

education;

(c) machinery for consultation and decision-making in

education;

(d) an education infrastructure to provide for the manpower

requirements of the RSA and the self-realisation of its

inhabitants, and

(e) a programme for making available education of the same

quality for all population groups.

The factors which led to the request for proposals for

change were the following:

a lack of guidelines on which a policy for the

provision of education should be based;

unequal distribution between the various population

groups of powers of decision-making at the policy and

implementation levels;

lack of succees of the system of education to provide

ma n po we r needed in the country;

inequalities in the actual provision of education to

the different sub-groups in our society;

insufficient development of individual potential; and

lack of promotion of economic growth by education.
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The government specified that any proposed changes had to be

built on the existing system, within current economic

realities and should involve the whole spectrum of South

African society. For the first time, a comprehensive review

of education, involving all phases, levels and kinds of

education, was to be conducted, taking into account all the

population groups, with a view to recommending a coordinated

and unified system for the provision of education.

committee articulatedThe main

principles for

follows:

the provision

a set of

of education

eleven guiding

in the RSA as

Equal opportunities for education, including equal

standards in education, for every inhabitant, irrespective

of race, colour, creed or sex, shall be the purposeful

endeavour of the state.

Education shall afford positive recognition of what is

common as well as what is diverse in the religious and

cultural way of life and the languages of the inhabitants.

Education shall give positive recognition to the

freedom of choice of the individual, parents and

organisations in society.

The provision of education shall be directed in an

educationally responsible manner to meet the needs of the

individual as well as those of society and economic

development, and shall, inter alia, take into consideration

the manpower needs of the country.
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Education shall endeavour to achieve a positive

relationship between the formal, non-formal and informal

aspects of education in the school, society and the family.

The provision of formal education shall be by the State

provided that the individual, parents and organized society

shall have a shared responsibility, choice and voice in this

matter.

The private sector and the State shall have a shared

responsibility for the provision of non-formal education.

Provision shall be made for the establishment and State

subsidisation of private education within the system of

providing education.

In the provision of education the processes of

centralisation and decentralisation shall be reconciled

organisationally and functionally.

The professional status of the teacher and lecturer

shall be recognized.

Effective provision of education shall be based on

continuing research.

The Commission held that formal schooling per se was not a

panacea for economic development and social progress, which

would also depend on manpower needs and the nature of

education offered. It was felt that a system of education

aimed at the optimal development of individual talent, the

promotion of economic growth and the improvement of the
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quality of life of the people was predicated upon a

sufficient number of suitable and well-qualified teachers.

The lack of such teachers in black schools perpetuated

mediocrity and was exacerbated by large classes. To remedy

the backlogs, extensive in-service training was required to

improve the qualification of under-qualified teachers. To

draw sufficient suitable new recruits to teaching required

that the status and conditions of service of teachers should

be improved.

that:

An impediment in this regard, it was felt, was

" ... teacher training colleges do not enjoy an
autonomous status within the framework of higher
education since they are subject to control by
education departments in academic and administrative
matters, suspicious in regard to academic and
professional standards and the fact that the organised
teaching profession has no share in the responsibility
for training teachers" (Behr 1984:309).

It was felt that coordination was lacking in the training of

teachers for all population groups and that a coordinated

policy was necessary to improve the standard of teacher

training and promote parity in teacher training for all the

population groups. There was a need for equal standards at

the various training institutions. A South African Council

for Education (SACE) was proposed to, inter alia, consider

all aspects of teacher training. The Commission felt that

standard 10 should be the minimum admission requirement for

teacher training and the minimum duration of the course

should be three years. The training required a balance

between the academic, professional and practice teaching

aspects, and the academic component should be more relevant

to the work of teachers. Universities, colleges and
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technikons should have an equal and autonomous status with

each other- and cooper-ate with each other-. Qualifications

should be coor-dinated and the evaluation and r-ecognition of

qualifications should occur- at a national level on the

advice of the SACE. Continuing education should be well

planned, coor-dinated and p r-ovided for- all teacher-so Th~

philosophy of the Commissio~ was that:

"The quality of teacher-s, mor-e than any other
deter-mines the quality of education".

factor-,

With r-efer-ence to financing, the dispar-ities in allocating

funds wer-e of concer-n, with black pr-ovision

dispr-opor-tionately low and white pr-ovision

dispr-opor-tionately high. Par-ity of financing was needed on a

unit basis ir-r-espective of r-ace, colour-, cr-eed or- sex, but

the financing nor-ms would need to be set at a r-ealistic

level to pr-ovide a functionally adequate quality of

education. Efficient use should be made of educational

r-esour-ces by shar-ing whenever- possible. It was envisaged

that the State would pr-ovide the basic r-equir-ements, and

that par-ents and the community could supplement this

pr-ovision for- additional facilities.

The backlog in school places was found to be in excess of 1

1/2 million in pr-imar-y education and 1/2 million in

secondar-y schools. Shar-ed facilities, tr-anspor-tation and

hostels could amelior-ate this position to some extent.

Under-utilised plant should be fully utilised in spite of the

Gr-oup Ar-eas Act str-uctur-es and a per-manent single national
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institution should be established to consider all aspects

relating to physical amenities and their utilisation.

De Lange saw the need for free pre-basic education to ensure

school readiness, and for six years of free compulsory basic

education. Basic education was characterised as providing

the child with the skills of literacy and numeracy so as to

be capable of benefiting from occupational training or from

career-orientated non-formal education. Post basic education

would be compulsory for three years, although it could be

taken on a part-time basis in vocationally-oriented courses.

The move was away from a strong academic bias. Schooling in

the upper phase would only be partially free as the child,

the parents and the community needed to be responsible to

some extent. Higher education was important and it needed to

be more appropriate and relevant. It was desirable to

accommodate persons without specific educational

qualifications as per the BritiSh Open University model. At

another level, the development of basic literacy for adults

s ho u l d be encouraged by the SACE, possibly via the

workplace.

Nine specific shortcomings we re noted in respect of the

educational structure for formal education, viz:

Inability to assist school beginners who are not ready

for school;

Limited ability to keep in school

pupils who want to leave the system;
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Inflexibility, which does not allow for a large number

of dropouts who block the structure;

Limited horizontal flow as learners cannot move easily

from one type of education to another;

The gap between school and tertiary education is too

great, resulting in a high failure rate at the expensive

tertiary level;

Limited ties with non-formal education;

Limited outlet points into the employment world;

Deficiencies in the standardisation of certificates;

and

Excessive canalisation of pupils, especially in the

senior secondary phase, to preparatory academic education.

A three-tier pattern of education management was proposed,

with strong, built-in structures for participation,

consultation and negotiation at each level so as to ensure

that all concerned with education have a say in

educational policy and practice (Behr 1984:346).

influencing

The central level proposal consisted of a single ministry of

education to overview the needs, priorities, adequacies and

inadequacies, relevance and irrelevance of certain

provisions or practices within the total education system.

The stress was on the unitary coordinated provision of
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the p~ovision of education;

the financing of education;

the se~vice conditions of teache~s;

standa~ds in education;

ove~all planning and evaluation, and

inte~national ~elations.

The p~oposed SACE would be ~ep~e6entative of all the peoples

of South Af~ica. It would be made up of a numbe~ of

specialist adviso~y committees and would

national level.

function at a

Statuto~y bodies would also be instituted fo~:

teache~ ~egist~ation;

standa~ds and examinations;

di~ecto~s of technikons;

college ~ecto~s;

heads of education, and

unive~sity p~incipals.

Membe~ship would include all ~aces on an equal basis.

The ~egional level councils would be ~ep~esentative of all

the inhabitants in the ~egion, headed by a di~ecto~ of

education, and it would be ~esponsible fo~ the management of
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education in its areas, including policy, taking cognisance

of the national macropolicy as laid down by the SACE.

The local level management would be vested in school

governing bodies. Their function would be to interpr@t the

needs and wishes of the local community in the field of

education and to mediate bet'ween them and the professional

staff of the school in establishing the character and ethos

of the school (Behr 1984:347-348). These committees would,

inter alia, appoint teachers, raise, administer and allocate

local school funds, and liaise with other schools in the

community on matters of common concern. Ideally the greatest

possible degree of autonomy should be devolved on individual

institutions and parents should be afforded a strong measure

of freedom of choice in school matters. Schools may well

group together for purposes of sharing common interests and

engaging in cooperative activities.

The Commission visualised a progressive implementation of

its proposals, via process rather than an event.

The Government reacted to the de Lange commission via a

white paper released on 23 November 1983. Its reaction must

be seen in terms of the Republic of South Africa

Constitution Act, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983) which had been

debated in September 1983 and which was predicated on an

"own affairs" dispensation of educational provision rather

than on a unitary and coordinated system as suggested by de

Lange. Education was to remain separate but equal. The

government accepted
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with the p~oviso that the p~inciples enacted in Act 39 of

1967 would still apply in that each population g~oup would

be involved in self dete~mination and have its own education

p~ovisioning. Thus the p~oposed system of cent~al cont~ol of

education was ~ejected. Two adviso~y councils we~e

established viz. the SACE to advise the Ministe~ of gene~al

education matte~s at school level, including teache~

t~aining, and a sepa~ate adviso~y council fo~ unive~sities

and technikons (UTAC) to advise the Ministe~ on gene~al

education matte~s at te~tia~y level. The dia~chy c~eated in

1910 was the~efo~e still ent~enched. A Committee on

Education St~uctu~es (CES) suppo~ted by a ~esea~ch committee

(RECES) was envisaged fo~ matte~s ~elating to sala~ies and

conditions of se~vice. The Committee of Heads of Education

was ~etained with wide~ ~ep~esentation. The Committee of

Unive~sity P~incipals (CUP) was ~etained with colou~ed and

Indian unive~sity ~ep~esentation. A Committee of

P~incipals was

~ep~esentation.

envisaged with Indian and

Technikon

colou~ed

Each population g~oup was to have a p~ofessional

with a cent~al ~egiste~ing body. The p~inciple of

council,

statuto~y

~ecognition of the o~ganised teaching p~ofession and

pa~ticipation in educational planning was accepted. The

p~inciple of a standa~d 10 minimum admission ~equi~ement fo~

teache~ t~aining, and a minimum th~ee yea~ cou~se of

t~aining, was suppo~ted. College and technikon teache~

t~aining was

unive~sities,

Chapte~ Th~ee

still to take place in coope~ation with
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The government also accepted the recommendation of a

National Council for Standards, Evaluation and

Certification. In principle, the parity of funding was

accepted, to be achieved in the shortest possible time. The

proposal of nine years of compulsory education

(incorporating six years of compulsory schooling) was

accepted in principle.

3.10 REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA CONSTITUTION ACT,

1983 (ACT 110 OF 1983)

In 1983 a new Constitution was entrenched which had far

reaching and divisive effects for educational provision.

Indian, coloured, white and black educational provision were

separated even further via the own affairs' concept

implicit in the tricameral system. In effect, education was

as education was not completely

administered separately,

apartheid lines. However,

and supposedly equally, along

divisible, a general affairs education administration was

also instituted. Furthermore, each of the 10 homelands had

its own education department, giving a total of 15 ministers

of education with 15 departments of education (SAIRR 1984:

653). It has been estimated that the unnecessary duplication

of functions represented by 15 different and separate

ministeries of education costs in excess of Rl00 million per

annum (Cordtek 1990:33). The oft repeated goal of a unitary

and coordinated national educational provision was

shattered. Similarly economic efficiency had

discounted for political and ideological reasons.

been
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Part IV of the constitution defined own affairs' as:

14 (1) Matters which specially or differentially affect a

population group in relation to the maintenance of its

identity and the upholding and furtherance of its way of

life, culture, traditions and customs, are •.. own affairs in

relation to such a populaton group.

15 Matters which are not own affairs of a population

group ... are general affairs.

Own affairs in education at all levels include:

Education at all levels, including-

(1) instruction by way of correspondence, and institutions

providing such instruction;

(2) the training of adults in the trades at centres

established by the State President ... ; and

(3) training of cadets at schools ..• and official school

sport.

but subject to any general law in relation to-

(a) norms and standards for the financing of running and

capital costs of education;

(b) salaries and conditions of employment of staff and

professional registration of teachers; and

Cc) norms and standards for syllabuses and for

certification of qualifications.
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The concept of

of matte~s:

own affai~s' is p~edicated on the p~inciple

" ... which specifically o~ diffe~entially affect a
population g~oup in ~elation to the maintenance of its
identity and the upholding and fu~the~ance of its way
of life, cultu~e, t~aditions and customs" (8eh~ 1984:
364) •

The educational dispensation contained in the Constitution

was implemented via the National Policy fo~ Gene~al

Education Affai~s Act, 1984 (Act 76 of 1984) . The Act

empowe~s the Ministe~ of National Education, afte~

consultation with the ministe~s ~esponsible fo~ the

education of the diffe~ent population g~oups, to dete~mine

the gene~al eduction policy no~ms within the f~amewo~k of

the 11 p~inciples of education explicated by the de Lange

Commission. The Act fu~the~ p~ovides fo~ the establishment

of the va~ious adviso~y bodies a~ising out of the de Lange

Commission ~ecommendations.

The South Af~ican Council fo~ Education was established and

cha~ged with advising the Ministe~ of National Education on

gene~al education affai~s/matte~s and all the ministe~s of

education on any aspect ~ega~ding coope~ation between the

va~ious depa~tments of State ~esponsible fo~ education. A

Committee of Heads of Education Depa~tments was established

with a simila~ mandate.

The Committee on Education St~uctu~es (CES) and a ~esearch

committee to assist it (RECES) we~e mandated in section 2(3)

to advise on sala~ies and conditions of employment.
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Universities and Technikons were to be controlled in terms

of Act 76 of 1984 by the Universities and Technikons

Advisory Council (UTAC) who were to advise the Minister with

regard to:

3. Powers of Advisory Council.

(1) The Advisory Council shall, with due regard to the

general policy determined under section 2 (1) of the

National Policy for General Eduction Affairs Act, ' 1984 (Act

No. 76 of 1984), advise the Minister in regard to

(a) any provision of any law in terms of which a university

or a technikon is administered or which is applicable in

respect of any such institution;

(b) the establishment, development and extension of

universities and technikons;

(c) the academic fields in which universities and

technikons should be active;

(d) degree, diploma and certificate courses offered at

universities and diploma and certificate courses offered at

technikons or which should be so offered;

(e) the granting of subsidies to universities and

technikons in respect of capital and recurrent expenditure,

the basis on which, and the conditions subject to which ,

subsidies shall be granted, the purposes for which such

subsidies shall be used, and the requirements of each
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university and technikon in this respect in relation to the

general requirements of higher education in the Republic;

(f) any other matter relating to universities and

technikons which the Minister may refer to the Advisory

Council, or in respect of which the Advisory Council may

deem it necessary or expedient to advise the Minister; and

(g) in general, all questions of policy arising out of the

provisions of laws in terms of which universities and

technikons are administered, or which are connected

therewith.

The outcome of the new constitutional dispensation in

education was summed up in the 1984 Annual Report of the

Department of National Education:

"This means that the different Ministers responsible
for the administration of the Government departments
handling education have the power to control their
sub-systems independently. They may introduce advisory
and consultative structures, demarcate the functions of
educational institutions and determine by whom they are
to be managed or administered. The Ministers also have
the power, subject to approval by the various political
authorities, to provide educational institutions with
resources and to exercise control over the utilization
thereof •.. by creating a policy department with, for the
first time, overall control over the determination of
national policy in respect of education affairs ..• has
ensured that the achievement of the goal of equal
quality education has become a feasible one - ' a l t ho u g h
without impairing the autonomy of the different
education institutions" (Pittendrigh 1986:314).

This was considered an achievement in government circles.

3.11 SECOND NATIONAL EDUCATION COMMISSION OF

1985-1986 REPUBLIC OF BOPHUTHATSWANA

In 1978 the Lekhela Commission considered aspects of
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education in Bophuthatswana. The second Commission reported

in 1986 after looking both backwards and forwards. It

therefore provides an interesting account of educational

needs and developments in a southern African black state.

The greatest challenge facing the educational system of

Bophuthatswana was identified as that of values and

attitudes. Clear statements of principle, containing themes

of equity, quality. co-responsibility and efficiency were

elucidated to form the basis of educational provision.

As a new nation, emphasis was placed by the first Commission

on dismantling the

new nation.

inherited system and the building of a

The Commission identified the particular challenges faced by

education in a third world context as being:

Rapid cultural and social change make the process of

gradual cultural development difficult and leave many young

people without a sense of belonging and self-worth;

Many young people have difficulty in respecting the

older generation and identifying with their value system;

Educationists have difficulty in understanding youth in

its political awareness and apparent disregard for

authority;

Motivation of pupils is too often directed towards the

memorisation of facts and the acquisition of a certificate;

and
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Unemployment and political turbulance do not promote

the desire for a broad humanistic education. (Bophuthatswana

1986: 9) .

Economic goals are implicit in the Commission 's aims. The

need for a proper balance between legitimate manpower

Relevance is stressed in

demands and the requirements of a broad general

are stressed.

needs within an evolving society,

terms of

including

education

personal

national

development. Citizens need to be able to contribute to, and

benefit from, the community.

In terms of teacher education, the problems associated with

a developing third world country are highlighed. A shortage

of physical and manpower resources is of central concern in

teacher training. Among the practising teachers,

underqualification, inadequate in-service provision and less

service are of concern.than optimal conditions of

the second Commission notes that the number of

However

teachers

being trained has increased by 65'l. and that the level of

teacher qualification has notably improved. The number of

teachers being trained however falls substantially short of

what would be required if compulsory education were to be

introduced.

In-service education receives especial consideration by the

Commission. The ambit of in-service provision is interpreted

widely to include induction and probationary aspects for the

first year teacher. Emphasis falls on three areas viz. the

professionally unqualified, the academically underqualified

(i.e. no standard 10 certificate) and those teachers seeking
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additional qualifications. It is felt that in-se~vice

effo~ts should be coo~dinated with p~e-se~vice t~aining, be

unified o~ganisationally, and delive~ed to the teache~,

~athe~ than being cent~alised.

The in-se~vice initiative in Bophuthatswana is based on

school examination ~esults, with p~io~ity being given to the

weake~ schools. Although the colleges have been designated

ideally to se~ve as focal points fo~ INSET, the effo~ts a~e

decent~alised with ce~tain schools being selected fo~

in-se~vice wo~k and ci~cuit subject committees a~e involved

in the p~ocess. Attendance at in-se~vice cou~ses is

compulso~y fo~ those teache~s selected to attend a cou~se.

Real and seve~e p~oblems have been encounte~ed in the

in-se~vice p~ovision, cente~ing a~ound the lack of financial

and manpowe~ ~esou~ces. The se~vice is also poo~ly equipped

in lea~ning mate~ials and accommodation. One aspect of the

p~oblem appea~s to be that no sepa~ate p~ovision has been

made in the budget fo~ in-se~vice education.

The Commission ~eite~ated the need for a college-based

regional in-se~vice p~ovision for seconda~y education

p~oviding that the organisation is clearly delineated,

and p~operly established.adequately p~ovisioned

teacher development is handled via a Primary

P~ima~y

Upg~ade

P~og~amme which is more school based. The in-service

initiative, it is felt, should focus on the development of

classroom skills and expe~tise and not on fo~mal academic

qualifications, which should be offe~ed through the

university and the colleges.
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It is r-ecommended that INSET should be planned and

coor-dinated centr-ally,

ser-vice for- middle and

with other- colleges deliver-ing the

high schools and pr-imar-y in-ser-vice

being offer-ed thr-ough the schools. As an adjunct, the

Commission r-ecommended the establishment of Teacher-s '

Resour-ce Centr-es to suppor-t teacher-s in ter-ms of media,

copying facilities, low cost mater-ials, in-ser-vice cour-ses

and to stimulate innovative teaching (Bophuthatswana 1986:

84). It is envisaged that shor-t cour-ses would be offer-ed at

these centr-es as par-t of the in-ser-vice pr-ovision. The aim

facilities, especially the collegesis to utilise existing

which alr-eady contain the facilities, mater-ials and staff

exper-tise. The link with pre-service training would

be pr-omoted.

ther-eby

The affiliation of the colleges with the university will be

discussed in detail later in this wor-k, but this ar-rangement

was an integr-al par-t of the Commission's recommendations.

Longer- ter-m recommendations included the pr-oposal that

oppor-tunities for- higher education be expanded through the

development of community colleges, which would be based

initially at the colleges of education and the technikon,

and provide diver-se programmes of a for-mal, non-formal and

cultur-al enrichment natur-e.

It was proposed that a Teaching Service Commission be

consider-ed for- the administration and planning of teaching

matters.
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3.12 REGIONAL INITIATIVES AND PERCEPTIONS

addressed future

A number of

(incorporating

regional

KwaZulul

initiatives

have

in the Natal

the

region

of

educational provision in the region.

3.12.1 KWAZULU NATAL INDABA

The KwaZulu Natal Indaba reported in 1986 on its perceptions

of a future education system within the parameters of its

constitutional proposals. Education in the region was

characterised by " ... differing levels of development and

sophistication, of different scales of provision of

and facilities, and of different levels in

staff

the

qualifications of teachers" . The system of education

recommended was one which would be

would address the backlogs in

the same

provision,

for all

based on

and

the

following principles and objectives:

The provision of open-ended, non-racial, public

education in a common system which respects and protects the

language and cultural rights of all its inhabitants shall be

the responsibility of the province, which shall also be

charged with the maintenance of high educational standards;

Mindful of the enormous backlog in education, the

province shall, as a matter of urgency, place a high

priority on the achievement of equal provision of, and

access to, education of the highest quality to enable all

learners to achieve their full potential;
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Recognising that the achievement of thi6 objective will

~equi~e well qualified and dedicated teache~s in sufficient

numbe~s, the p~ovince must accept the ~esponsibility of

p~oviding facilities and oppo~tunities fo~ the t~aining of

teache~s to meet the needs of the public education system;

The system of fo~mal school education shall be child

cent~ed, p~oviding fo~ the p~ese~vation of cultu~al

identity, yet consciously seeking to p~omote positive

unive~sal values, as well a5 developing the child 's

inte~ests, aptitudes and abilities. It shall be ~elevant to

his effective pa~ticipation in the futu~e in the life of his

community and the South Af~ican society of his time and age;

The p~ovince shall ~espect the ~ights of pa~ents to

ensu~e education fo~ thei~ child~en in confo~mity with thei~

~eligious, cultu~al and philosophical convictions;

The o~ganisation and administ~ation of education should

fu~nish oppo~tunities fo~ cooperation among all those

conce~ned, including teachers, pa~ents, pupils, education

autho~ities, p~ivate ente~p~ise and the community at la~ge;

The value of non-formal education as a supplement to

the formal system should be recognised and such non-fo~mal

education should be encouraged;

-The management of all ~elevant educational resources should

be devolved to the lowest app~op~iate level of authority;

and
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In recognition of the contribution of private schools

to education in South Africa, the province should continue

to provide assistance to private schools.

The proposed management structure envisaged was a single

department of education coupled with a provincial tier and

devolution of decision-making and administrative power,

right down through the regional level to the district level

and to sc hoo I committees, with power over school matters,

all to be coordinated ata regional and a national level. A

regional Education Council, representative of the stake

holders in education, would advise the Minister and

coordinate and monitor education and would be consulted on

proposed legislation and regulations.

Of particular importance to education in the region was a

sound initial preparation of teachers and the enrichment and

upgrading of underqualified teachers.

The duration of compulsory schooling was predicated on equal

financing and the capacity of the State to finance it.

Additional funds should be raised to eliminate the backlogs

in the provision of physical facilities and to improve and

extend the educational services. Compensatory provision to

eliminate backlogs in physical facility provision and in

providing sufficient appropriately qualified

necessary to ensure equal education.

teachers was

3.12.2 NATAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT INVESTIGATION

In 1986 the Natal Education Department investigation into
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Teacher Education for the 21st Century was completed.

Given the demographic differentials between thE' various

racial groups, and the surpluses of teachers in the Natal

Education Department alongside the serious shortfalls in the

other departments, it was considered prudent, in the long

term interests of the region, to enable teachers to move

from one department to another. This was a radical

suggestion from an 'own affairs' department, but reflected a

pragmatic awareness of the educational needs and issues in

the region.

The committee endorsed the equal opportunities stance of the

de Lange Commission. It decried the lack of qualified

teachers and the wastage implicit in the high drop-out rate

in black primary schooling and urged that the distinction

should be made between essentials and desirables in

financing education. Finances were seen as a joint

state/citizen responsibility, as both benefited from the

investment, with lifelong learning being the joint

responsibility of the education authorities and the private

sector. Taking its lead from the HSRC research

the NED Committee considered

'Investigation into

Prospects' (1985)

Intergroup Relations and Future

teacher

education vis-a-vis intergroup relations.

It acknowledged that the segregation of groups along racial

lines was a major source of conflict and recommended that a

systematic in-service programme dealing with the development

of positive white group relations should be instituted.

Teachers should be assisted to develop skills and
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sensitivities related to multi-cultural education in

colleges and via in-service training . Curricula should be

adapted to meet the above ends. Colleges of education should

be permitted to open their admission's policy to include all

races, thereby reducing the shortage in teacher education

and sensitising teachers in training to intergroup matters

and cross cultural competence. Non formal educational

provision and training should be instituted, and education

should be more relevant to pupi 1 needs in society

(vocational and personal).

It was stressed that teacher education needed to be

integrated with educational planning and curriculum renewal,

and to be perceived as a continuous lifelong process.

Provision should be made for educational authorities,

t e a c he r education institutions and the organised teaching

profession to share the responsibility for in-service

teacher education.

3.13 LATTER DAY LEGISLATION

Recent developments in legislative initiatives are presented

be l o w.

3.13.1 CERTIFICATION COUNCIL LEGISLATION

During the course of 1986 legislation enabled the

establishment of the SA Certification Council (Act 85 of

1986) and a similar council for technikons (Act 88 of 1986).

The object of the South African Certification Council was

specified as
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issued by the Council ... represent the same standard of

education and examination." In effect, these councils were

designed to coordinate and liaise between examining bodies,

or their representative boards,

of equivalence in certification.

to work towards some level

3.13.2 'OWN AFFAIRS' LEGISLATION

The National Education Policy Amendment Act (House of

Assembly), 1986 (Act 103 of 1986) rationalised educational

matters in terms of the 'own affairs ' dispensation and the

demise of the provinces as an elected tier of government.

Moves were made to allow for a greater participation of the

organised teaching profession and the organised parent

community in education, in schools, and in the training of

teachers. The National Education Council was abolished and

provincial education councils were provided for in the Act

to:

" .•• a d v i s e the Minister, the Department and the
provincial education department in regard to matters
relating to education referred to it by the Minister,
the Department or the "p r o v i n i a l education department,
or which the education council wishes to bring to the
attention of the Minister, the Department or the
provincial education department"~

The Natal Education Council was convened on 26 August

It is purely an advisory body and it:

is consulted in connection with teacher training;

1987.

appoints a provincial advisory committee for teacher

training;
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is consulted in connection with national education

policy and draft legislation;

takes the necessary steps to bring about the

implementation of the policy determined by the Minister;

provides the Minister, the Department and the

provincial education department with advice, either on

request or on its own initiative;

receives recommendations from the Committee of Heads of

Education on the way in which education policy should be

carried out on a coordinated basis;

receives advice on educational matters at its own

request or on the initiative of the Committee of Heads of

Education; and

determines its own rules and procedures for meetings.

Matters submitted to the Education Council for comment,

advice and recommendations include:

draft budgets and expenditure;

capital expenditure: major works, minor works,

maintenance according to priorities;

the purchase and alienation of grounds and buildings;

the composition of specific statutory boards;

bus transport: routes and contracts;

school funds and trust funds;
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tuition fees;

services at own cost;

the annual report of the education department; and

other educational matters not indicated in the powers

specified.

3.13.3 TERTIARY EDUCATION ACT

The Tertiary Education Act, 1988 (Act 66 of 1988) provided

that the Minister could establish colleges to provide

tertiary eduction. University, technikon and teaching

qualifications and other courses could be offered in

conjunction with the relevant institutions/certification

bodies.

3.13.4 EDUCATION AFFAIRS ACT

Under the Education Affairs Act (House of Assembly),

1988 (Act 70 of 1988) provision was made, inter alia, for

the establishment of regional councils, which control

districts in the region, each district being controlled by a

school board.

3.14 REVIEW

The above review of issues and events in education,

inclUding teacher education, have been predominantly from a

white perspective. This is because of the historical indices

at play in the past.

However, this research is not limited to white teacher
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education p~ovision and a b~ief review of black, Indian and

coloured educational p~ovision is necessa~y to give a mo~e

complete pictu~e.

3.15 COLOURED EDUCATION

Colou~ed education fell unde~ the aegis of the p~ovincial

councils f~om 1910 to 1963. The Colou~ed Pe~sons Education

Act, 1963 (Act 47 of 1963) t~ansfe~~ed the ~esponsibility

fo~ the education of the colou~ed community f~om the

p~ovincial administ~ation to the Depa~tment of Colou~ed

Affai~s of the cent~al gove~nment in 1964. An education

council was established to advise the gove~nment on all

matte~s affecting the education of colou~ed people.

The Colou~ed Pe~sons Rep~esentative Council Act, 1968 ( Act

52 of 1968) c~eated a legislative council to cont~ol

colou~ed affai~s, including education matte~s, with the

influence of such a legislative mechanism changed ove~

concu~~ence of the Ministe~. The p~ecise natu~e and

time

and with the political fo~ces at play. With the advent of

the new Constitution in 1983, colou~ed education obtained a

deg~ee of legislative autonomy via the House of

Rep~esentatives, an

colou~ed pe~sons.

own affai~s' legislative chambe~ fo~

Colou~ed education has ove~ the yea~s been influenced by

political issues and movements, in the ea~ly yea~s by

apa~theid st~ictu~es and in late~ yea~s by school boycotts.

The facto~s cited as inst~umental to the school boycotts

we~e the lack of spo~ting, lib~a~y and labo~ato~y
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in funding of the dividedteachers, inequality

facilities, overcrowded classrooms, lack of qualified

education

system and a call for a unitary policy.

Coloured teacher education was carried out primarily via the

church in the early days. In the 1920's coloured teacher

training colleges came into being. A three year post

standard 6 and a two year post standard 8 training were

offered for pre-service students initially. Post senior

certificate courses commenced in 1943.

A variety of courses was offered over the years with

differing admission requirements and duration of studies.

Since 1982 the three year Diploma in Education (DE), with a

senior certificate admission requirement, has been standard

for primary teachers and the four year Higher Diploma in

Education (HDE) for the secondary teachers, with the same

minimum admission requirements. The degree and post graduate

teacher 's diploma qualifications are also a common training

for high school teachers, although a partially completed

degree can permit admission to the Secondary Teachers'

Diploma (STD) (Behr 1984:254-257).

3.16 INDIAN EDUCATION

Indian education followed a similar pattern to coloured

education. Educational provision was poor and the parents

shouldered the cost of buildings, with the province

gra d u a l l y taking over some of this responsibility. In 1943

the teachers in State aided schools were put on the Natal

Education Department payroll.
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Springfield Training College was established in 1951,

offering a two year Natal Teahers' Diploma (NTD) and a three

year Natal Teachers ' Senior Diploma, (NTSD) these courses

being identical to the courses offered for whites.

In 1965 the Indian Education Act, 1965 (Act 61 of 1965)

brought the control of Indian education under a special

African Indian Council Act,

division of the Department of Indian Affairs. The South

1968 (Act 31 of 1968) created a

legislative body representative of the Indian community to

advise the Government of matters affecting the Indian

people, including educational matters. These control

arrangements evolved and changed over time and according to

the ongoing political vicissitudes. Under the 1983

Constitution, Indian education fell under the Indian chamber

of Parliament, the House of Delegates,

department.

as an own affair'

Teacher training consists of post senior certificate

diplomas at Springfield college of education and university

training, including a four year integrated degree course at

the University of Durban-Westville. Enormous strides have

been made in upgrading teacher qualifications via in-service

courses.

3.17 BLACK EDUCATION

Education for black persons is commonly perceived by them to

association of

be an inferior education. A symposium held by the

inspectors in Lebowa (Lebowa 1979:2)

expressed this feeling forcefully:
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"It is common knowledge that the record of the
education of the Black in the Republic of South Africa
has been a sorry one over the year». It has been based
on chronic statutory discrimination that has purposely
handicapped full and free development and utilisation
of talents of the black people. In the process the
Blacks have been denied compulsory and free education,
much to the dangerous deterioration of black-white
relationships in this country".

From the time of Union, black education was placed under

provincial control. The Eiselen Commission was requested to

investigate and report on " ... education for Blacks as an

independent race in which their past and present, their

inherent racial qualities, their distinctive characteristics

and aptitudes and their needs under ever-changing social

conditions ... " The report,

controversial.

published in 1951, was very

The Eiselen findings included:

the educational programme was not part of a

socio-economic development plan;

the black persons had no adequate control in their

education;

inspection and supervision were inadequate;

pupils were at school for too short a period of time;

black schooling tended to be too academic; and

teachers were not sufficiently involved in planning and

developing.

The Commission highlighted the desire for education amongst

black persons and the extreme aversion to any education
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specially adapted for the Bantu (Behr 1984:179) and felt

that any differentiation in education would be to their

detriment and would not lead to certificates of equal value.

be removed

recommended

separate department at

provincial level of

the

blackofthe controlthat

from the

ainvestedgovernment and

The Commission

education should

central government level, administered through regional

areas to accommodate ethnic differences, with local

structures to accommodate parental participation in their

children's education. The black local authorities would only

be entitled to take control of the schools if they complied

with the threefold test of cash, competence and consent,

which was the ability to collect school fees, the capability

of administering schools and their acceptability to the

local authorities (Behr 1984:181). The appointment of black

persons to senior

recommended.

posts in the teaching service was

The Black Education Act , 1953 (Act 47 of 1953) encapsulated

few of the Eiselen proposals. This Act was described as the

watershed in the control of black educational services

(Ackerman in Behr 1984:181). Education was transferred to

the central government, under the Department of Native

Affairs and the Minister was given wide powers under the

Act. The thrust of governmental comment was very patronising

and deeply regretted by black persons, who saw black

education as a means of suppressing their development. The

resentment of so called Bantu Education endures widely to

this day.
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Subsequent to the 1954 Act, va~ious of the black national

states, whethe~ gaining independence o~ not, have gained a

measu~e of self di~ection, but have been seve~ely hampe~ed

by the paucity of the financial p~ovision. Although

administ~atively independent, they ~emained closely linked

p~ofessionally to the then

(Beh~ 1984:184).

Depa~tment of Bantu Education

It had long been felt that some measu~e of compulso~y

schooling was the fi~st p~io~ity in black education. In 1953

only 411. of black child~en of school-going age we~e at

school. This had ~isen to just ove~ 701. by 1974. Of conce~n

was the ea~ly schooling d~opout ~ates . Of the child~en who

commenced schooling, app~oximately half completed fou~ yea~s

of schooling, 281. completed thei~ p~ima~y education, 71. the

Junio~ Ce~tificate (including those who mat~iculated). Thus

half of the child~en neve~ attained functional lite~acy.

The age ~age of pupils was a complicating facto~ with 17

yea~ olds in sub A not being uncommon. In 1977, peren t s

ente~ing thei~ child~en into school

to unde~take to keep them at school

in Sub A we~e ~equi~ed

until they completed

Standa~d 2. This gave a measu~e of compulso~y schooling.

Othe~ p~oblems consistently highlighted in black education

have been the high staff/pupil ~atios, the paucity of

class~oom fu~nishing, the sha~ing of textbooks and poo~ly

qualified teache~s. All of these facto~s can be t~aced to

the paucity of

comments:
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"Gover-nment policy in r-egar-d to the financing of Black
education has been contr-over-sial over- the year-so
.•• because all education is planned by Whites, on the
basis of separ-ate pr-ovision for- differ-ent gr-oups,
Blacksr-emain "suspicious and r-esentful towar-ds the
education system and its intentions" ".

Fr-om 1980, the gover-nment has pledged itself to the goal of

equal eduction for- all population gr-oups, and has moved in

that dir-ection. Ther-e is a long way to go however- in

obtaining par-ity of cur-r-ent pr-ovisioning, let alone

addr-essing the consider-able backlogs.

One of the most sever-e factor-s r-esulting in the pover-ty of

schooling has been the politicisation of schooling and the

r-esultant r-iots, boycotts and stayaways. The Soweto r-iots of

1976 wer-e a tur-ning point in this r-egar-d. The Cillie

Commission investigated the cir-cumstances sur-r-ounding the

S o we t o r-iots and the fator-s which led ther-eto. Befor-e the

r-iots, many pupils wer-e r-efusing to attend school and

intimidation was r-ife. This boycotting, often accompanied by

v iolence, pr-ovided fr-uitful cir-cumstances for- the r-iots.

The ostensible r-eason for- r-ioting was the enfor-cement of

Afr-ikaans as a medium of instr-uction in black schools. This

was the flashpoint for- the welled up anger- against r-acial

di s c r-i mi n a t i o n to br-eak out. Racial discr-imination was an

anathema to black per-sons and br-ed gr-eat hatr-ed and

di scontent among the black people. Cillie stated that

v ir-tually all the legislation r-egar-ding the r-elations

between the r-aces was separ-ationist and seen ther-efor-e by

the blacks and colour-eds as unjust and discr-iminator-y. It

was commonly felt that effor-ts to tr-y to cor-r-ect matter-s

wer-e futile as ther-e was the impr-ession that the author-ities

..
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we~e inaccessible and ~elentless. The~e was dissatisfaction

with the standa~d of education, the quality of teaching, the

school buildings and equipment. Unde~pinning all these

g~ievances we~e the ideological pa~amete~s of the apa~theid

policy with its " ... p~emeditated effo~t to educate the

such a way that he would be submissive to theBlack pupil in

Whites" (Beh~ 1984:197). D~ Ve~woed had exp~essed in

Pa~liament in the 1950's that black education was to equip

blacks fo~ thei~ station in life, which was to be " ... the

labou~e~ in the count~y... " (Mungazi 1983:167).

The ~estlessness su~~ounding black education has neve~

~eally abated since 1976, in spite of attempts by the

gove~nment and the autho~ities to ~emedy those facets which

encou~aged the active involvement of parents,

They towa~dshave moved

limitations

p~ovision,

aimed at a

financial

pa~ity of

thepowe~s andthei~

imposed.

a~e within

g~eate~ coo~dination with othe~ depa~tments, p~ofessed the

ideal of f~ee and compulso~y education and the language of

inst~uction issue has been ~esolved. However, the issues in

contention ~emain, exace~bated by pove~ty, unemployment and

political violence. School ing is not exempt f~om the

tensions in society and this is evident in black schooling.

The paucity of the black senio~ ce~tificate ~esults remains

p~oposals on of teache~ education, and

a symbol of what is not

the provision

~ight in black education. Any

its

development, will need to add~ess the f~ustrations and

aspi~ations conce~ning black education.
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A compounding factor in the discontent surrounding the

provision of education is the differential wealth of the

population groups. The Chief Minister of KwaZulu indicated

in an address to CORDTEK (1990:31) that household earnings

in the KwaZulu-Natal region were R6000 per annum for whites,

R1600 per annum for blacks (urban) and R450 per annum for

blacks rural.

3.18 CURRENT PARAMETERS

Some indication of the current position in education in

South Africa, and the current issues and trends will

complete the picture of educational provision and provide a

basis for discussing future developments.

According to the latest available figures (in 1988), the

financial provision for education was as follows

88/89:245):

(SAIRR

Amount

Department of Education & Training R1,64 billion

Homelands R2,45 billion

'l. increase

10

25,6

Coloured

Indian

White

Rl,l billion

R46,3 million

R3,73 billion

10

14

12

-------------------------

Total R9,4 billion 16

Table 1 - The financial
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The per capita expenditure was as follows:

Including capital Excluding capital

Expenditure Expenditure Difference

DET 595,39 (25) 503,78 (37) 91.61

Coloured 1507,55 (48) 1286.15 (45) 221 .40

Indian 2014.88 (6 ) 1857,24 (8 ) 157.64

White 2722.00 (9 ) 2538,00 (10) 184.00

KwaZulu 411.58 (n/a) 355,21(n/a) 56.37

The percentage increase is given in brackets.

Table 2 - Per capita expenditure on education

It can be seen that the ratio of spending when compared to

white spending is as follows:

DET

Col

Ind

KwaZulu

1:4,57

1:1,81

1:1,35

1:6,61

Table 3 - Ratio of spending on education

Although the KwaZulu/White ratio represents a substantial

expenditure differential, it also represents a significant

improvement from the 1:12,8 at the time of the de Lange

Commission in 1981 (SAIRR 1981:334). The paucity in the
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capital expenditure differential, given the enormous backlog

and need, identified in the Buthelezi Commission report for

physical amenities, indicates that in this area of

expenditure the government is not keeping up with current

needs, let alone catching up with deficit needs.

The costs of teacher training are relevant to this research

and are as follows:

Department

DET

Coloured

Indian

White

teacher training total

expenditure expenditure I. of total

88 126 000 1 640 728 000 5.37

63 298 000 1 103 369 000 5.74

10 010 000 463 240 000 2.16

121 661 000 3 727 539 000 3.26

Table 4 - Expenditure on teacher training

In a study in 1988 entitled Race against the ratios, Vanessa

Gaydon calculated that the government would save R40 million

if it allowed black student teachers to fill empty places in

white colleges of education. It was expressed in Parliament

by Mr Andrew that, if black student teachers were allowed to

fill the empty places in white colleges, the number of black

student teachers would be increased by almost 501. without

any additional cost (SAIR 88/89:281). In 1986 the white

college potential intake was 11270 whilst the actual

was 8872 giving a vacancy figure of 2398 places.

intake
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Of consequence in any educational planning is the fact that

in 1987 an estimated 1051189 children of school-going age

estimates are closer

school.16 years) were not attending(i.e. 7 to

to double this figure. In

Other

black

education, schooling

where the school

is only compulsory in

committees have requested

those schools

it. This means

that 25155 school children are subject to compulsory

education, whilst 1669885 are not in school.

Pupil/teacher ratios are still of concern. The latest

figures are (SAIRR 1988/89:260):
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DET

Coloured

Indian

White

Overall

41 to 1

25 to 1

20 to 1

16 to 1

Primary Secondary

Bophuthatswana

Ciskei

Gazankulu

KaNgwane

KwaNdebele

KwaZulu

Lebowa

QwaQwa

Transkei

Venda

Table 5 - Pupil/teacher ratios

37 to 1 34 to 1

43 to 1 25 to 1

43 to 1 32 to 1

41 to 1 35 to 1

40 to 1 37 to 1

54 to 1 40 to 1

44 to 1 39 to 1

32 to 1 31 to 1

62 to 1 21 to 1

34 to 1 25 to 1

It is evident that white education is overly favoured in

this regard, whilst black education is underprovided. With

an average of 62 pupils per primary school teacher, as in

the Transkei, the range is likely to be excessive in many
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instances, as an average must incorporate many small~r

classes, thereby requiring some very large classes indeed.

J van Zijl (Mentor Volume 72, Number 1, 1980:5) mentions the

Lindelinse area which has one school for a population of

140000 persons.

Pillay (in Nasson & Samuel 1990:39) warns that, although

teacher pupil ratios provide some insight into the the

situation in schools, they do not give any indication of the

level of training reached by the teachers. Although the

numerical shortage of African teachers is serious, a

critical problem remains the poor qualifications of the

majority of the teachers. Unfortunately the pattern is a

vicious circle of poorly qualified teachers, producing

poorly qualified pupils who in

qualified teachers.

turn go on to become poorly

The total number of teachers and pupils is of concern in any

revision of teacher education systems.
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Teachers Pupils

DET 50 331 1 885 373

Non independant homelands 63 549 2 818 640

Independant homelands 50 964 1 940 846

Coloured 34 837 812 889

Indian 11 013 234 476

White 52 688 954 454

-------- -----------

Total 263 382 8 646 678

Table 6 - Numbers of teachers and pupils

The gross average teacher/pupil ratio for the country is 1

teacher for every 33 children. Consequently it can be seen

that white education has approximately twice the number of

teachers when compared to the national average. It is

obvious that with between one and two million children of

school going age not in school, and with the high pupil

tea c he r ratio throughout black education, and the fact that

136926 children are taught via the platoon or the double

session system, a significant number of additional teachers

is required. It is also evident that teacher education is

servicing, via pre-service, in-service and further

education, a considerable work force. It has been calculated

that if a post standard 10 teacher 's certificate or diploma

is regarded as the minimum qualification for a teacher, the
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numbers of teachers who would not be adequately qualified

would be for the DET and non independent homelands 541., and

for the coloured department 341.. If the minimum

standard ten training, then 891. of the black teachers

qualification is set at three years of recognised post

(DET

and non independent homelands) are not adequately qualified.

In spite of the shortages of teachers elucidated above, and

because of the lack of finances and classrooms, there was

talk, some confirmed and some speculation, that qualified

teachers were in fact unable to gain employment in certain

areas. In coloured education in 1989 for example, there were

1227 teachers unemployed, and for the 1700 bursary holders,

only 700 posts were likely to be available when they

qualified. At the beginning of 1988 only 35 of the 120 newly

qualified teachers on department loans had been placed in

Because of insufficient funding, the possibilityschools .

existed of 2300 teachers being dismissed (SAIRR

1988/89:277).

A similar position has emerged in Indian education. It was

reported that in 1988 of the 287 student teachers who had

graduated from the University of Durban-Westville, only 87

had received teaching appointments. Statements were made

that teachers would have to be put off if additional funds

were not provided.

The number of students in training at colleges of

in 1988 were as follows (author research):

Chapter Three
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Students Colleges

DET 8767 14

Non independant homelands 24805 27

Colour-ed 8064 13

Indian 1174 2

White 8487 15

Total 51197 71

Table 7 - Number- of students in tr-aining at colleges of

education

The number- of white teacher-s gr-aduating fr-om the

Univer-sities in 1988 was 2224 as compar-ed with the 2457

gr-aduating fr-om colleges. The number- of vacant places at

white colleges of education had r-isen to 4 137. Most of the

figur-es for- black student teacher-s tr-aining at univer-sities

wer-e unknown, but the figur-es for- the Univer-sities of the

Nor-th, Vista and Zululand wer-e 19869 student teacher-s in

tr-aining.

Based on 1984/85 figur-es (Education Statistics 1984 & 1985:

Summar-y, 1985) the staff/student r-atio for- colleges of

education and univer-sities wer-e as follows:
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White

Coloured

Indian

Black

Colleges 1:9.29

Universities 1:11.32

Colleges 1:12.49

Universities 1:20.46

Colleges 1:10.17

Universities 1:16.30

Colleges 1:14.39

Universities 1:19.25

Table 8 - The staff/student ratio for colleges of education

and universities

The average staff/student ratio for colleges was 11.98 and

for universities 12.71.

The total enrolment of students at all the universities in

South Africa (including the independent homelands) was

276538. It is not known what percentage of these students

were teachers in training or upgrading their qualifications,

but it is likely to be a reasonable proportion. Possibly it

is not an unreasonable guess that approximately 100000

teachers were studying at colleges, technikons and

universities in 1985.

Dreijmanis (1988:114-115) quotes the figures for college

enrolments in 1985 and provides an interesting insight by
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giving the male/female figu~es, which may be exp~essed as a

~atio:

White

Colou~ed

Indian

Black

1:4.1

1:2.1

1:2.6

1:2.3

Table 9 - Ratio of men to women students at colleges of

education

The differential income of te~tia~y institutions (D~eijmanis

1988:123-129) fo~ 1984 /85 we~e as follows:

Colou~ed Indian Af~ican White

College 13 078 000 5 260 000 18 097 000 31 032 496

(1978/1979)

University 20 873 000 26 061 000 80 364 000 421 532 000

Technikon 12 457 000 8 429 000 9 004 000 79 536 839

(1983)

Table 10 - Diffe~ential income of te~tia~y institutions by

~ace

The excessive expenditu~e on white te~tia~y education is

evident. The per capita expenditu~e fo~ unive~sities and

technikons is as follows:
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University Technikon

White (1983/1984) 3391 1680

Coloured (1984) 1915 5485

Indian (1984/1985) 1765 2605

Black (1984/1985) 2303 3161

Table 11 - Per capita expenditure for universities and

technikons by race

The coloured technikon figures for 1983 was 3172. Presumably

the 1984 figure was greater because of sudden growth or new

spending priorities associated with the establishment of the

House of Representatives.

If the college expenditure is estimated very roughly in

1984/85 terms, by extrapolating 1978 white expenditure to

1984/85 terms via various comparative figures, the gross

expenditure would be a 120 million rands for an estimated

200000 students, or a per capita cost of R600 per annum per

student which is very modest when compared with the

university and technikon figures.

The Department of Education in its annual report committed

itself to employ every means at its disposal to upgrade all

facets of teacher education. This department built 52

schools in 1987 out of the estimated 300 schools required

each year for black pupils. The Minister of Education and

Development Aid, Dr Viljoen, confirmed that, according to
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calculations based on 40 primary pupils per classroom and 35

secondary pupils per classroom, there was a shortage of 1084

classrooms at primary level and 2194 classrooms at secondary

school level under the Department of Education and

alone. These facilities would cost R262 million to

Training

provide.

If the primary and seconda ry pupils per classroom ratio were

lowered to 35 and 30 pupils respectively,

escalate to R617 million. The implication

were being turned away from school.

the cost would

was that pupils

v. Gaydon (1987:32) gives some idea of the task that lies

ahead in developing the qualifications of the teacher

qualifications of at colleges

educators, let alone

the

the

teaching

teachers.

staff

In 1985 the

of

education under the control of the DET and in the non-

independent homelands (NIH) were as follows:
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Qualifications DET NIH Total Per-centage

1 Without teaching diploma:

Technical cer-tificate

Standar-d 10

Degr-ee

Sub-total

5

4

12

21

13

4

39

56

18

8

51

77

1.34

0.59

3.79

5.52

2 With teaching diploma:

Standar-d 8

Technical cer-tificate

Standar-d 10 & P.T.C.

Standar-d 10 & S.T.C.

Standar-d 10 & 3 year-s

Degr-ee incomplete

1

14

23

33

48

8

8

3

87

144

7

46

9

17

110

117

55

54

0.67

1.26

8.17

13.15

4.09

4.01

Degr-ee

Special cer-tificate

Sub-total

337

26

490

450

34

779

787

60

1269

58.46

4.46

94.28

Table 12 - Qualifications of the teaching staff at colleges

of education under- the DET and the non-indepedent

homelands
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Moulder (1989:62) has stressed the importance of programmes

that will educate and train the people who will educate and

train the teachers, which he perceives to be more

than teacher enrichment courses.

important

Gray (Journal of Education University of Natal, Volume 17,

November 1985:61) warns against the technicist approach
I

to

the upgrading which concentrates exclusively on providing

materials and instructing teachers in their use. Technicism

refers to the conceptual misuse of scientific and

technological modes of reasoning to the point of dominance

over other interpretations of human existence, thereby

ignoring the complexity of actual experience in applying

theoretical constructs to problem solving (Buck land in

Kallaway 1984:371-373). Gray holds:

"The problem with the technicist response to the
situation is that it does not give proper consideration
to the people in their situation - their motivation,
interest, confidence, attitude and the myriad of
contextual factors that affect these".

Gray enumerates eight points for effective education:

( i ) the strategy used must be consistent with the

goals to be achieved;

( i i ) the strategy must be perceived globally in its

totality, rather than as a one-off discrete intervention;

(iii) the learning aimed at must be via the process

approach rather than a content approach;

(iv)

rushed;

the time scale must be realistic and cannot be
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(v) the learner must take an active part in what is

learned and how it is learned;

(vii) the learning strategy must be provided within an

infrastructure that enables the development to be ongoing;

and

(viii) the programme should be integral to the

institution and its ongoing procedures and business, and not

a matter apart.

The KwaZulu Education Department, apart from plans to build

new colleges, has a programme to upgrade their present

colleges to take 1000 students each, which will expand their

teacher education capacity considerably. J van Zijl reported

(Mentor 1990:5) that there was a shortage of 24600 teachers

in KwaZulu. In order to accommodate the increasing pupil

numbers and address the backlog, 13 new classrooms would be

required to be built per working day for the rest of the

c e n t u r y . Even with 1:50 teacher pupil ratio, the classroom

backlog in 1986 stood at 2370 units which were required. If

this ratio were adjusted to 1:35 for primary schools and

the shortage would esculate1 : 3 0 for secondary schools,

10740 and 2760 classrooms respectively. Dr Dhlomo in

to

an

unpublished address indicated that between 1986 and 1990 an

additional 550000 pupils had to be provided for in KwaZulu

schools.

Research in the Durban Functional Region highlighted the

education problems associated with massive urbanisation ,
a result of the depopulation of the rural areas. It

as

was
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estimated that by the year 2000, one and a half million

squatter children aged between 5 and 18 years would not be

able to go to school in that area. The Indaba highlighted

the fact that in a three year period, 13 thousand classrooms

would need to be built in KwaZulu in order to maintain the

present 56 to 1 pupil classroom.

In the face of this need, 58 white schools had ceased to be

used for schooling and there were at least 278000 empty

places .available at white schools.

Demographic trends and possibilities are an area of concern,

which need to be taken into account in considering

educational provision and development. In the KwaZulu Natal

region, by the year 2000, the proportion of black persons to

white persons will have changed substantially. Over 80% of

the population will be black, whilst the white population

will be less than 7% of the total population.

In spite of backlogs and current deficits, the future will

provide additional problems in educational provision.

Grobbler (Natal Town and Regional Planning Commission, 1985,

Report Number 65) has indicated the proportion of the

various population groups which are aged 14 and lower in

1990 thus:
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Black

Indian

White

Colou~ed

42.15%

31,45%

22,35%

33,33%.

Table 13 - P~opo~tion of the population g~oupings aged 14

and unde~ in 1990

This demonst~ates the ext~emely ~apid population g~owth

which is being expe~ienced. Fu~the~, it was estimated that

in 1985, 44% of the population in the Du~ban Functional

Region consisted of the info~mal black secto~, with all the

economic ~amifications fo~ schooling contained in this set

of ci~cumstances. Rapid u~banisation within a context of

high population g~owth has a delete~ious affect on the

o~ganisation and administ~ation of education, and bedevils

attempts at education planning and p~ovision.

I~onically, if the p~esent t~ends continue, the unemployment

figu~e fo~ the ~egion is expected to be 601. by the yea~

2000, whilst a 200000 figu~e fo~ the sho~tage of skilled

wo~ke~s is p~edicted.

3.19 EDUCATIONAL CRISIS IN SOUTH AFRICA

South Af~ica is said to be in an educational c~isis.

Education has become highly politicised and schooling has

been la~gely dysfunctional with boycotts, ~iots and

intimidation to the point of violence and bu~ning down
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schools. Engelbrecht and Nieuwenhuis (in Marais 1988:149)

typified the education problems as follows and

them in part to universal problems in education:

educational expectations are too high;

attribute

an extraordinary increase in the number of pupils;

increasing unaffordability of education;

inadequate facilities and untrained teachers;

educated unemployed persons;

inappropriate curricula and an over-emphasis on

academic oriented education;

a shortage of certain categories of manpower

(particularly the technically skilled) in the face of mass

unemployment; and

questionable standards of education.

These authors feel that the underlying problems are

political and point to the demands which have been commonly

made for:

the establishment of compulsory black education;

free education for all;

a fair division of the funds available for education.,

equality with regard to the pupil-teacher ratio;
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the uniform provision of facilities such as libraries

and laboratories;

text books that are objective, uniformly prescribed and

provided for all groups;

parity of salaries;

adequate training colleges for all teachers;

all education falling under one ministry; and

educational opportunities accessible to all.

Whether these are in fact political demands, as opposed to

educationally sound requests, would be hotly debated.

The black perception of deficit related to the poor senior

certificate results was highlighted in the Network

television programme of 31

described as being:

January 1989. The problems were

inferior teaching standards;

insufficient government expenditure on black education;

boycotts, intimidation, violence, disruption of classes

and the general unrest and dissatisfaction; and

the accumulative effects of the above, especially in

the lowered morale of the teachers and the pupils.

The black perception as to where to commence in correcting

the situation was given by Dr Dhlomo in an addresss to the

Natal Education Board on 20 August 1990:
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it must be acknowledged that education is in a state of

emergency;

the system must be completely transformed, rather than

merely readjusted;

no single player, including the government, can design

a new system in isolation;

all the key stakeholders must be involved

process;

in the

the widest range of stakeholders must be involved;

the process should include all in the consultation

(i.e. bottom up approach included);

the needs of the economy are as important as the needs

of the community, and the private sector should be involved;

the reality of the position with regard to available

resources must be taken into account;

administrators and educationists must also be involved

in the process;

all must move beyond ideological differences and

cooperate to transform education; and

the ultimate responsibility is to the children.

Kotze (1983:108) provided a breakdown in more general terms.

He sees education as being highly valued by all Third World

countries in general, this being particularly expressed in
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black communalism, which places g~eat emphasis on education

as a development agent. Fou~ p~emises of black communalism

rega~ding education have been highlighted viz.:

( i )

( i i )

Education must be a tool to effect national unity;

Education must be gea~ed to ~aise the cultu~al,

social, economic and intellectual level of the population;

(ii i) The substance of education must be conciously

aimed at foste~ing self-confidence, c~itical awa~eness, a

sense of community and positive self identification; and

(iv) Education must be gea~ed towa~ds b~eaking down

t~ibalism and sectional ism. Education should be compulso~y

and free, and open to all population g~oups.

The aim in the p~ovision of teache~ educato~s is to co~rect

deficiencies in the system, such as the pupil/teache~ ~atio,

classroom shortages and the heavy pupil drop-out rate.

Education should be seen to be relevant and related to the

cu~~ent societal situation, inluding political

manifestations. The patent political ove~tone is what

sepa~ates the black outlook f~om the weste~n, whe~e politics

is mo~e likely

agenda.

to be latent, albeit as a powe~ful hidden

The result of such an outlook vis-a-vis the pe~ceived

injustices of apa~theid Bantu education, has ~esulted in

education becoming an inst~ument of political ~eform. Van

den Aardweg (quoted in Ma~ais 1988:152) comments on the

manifestation of violence in schools:
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"The primary causes can be found in the practice of a
nation which allows over-crowding, poverty, and
unemployment and nurtures feelings of isolation,
powerlessness and frustration. Prolonged exclusion of
any group from a nation 's life and from decision-making
processes which directly affect a group, culminating in
feelings of not-belonging, have been found to be
primary to unrest and violence".

Black persons' socio-economic reality includes unemployment,

urbanisation, poverty, poor living conditions and rapid

population growth. Education alone cannot promise a better

dispensation, certainly not in the short to medium term.

The tensions in education are also felt in tertiary

education. Despite the population indices, in 1985, whites

held 901. of the degrees in the country. Whites currently

attend university at a rate of 30 per 1000, as opposed to a

2.2 per 1000 for black university admission rates. South

Africa has a disproportionate academic orientation in its

secondary school courses for all population groups. Hence

enrolment at tertiary institutions is 661. for universities,

171. for technikons and 161. for colleges of education. There

is a disproportionately high 521. registration for humanities

courses. Black persons repeatedly enter university on the

basis of poor secondary schooling, with high aspirations

coupled with educational deficits, and the attainment of the

degree qualification does not guarantee employment.

Government, commerce, industry and the professions talk of

manpower planning and the needs of the economy. Technikon

education is vaunted in the media. Unfortunately, such well

intentioned homilies are often perceived as whites yet again

manipulating matters for their own ends.
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The long term solution lies in upgrading education to be

relevant and sound, without it becoming entirely

teachers that will

instrumental or vocational

prov iding the quantity and

in nature.

quality of

The key lies in

enable an equitable system of education to evolve, thereby

decreasing the tensions associated with education. This

in a vacuum.cannot happen

reform must proceed

To be effective,

with tangible progress in

educational

employment,

housing and those matters which constitute" ' q u a l i t y of

life' . From an educational perspective however, Marais

(1988:167) perceives the goals to be:

credible education with status and recognition in the

community and the world of the employer;

no stigmatisation of inferior or unequal education;

education must be accessible to all groups regardless

of race, colour or creed;

it must meet the demands of the employer; and

it must be experienced and perceived as relevant

education by the student and parents in terms of their own

educational demands and expectations.

It is necessary when considering future perspectives to gain

some idea of how some of the key players and stakeholders

would perceive a future dispensation for the provision of

African society, and with a future educational

being wrought

schooling and

flux, and the
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likely to be the result of protracted negotiations, no fully

articulated and defini t ive models have been presented.

However, some perspective can be gleaned from a

consideration of certain well considered and articulated

ideological documents.

3.20 IDEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TEACHER

EDUCATION PROVISION

Any proposed changes in the provision of teacher education

must take into account the ideological considerations,

arising from the communities, which they would expect to see

incorporated in any new dispensation. Certain statements of

principled intent have been published as considered opinion

and a brief review of those that have been articutated, with

a new dispensation in a new South Africa

discussed.

in mind, will be

3.20.1 FREEDOM CHARTER

The Freedom Charter is a seminal document propounding ideas

such as a non-racial society', liberty and individual rights.

It was articulated by the African National Congress and

other organisations, after wide grassroots consultation, and

it was adopted at a Congress of the People in Kliptown on 26

June 1955 (Readers Digest 1988:488).

The Freedom Charter is an idealistic document in that it

proposes ideals, without any clarification as to how these

ideals may be achieved in practice. This observation is not
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an implied criticism of

into perspective.

the Charter, but merely to put it

The central tenet of the Freedom Charter concerning

education is that:

"The doors of learning and of culture shall be opened"
(Polley 1989:135).

It is perceived that the development of person talent is a

governmental responsibiliy. All citizens should have access

to the materials of education and culture, including the

basic freedoms to achieve educational ends. Education is

perceived as a socialising influence to promote

interpersonal understanding and group identification. Access

to education should be universal and education should be

paid for by the State, including programmes such as adult

literacy. Colour should not be a factor in educational

access and provision. Teachers ' citizen rights should be

guaranteed. It is further held that: "Education shall be

free, compulsory,

(Polley 1989:135).

universal and equal for all children"

The Freedom Charter ideals have formed the basis for later

statements of ideals and the ideals propounded in the

Freedom Charter are still held dear by a large segment of

the South African population, according to press reports.

3.20.2 BOPHUTHATSWANA PRINCIPLES FOR THE PROVISION OF

EDUCATION

Bophuthatswana became an independent country under the

apartheid dispensation. It falls completely within the
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greater boundaries of South Africa and is irrevocably linked

to the South African ethos, so that the principles for the

provision of education, as articulated in the Report o~

the Second National Education Commission of 1985 - 1986 may

be considered as akin to a South African black viewpoint on

the provision of education.

The educational principles, which the Commission felt should

form the basis of educational provision, were perceived as a

unified whole and were not to be separated into independent

entities. The fundamental themes on which the principles are

based were seen to be equity, quality, co-responsibility and

efficiency. The ten guiding principles are:

1. Access to schooling must be available to every child,

regardless of religious belief, cultural background, racial

origin or social position.

2. Every child is entitled to equal educational

opportunities and to the same quality of basic education,

irrespective of the area in which the child lives or the

financial means of the parents.

3 . The responsibility for providing formal education rests

with the State. It is the responsibility of the parents and

the commuity to continue to cooperate in this enterprise.

4. Provision of education must take into consideration the

needs of the individual as well as the development needs of

the country.

I
.I
I
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5. The educational programme provided for the children

should reflect the cultural and social norms of society,

whilst maintaining accepted standards of scholarship.

6. The education system should seek to preserve and

protect the best of society's norms, whilst preparing

students for a future which may be characterised by rapid

change.

7. The formal, non-formal and informal aspects of

education are all of basic importance. All three areas

demand coordinated planning.

\
8. Provision of education must be based on sound planning,

administration and evaluation.

9. Strategies of innovation must be built into the

educational system .

10. Effective provision of education demands the

recognition of the professional status of the teacher.

It is the contention of the writer that these principles

would find wide favour from many segments of the South

African community and therefore these aspects should be

accommodated in any

education.

proposals on the provision of teacher

3.20.3 CHARTER FOR TEACHER UNITY

The moves in South Africa amongst the various organised

teacher professional bodies and organisations, represents

some level of accord on the principles appropriate to the
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provision of education. Such a common view emerges from the

Charter for Teacher Unity. The basic principle of this

Charter is a declaration in favour of the establishment of a

non-racial society, based on respect for human dignity and a

respect for civil liberties.

Appropriate to this central tenet is the establishment of a

single central education authority, the eradication of race

as an educational criterion, and the raising of

standards, including the improvement of

educational

teachers '

qualifications.

Educational aims and principles perceived to be integral to

the concept of a democratic educational system include a

concern for the welfare of all the people, equal

opportunities for all, including the equal standards of

education, and mechanisms for the people to have the right

to share in determining the purposes and policies of

education. The educational system should be adapted to meet

specific manpower needs and to empower persons to acquire

the skills necessary to participate in the vocational

sphere. Education should be differentiated to accommodate

the needs, abilities, aptitude and interests of all persons.

The Charter for Teacher Unity promotes the idea of free,

universal and compulsory education to the age of sixteen

years, with equal funding of educational institutions.

Adequate teacher training facilities are perceived to be a

sine qua non, with non-discriminatory admission criteria.
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It is apparent that common themes run through the above

documents of intent. These principles are geared, in the

main, to reflect a fair and equal educational system within

a fair and equal society. Ngubentombi (1984:passim) has

applied these principles specifically to teacher training.

3.20.4 NATIONAL POLICY FOR TEACHER EDUCATION IN THE

TRANSKEI

Nguntombi suggests teacher training objectives which should

be built into the general educationa l policy in the Transkei

( 1984: 506-509) . More educational facilities need to be

provided to ensure the rapid improvement in the quality and

quantity of teacher supply. These facilities should be

coordinated into an organic unity.

Teachers should be prepared to handle social change and

should be capable of understanding social ,

cultural phenomenon. The teacher should

political

be able

and

to

understand and promote the development of the community,

within a framework of the soc ial values of the community and

the social responsibilities of the citizen.

Teachers need to be aware of, and able to impart an

understanding of, the changing functioning of society,

societal values, and economic and vocational opportunitiE's.

Scientific understanding is considered important in that it

aids, inter alia, insight into agricultural and health

matters. Forms of knowledge (in the Hirstian sense) are

necessary to develop qualities of mind, such as rationality,

critical thought, creative imagination and judgement. A
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teache~ also needs to be awa~e of child development, the

dynamic between the school and society, socio-economic

pe~spectives and the teache~'s ~ole in each of these a~eas.

In o~de~ to be a p~ofessional pe~son, a teache~ must develop

an occupational consciousness, including the ability to

evaluate education and his teaching, and to be innovative

whe~e ~equi~ed. Technical skills should ~each a specific

level to ensu~e the achievement of p~ofessional competence,

with conceptual skills to aid a c~itical app~aisal of

teaching dynamics. Apa~t f~om high academic and p~ofessional

competence, a teache~ should develop a good cha~acte~ and

inte~pe~sonal skills. In-se~vice education is conside~ed

ncessa~y to ensu~e continuing

development.

p~ofessional and pe~sonal

The s e facto~s would be found desi~able, in essence, in most

of the developed and developing count~ies of the wo~ld.

What is impo~tant to note is that this set of ideals has not

been postulated as an academic exe~cise, but to ensu~e that

a deficient state of affai~s obtaining in teache~ education

is amelio~ated and co~~ected. These defic~ts, encounte~ed in

t he T~anskei, a~e also found in South Af~ica and need to be

conside~ed when establishing a new teache~ education o~de~.

3 .21 CURRENT INITIATIVES

As South Af~ica moves towa~ds a new educational

dispensation, discussion documents a~e being ci~culated as a

f o r m of debate on the possible natu~e of the futu~e
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p~ovision of education.

conce~n.

Two such documents a~e of p~ima~y

3.21.1 DISCUSSION PAPER OF THE ANC ON EDUCATION

POLICY

The ANC highlights its conce~ns, a~ising out of the c~isis

in education, as being, inter alia;

the lack of ~esou~ces, such as schools and books;

ove~c~owded class~ooms and inadequate educational

facilities;

poo~ly t~ained, unde~- and unqualified teache~s;

high d~op out ~ates;

high failu~e ~ates; and

a sho~tage of p~e-p~imary schooling.

The point is made that education policy needs to be ~elated

to social, political and economic changes, as well as

st~uctu~es within society. Consequently

education p~ovision include:

the p~inciples of

a democ~atic basis to education, including political

and social justice, institutions fo~ active and info~med

pa~ticipation by the community in decisions about education,

and democ~atic access to education;
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the development of an integrated education system based

on clear strategies, and better use of available funding;

and

the development of human potential, including pre

school provision and free compulsory schooling to the age of

16.

Referring to principles which would affect colleges of

education, the ANC calls for a development and sharing of

expertise and materials, and demand that existing

educational institutions should be fully utilised, including

the immediate opening up of the colleges of education.

It is clear that the proposals outlined in this research

would accord with such aims and ideals.

3.21.2 EDUCATIONAL RENEWAL STRATEGY DOCUMENT (ERS)

The ERS proposals were articulated by education department

officials as a discussion document on the future provision

of education. The proposals are very similar to those of the

de Lange Commission published a decade or so earlier. The

proposals are sketchy, and do not address multicultural

education and the alleviation of backlogs, for example, but

the broad thrust of the document is an attempt to come to

terms with the current crisis in education.

Strong social, economic and political demands for education

of a high quality, and the need for a developed and skilled

labour force, are acknowledged. In the

some of the problems are articulated.
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Economic g~owth has been slowe~ than the g~owth in pupil and

student numbe~s. Fo~ example, in 1990 based on population

g~owth ~ates, 325000 additional black pupils should have

ente~ed the education system. This would ~equi~e 325

additional schools, at a cost of R650 million. In addition,

10000 additional teache~s would be ~equi~ed, as well as

additional textbooks, supplies and se~vices.

The demands fo~ the p~ovision of schooling do not only a~ise

conside~ably mo~e teache~s and

f~om the population

~ates imp~oved,

g~owth ~ates. If the school ~etention

facilities

would be ~equi~ed. Fo~ example

ente~ing schooling and leaving

ce~tificate a~e as follows:

the d~opout ~ates of pupils

p~io~ to obtaining a senio~

Whites

Colou~ed

Black

181.

801.

841.*

*Note that this figu~e would be conside~ably highe~ if those

pupils who have not attended school at all we~e taken into

account.

Table 14 - D~opout ~ates p~io~ to obtaining a senio~

ce~tificate

If all the figu~es app~oximated 201., and noting that black

pupils fo~m the most populous g~oup, the st~ain on ~esou~ces

would be p~ohibitive. The unp~ecedented demand fo~ education
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would have to be balanced with the need to maintain

standards.

Further economic provision factors are the need to bring the

teaching profession to a minimum common qualification norm .

schooling and three years

If this is, as suggested in the ERS document,

teacher training, then

12 years

according

to the 1989 figures, +- 45% of the teachers in South Africa

do not meet this minimum requirement.

The need is also highl ighted to bring the pupil/teacher

ratios to an acceptable minimum level of 30:1. Although the

white, Indian and coloured communities are favourably

provided in this regard to varying degrees, the black

education ratio is 51:1 and the number of black pupils is

numerically far greater than all the other racial groupings.

The accumulative effect of population growth, school

retention rates , a properly qualified teaching force, and

acceptable pupil/teacher ratios, highlights the urgent need

for a fully articulated system of teacher education

provision, such as that presented in this work. The

principles implicit in the ERS document are similar to those

presented in the collegiate model. They are:

equality of provision;

race should not feature in structuring the provision of

education;

decentralised control, in order to eliminate

bureaucratic inertia and to encourage community involvement;
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the creation of a single ministry of education;

a balancing of the need for central control with the

need for accommodating diversity;

the maximum devolution of power, with coordinating

structures at the central level;

provision for the sharing of responsibility for

education between the political authorities and the various

stakeholders in education; and

- justice in educational opportunities.

The ERS document (Education Renewal Strategy 1991:39) states

that "General policy for eductional programmes for teacher

training has not yet been determined ... " but underlines the

the programmes fundamentally. The senior

teaching qualifications,

need to review

certificate is

requirement for

recommended as the minimum

with the

admission

proviso

that eight years of continuous teaching experience should

result in senior certificate status being granted to those

teachers who wish to further their studies ( i . e. a

g r a n d f a t he r clause). It is recommended that pre-service

training for non-graduate teachers should be a minimum of

three year's duration, with greater mobility between

i n s t i t u t i o n s and concomitant accreditation mechanisms. The

possibilities of an internship year and distance teacher

education, after a certain period of contact education, for

serving teachers, are mooted.
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The ERS Committee refers to the uncoordinated approach to

planning teacher training at the national level, such

planning hitherto having been undertaken separately by some

18 education departments in an uncoordinated manner. It is

queried whether universities should hold a monopoly on

training teachers for secondary schools.

The ERS document highlights the shortage of teachers in

certain areas and the abundance of teachers and facilities

in other areas. Assuming a norm ratio of 30 pupils to 1

teacher in primary education,

for white education is noted

in 1989 an excess high of

compared with 50% below

37%

the

norm in black education. It is further noted that the

maximum utilisation of all the present teacher education

facilities would probably allow for sufficient primary

school teachers to be trained as required up to the year

2000. This statistic was evolved prior to the announcement

in June 1991 of the intention to close nine colleges of

education nationally. The surplus capacities are highlighted

by the college occupancy rates in 1990:

House of Assembly (White)

House of Delegates (Indian)

House of Representatives (Coloured)

65%

69%

74%

Black teacher education: a shortage of places in colleges

and a significant overutilisation

of facilities in many colleges.

Table 15 - Occupancy rates in colleges of education in 1990
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The need is acknowledged in
(

the ERS document to set a

general policy and to address the problem of underutil ised

facilities. In addition, a distance teacher education

facility is proposed, which should be established on a

national basis, and articulated with the full time

facilities.

training

In line with the ' d e v o l u t i o n of power and authority '

principle, the possibility is seen for decision-making

autonomy to be granted

colleges of education.

to the indiviual councils of the

Many of the suggestions in the ERS document are compatible

with the collegiate proposals encapsulated

piece of research.

in the current

3.22 SUMMARY

An overview of the history of teacher education in South

Africa from 1910 to the present has been presented in such a

way as to highlight the issues which are pertinent to this

piece of research. The antecedents of the current problems

in teacher education, and education in general, have been

sketched. The current position of education in crisis has

been explicated . Finally, central ideological position

papers and documents addressing proposals for a new

education system, and the principles which are felt should

be inherent in such proposals, have been considered.

The core references used in this chapter, apart from
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official documents such as commission reports and acts, are

acknowledged as follows as being used in the formulation of

this chapter:

Behr (1984)

Le Roux (1980)

Malherbe (1977)

Nguntombi (1984)

Niven (1971)

Most of the statistical data, unless otherwise acknowledged,

was derived primarily from extrapolating figures gleaned

from the South

publications.

African Institute of Race Relations

Some information was obtained from unpublished sources and

in discussion at conferences, where the speaker could not be

identified by
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